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Summary
This thesis presents new developments and applications of simulation 
methods in stochastic geometry. Simulation is a useful tool for the statistical 
analysis of spatial point patterns. We use simulation to investigate the power 
of tests based on the ./-function, a new measure of spatial interaction in point 
patterns. The power of tests based on J is compared to the power of tests 
based on alternative measures of spatial interaction.
Many models in stochastic geometry can only be sampled using Markov 
chain Monte Carlo methods. We present and extend a new generation of 
Markov chain Monte Carlo methods, the perfect simulation algorithms. In 
contrast to conventional Markov chain Monte Carlo methods perfect sim­
ulation methods are able to check whether the sampled Markov chain has 
reached equilibrium yet, thus ensuring that the exact equilibrium distribution 
is sampled. There are two types of perfect simulation algorithms, Coupling 
from the Past and Fill’s interruptible algorithm. We present Coupling from 
the Past in the most general form available and provide a classification of 
Coupling from the Past algorithms. Coupling from the Past is then extended 
to produce exact samples of a Boolean model which is conditioned to cover a 
set o f locations with grains. Finally we discuss Fill’s interruptible algorithm 
and show how to extend the original algorithm to continuous distributions 
by applying it to a point process example.
vni
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1 Introduction
In many areas of science data occurs in the form of geometrical patterns. 
Stochastic geometry aims to provide suitable mathematical models and ap­
propriate statistical methods which enable the analysis of such data. Many 
stochastic geometry models are defined on high- or infinite-dimensional spa­
ces which renders any mathematical analysis extremely difficult. However, 
simulation methods may allow us to examine such models by means of sta­
tistical analysis. This thesis presents new developments and applications of 
simulation methods in the area of stochastic geometry. The title “Perfect and 
Imperfect Simulation in Stochastic Geometry” classifies simulation methods 
into two categories. The first class of methods is concerned with simulation 
techniques which allow the “perfect” , that is exact sampling of the stationary 
distribution of a Markov chain. These methods are discussed in Chapters 5, 
6 and 7 of this thesis. Other simulation techniques we summarize as “im­
perfect” methods. The term “imperfect” is not meant to deprecate these 
methods but merely indicates that they are not concerned with the exact 
sampling o f the stationary distribution of Markov chains. “Imperfect” meth­
ods are used in Chapter 3.
Chapter 2 provides a short introduction into the theory of stochastic 
simulation and gives a brief overview on concepts and models in stochastic 
geometry. We also point out the ròle of simulation in the area of stochastic
1
geometry including spatial statistics. The chapter aims to give some of the 
theoretical background needed for the subsequent chapters.
An example of how simulation enables the statistical analysis of point pat­
terns is given in Chapter 3. Spatial statistics often uses summary functions 
like the nearest neighbour distribution function G or the empty space func­
tion F  to quantify spatial interaction in point patterns. Van Lieshout and 
Baddeley [145] proposed an alternative summary function, the J-function, 
which is based on F  and G through the ratio
The theoretical properties of J were presented in [145, 146]. However, it was 
not examined how well J is suited for statistical tests for spatial interaction 
compared to the alternatives F  and G. Chapter 3 presents a simulation study 
which compares the power of tests for spatial interaction based on J with 
tests based on F  or on G. Due to the lack of distributional theory for any of 
these summary functions, hypothesis testing has to be based on simulation 
via Monte Carlo tests. The chapter extends the simulation study presented in 
Thonnes and Van Lieshout [141] as follows. We included a comparison o f our 
results with a similar study by Diggle [33]. For this comparison we present 
results based on Thomas cluster point patterns, which are not described in 
[141]. Furthermore, we include the Theorem 3.5 which describes a property 
of the area-interaction point process.
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Some of the point patterns used in the simulation study in Chapter 3 were 
produced by a perfect simulation algorithm. Perfect simulation methods 
are the topic of the remainder o f this thesis. These are a new generation 
of Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, that is methods which 
base the sampling of a distribution on a Markov chain. Chapter 4 is an 
introductory chapter which gives an overview on Markov chain theory and 
MCMC methods. After presenting basic concepts in Markov chain theory, 
we introduce coupling, a method on which all perfect simulation algorithms 
are based. The final section of Chapter 4 is a brief description of MCMC 
methods including perfect simulation methods.
Markov chain Monte Carlo methods produce an ergodic Markov chain 
whose distribution converges to the target distribution. They sample the 
Markov chain after it has run for a long time and thus produce an approxi­
mate sample of the target distribution. One major and notoriously difficult 
problem is to decide how long the Markov chain has to run until its distribu­
tion is a sufficiently close approximation to the target distribution. Perfect 
simulation methods differ from convential MCMC algorithms in that they en­
sure that the Markov chain is sampled when it has converged to equilibrium. 
Thus, they sample the target distribution exactly and solve the problem of 
deciding how long to run the Markov chain. To date there are two types of 
perfect simulation methods: Coupling from the Past which was introduced
3
by Propp and Wilson in [111] and the interruptible algorithm by Fill [37].
Coupling from the Past (CFTP) is based on the intuition that if we 
started an ergodic Markov chain in the indefinite past, then at time 0 it 
would have the equilibrium distribution. Chapter 5 shows how this intuition 
can be translated into a perfect simulation algorithm. We first present the 
simplest form of Coupling from the Past, as developed in Propp and Wilson 
[111], and thus illustrate the basic concepts of the method. In Theorem 5.2 
we then present Coupling from the Past in the most general form available to 
date and prove rigorously that Coupling from the Past in this form samples 
the equilibrium distribution of the target Markov chain. This gives us the 
general framework which allows us to classify existing CFTP algorithms in 
the following section. Although there are various overviews on Coupling from 
the Past [112, 148], this classification of CFTP methods is new. The final 
section of Chapter 5 discusses implementational issues of Coupling from the 
Past. In particular, we illustrate how a user who aborts long CFTP runs 
might introduce a subtle bias in his sample, the user impatience bias.
Theorem 5.2 gives a rather general framework for CFTP algorithms. It is 
now o f primary interest to develop further methods which exploit this free­
dom and widen the applicability of CFTP. An example of such a method 
is the Coupling from the Past algorithm presented in Chapter 6 which pro­
duces samples of a conditional Boolean model, see also Kendall and Thonnes
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[75]. The Boolean model is the union of a number of primary random sets (or 
grains) which are located at points (or germs) of a Poisson point process. We 
condition the Boolean model to cover a set of locations with grains. Such con­
ditional Boolean models are used for example in mining engineering where 
the conditioning allows to incorporate observed data into the model. Ap­
proximate samples of conditional Boolean models can be produced through 
MCMC methods, see Lantuejoul [79]. We can base an MCMC algorithm for 
a conditional Boolean model on a conditional spatial birth-and-death pro­
cess; in Theorem 6.3, which was not presented in [75], we show that such a 
conditional birth-and-death process does in fact converge to the target condi­
tional Boolean model. We then develop a CFTP algorithm based on a two- 
component spatial birth-and-death process which samples the conditional 
Boolean model exactly. The algorithm differs from previous CFTP methods 
using birth-and-death processes, such as [73, 74, 95], in two aspects. Firstly, 
whereas previous algorithms thinned births of a birth-and-death process we 
use perpetuation of particles beyond death times. Secondly, we define our 
spatial birth-and-death process not on the state space of the target model 
but on an augmented state space. We show that this construction still satis­
fies the requirements of Theorem 5.2, thus illustrating the wide applicability 
of the Theorem.
The second perfect simulation method, the interruptible algorithm by
5
Fill [37], is presented in Chapter 7. This algorithm is a form o f rejection 
sampling. The runtime of the algorithm (in terms of Markov transitions) 
is independent of the state sampled. Therefore user impatience bias cannot 
occur, the algorithm is interruptible. Fill’s method is based on the theory of 
stong stationary times and strong stationary duality as developed in Diaconis 
and Fill [31]. We give a short summary of the theory and its relation to Fill’s 
algorithm. The interruptible algorithm was originally developed for discrete 
state spaces; in Section 7.3 we show how to extend it to a continuous state 
space by applying it to a point process example. This section is a revised 
version of Thonnes [140]. The final section of Chapter 7 summarizes further 
extension o f Fill’s algorithm.
Perfect simulation is a new and exciting research area in which new de­
velopments are made at an amazing rate. While researchers increasingly 
explore the possibilities of perfect simulation, any overview will neccessarily 
become outdated within a short time. For example, although Theorem 5.2 is 
the most general formulation of CFTP at present, we expect generalizations 
of the Theorem soon. Some of these extensions are discussed in the final 
Chapter 8 in which we present open questions and further work. Perfect 
simulation has given us some solutions, but many more challenges remain.
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2 Simulation and Stochastic Geometry
This chapter will discuss some background material on the two issues of 
this thesis: simulation and stochastic geometry. After a short introduction 
to stochastic simulation, some basic models in stochastic geometry are pre­
sented in Section 2.2. Then, in Section 2.2.4 we describe some theoretical 
concepts which are used in spatial statistics. Thus we provide a theoretical 
background for the subsequent chapters of this thesis. The last section of this 
chapter discusses the rôle of simulation in the area of stochastic geometry, 
thus illustrating the importance of developing new and improving existing 
simulation techniques.
2.1 Stochastic Modeling and Simulation
2.1.1 Introduction
A model is the quantitative description of a natural phenomenon. The pur­
pose of a model is to give insight into the real world by providing explanations 
and predictions of natural phenomena.
Predictions can usually not be made with certainty and we may want to 
take this uncertainty into account by incorporating the possibility of ran­
domness into the model. In this case it is a stochastic model which describes 
a set of outcomes which are weighted according to their probability.
7
Properties of a stochastic model can be examined either by mathematical 
analysis or simulation. Useful and detailed mathematical results for complex 
models can often only be obtained by either approximation or by imposing 
additional assumptions which simplify the model. An alternative is to use 
the model in an empirical experiment, that is to simulate it. We create 
realizations and examine these to derive properties of the model. Stochastic 
simulations are used for a variety of classical statistical methods such as 
Monte Carlo Tests or Bootstrapping and have also profoundly widened the 
applicability of Bayesian inference methods.
Stochastic simulation methods are often summarized as “Monte Carlo” 
methods. The term “Monte Carlo” refers to a city in Monaco known for 
its gambling casinos. It was used during World War II as a code word for 
simulation experiments of nuclear collision problems. In the literature the 
term was first used by Metropolis and Ulam [89] in 1949 and has since become 
a synonym for stochastic simulation techniques. This thesis considers two 
types of stochastic simulations: Monte Carlo tests in Chapter 3 and Markov 
chain Monte Carlo methods in the following chapters.
As with any scientific experiment care is needed when designing simu­
lations. In particular stochastic simulations require an adequate source of 
randomness. The use of pseudo-random number generators is common; the 
following section provides a short overview. For a superb introduction to
8
stochastic simulation see Ripley [118].
2.1.2 P seudo-R andom  N um ber Generators
A sufficient source of randomness for any stochastic simulation is a sequence 
of independent and identically distributed random numbers which are uni­
form on the unit interval. Given such a sequence we can produce realizations 
of many other distributions using a variety of methods such as inversion, 
rejection sampling or compositions, see [30, 118].
The generation of random numbers should be fast, should require a min­
imum amount of memory space and should be reproducible. An efficient 
solution is to use pseudo-random numbers. A sequence of pseudo-random 
numbers is a deterministic sequence which mimics the properties of a random 
sequence. Pseudo-random numbers need to share the statistical properties 
of random numbers in the following sense: if we apply standard statistical 
tests for the departure of independence and uniformity to a finite part of the 
pseudo-random number sequence the null-hypothesis should not be rejected 
more often than expected by chance.
Two types of pseudo-random number generators are in common use: lin­
ear congruential generators and shift register generators.
As quoted in [78], the linear congruential generator goes back to D. H.
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Lehmer [80]. We set
X 0 =  seed
where the seed is some integer and then define
Xi =  (aXj_i +  c) mod Af, t e  N.
The pseudo-random number sequence is derived as 
Ui =  X JM , i e  N.
The multiplier a, the shift c and the modulus M  are all integers. If c =  0 we 
call the generator multiplicative, otherwise mixed. In a vector (X 0, - . . ,  X M) 
of pseudo-random numbers not all of the M  +  1 values will be distinct. Let 
k be the smallest positive integer such that Xi =  then we call k the 
period of the generator. The period of a generator, which can be at most 
M, should be as large as possible; the literature [82, 118, 149] recommends 
a period of 230 or larger.
Usually the modulus M  is chosen such that the evaluation of the pseudo­
random numbers is possible without a complicated division algorithm and 
thus is easy and fast. For a digital computer, a power of 2 enables an easy 
evaluation by simple bit-shift algorithms. After deciding on M  the multiplier 
a and the shift c are then chosen to ensure maximal period. Note that it is 
essential that the evaluation of Xi, i e  N, is implemented with no round off 
errors; only then are the properties of the generator guaranteed.
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The shift register generator in the binary case is based on bits b,. Define 
bi =  (ai bi-i +  . . .  + ad bi-d) mod 2, i £ N ,
where a i , . . . ,  a„ are binary constants. Prom bt, i € N, we can derive a pseudo­
random number in different ways. For example, Tausworthe [139] proposes 
the digital multistep method:
L
Ui = £ 2"*W »> i G N -
•=i
that is Ui is the binary expansion of a block of bits of length L, each block 
of bits being n steps apart from the next block o f bits.
The generalized feedback shift register generator was developed by Lewis 
and Payne [83] and derives Ui from the L-bit integer composed of non- 
consecutive bits
Ui =  bi bi-h -- bi-,L 2~l , i e  N,
for Ij e N.
An overview on pseudo-random number generators can be found in [78] 
or in [104],
All the simulations in this thesis use either the pseudo-random number 
generator provided by the C Library s td lib .h  or the programming language 
S. We chose the function drand48() from the C Library, which is a linear 
congruential generator with parameters
M =  248, c =  1
11
and
a =  (273673163155)g =  2 x 811 +  7 x 810 +  3 x 89 +  6 x 88 +  7 x 87 
+3 x  86 +  85 +  6 x  84 +  3 x  83 +  82 +  5 x  8 +  5
The generator drand48() can be initialized using the C Library function 
seed48(). This function sets the seed X 0 equal to its argument.
The programming language S uses a combination of a linear congruential 
generator and a shift register generator, see [8].
2.2 Stochastic Geometry
This section gives a brief introduction to those stochastic geometry models 
which will be used in the following chapters. It starts by describing discrete 
models, Markov random fields, which originate from problems in statistical 
physics. In Chapter 5 and Chapter 7 we will introduce a new generation of 
Markov chain Monte Carlo methods, so-called perfect simulation methods. 
These methods were first developed for Markov random fields.
The continuous analogues of Markov random fields, Markov point pro­
cesses, are presented in Section 2.2.2 on point processes. A perfect simulation 
method for a point process example is developed in Section 7.3. Chapter 3 
presents summary functions which can be used to examine point process 
samples.
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Point process models can be extended to produce random sets, two of such 
models are discussed in the Section 2.2.3 on object processes. In Chapters 5 
and 6 we will show how these two object processes can be sampled.
Section 2.2.4 describes theoretical concepts which provide some back­
ground for spatial statistics, more details on spatial statistics can be found 
in Chapter 3.
2.2.1 M arkov R andom  Fields
A Markov random field is defined on a finite index set V  of sites or vertices, 
equipped with a neighbourhood system d =  (9(t>) : v 6 V }.
Definition 2.1 (N eigh bou rh ood  system ) A collection d of subsets o fV  
is called a neighbourhood system, if it satisfies:
1. v £ d(v) and
2. v € d(w) if and only if w  € d(v).
The most commonly used neighbourhood system is the 4-neighbourhood on 
a square lattice, where the neighbours are the sites at Euclidean distance 
one, see Figure 1 for an illustration.
The sites of a Markov random field take values xv in a finite state space 
S, thus the vertex set x  =  (x v)v€V takes values in Sv . Let X v denote the 
random variable describing the state of site v € V.
13
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Figure 1: A 4-neighbourhood: The neighbours of • are o.
D efin ition  2.2 (M arkov random  field) An Sv -valued random dement 
with distribution n is a Markov random field with respect to the neighbourhood 
system d if
X v j X w —  X W1 UJ /  t) j  =  7 T ^ X V =  X v | X w W  €  9 ( d )  j .  (1 )
Thus the state at site v depends on the configuration of the other sites in V  
only through its neighbour sites.
An example for a Markov random field are spin systems. Here each vertex 
d e  V  is assigned an upward or downward spin, that is +1 or -1 respectively. 
We call a spin system attractive if n (X v =  llA^, w 6 d(v)) is an increasing 
function of the values of € 9 (d)}.
E xam ple 2.3 (Ising m odel) The Ising model is a spin system with respect 
to a ^-neighbourhood. An account of the origin of the model is given in [76]. 
W. Lenz mentioned the idea for the model in a paper from 1920 [81]. He
14
proposed the model to his student E. Ising, who used it in his doctoral thesis 
to explain ferromagnet phenomena, see also [59]. The model describes a 
collection of interacting magnets possible together with an external magnetic 
field. Its distribution is given by
n(x)  =  exp ( -  H(x) ) ,  x e  Sv . (2)
Here Z =  52xeSv exp(—H(x) )  is the normalizing constant or partition func­
tion and the exponent H(x)  is the energy function:
H  (x) 7 jct [ ^ X / .w-C'vX'uj Em. ^ ' xv j .
■* V<W V
The constant a V:W =  1 if v is a neighbour of w and 0 otherwise. The second 
sum in the energy function is the effect of an external field of intensity B ; the 
constant m describes a property of the material. The absolute temperature 
in the system is given by the constant T and K  is the Boltzmann factor. For 
J > 0 spins of the same direction have a low energy and thus a high probability 
of occuring. This is the ferromagnetic Ising model which is an attractive spin 
system. The repulsive case J < 0 is known as the anti-ferromagnetic Ising 
model.
A generalization of the Ising model is the q-state Potts model [108, 150], 
where each of the sites is in one of q different states. A further generalization 
is the random cluster model which was introduced by Fortuin and Kasteleyn
[40].
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Exam ple 2.4 (R andom  cluster m od el) This model is based on an undi­
rected graph, where each vertex v is connected with vertex w by an edge (t>, v j }  
with probability pVtW. A state of a random cluster model is a subset H of the 
edges o f the graph. The probability of observing the subgraph H is propor­
tional to
( n  * . - )  ( n  ( i _  Pv,vi)) ?c(h)i
v,w £H  v,tu $ H
where C(H)  is the number of connected components in the subgraph and q 
indicates how favorable it is to have connected components. Given a state 
of a random cluster model we can derive a state of a q-state Potts model by 
assigning randomly one of the q states to each connected component of the 
subgraph H, see [fO].
The modern foundations of Markov random field theory go back to Spitzer 
[132] and Preston [109]. For a detailed discussion on Markov random fields 
see [76, 149].
Markov random fields are often defined on large lattices, for example a 
1024 x 1024 square lattice. This leads to huge state spaces and thus delivers 
partition functions which are not computable in closed form. Nevertheless, 
(approximate) sampling of Markov random fields is possible through Markov 
chain Monte Carlo methods such as the heat bath algorithm, see Section 4.3. 
Exact sampling of Markov random fields is often possible through perfect 
simulation algorithms which are introduced in Chapter 5 and Chapter 7.
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2.2.2 Point Processes
Point processes are models for random patterns of points. The term “point 
process” was probably first used in Palm’s 1943 paper [106] on intensity 
fluctuations in telephone systems, see the historical remarks in [27]. Although 
a “process” generally describes an evolution in time, point processes are 
usually not considered to be dependent on time. Palm intitially used the 
term “process” as he considered point processes on the real line which can 
be interpreted as modelling events in time. The oldest and analytically most 
tractable point process is the Poisson point process. The Poisson process 
was, according to [27], used as early as the late 1870’s to discuss counting 
problems [1, 129]. Poisson point processes play a dominant role in stochastic 
geometry as they are a building block for many geometric models.
In the following we restrict our attention to finite Markov point processes, 
which can be viewed as the continuous analogues of Markov random fields. 
Detailed surveys on the general theory of point processes can be found in 
[24, 27, 69, 114].
We start by constructing the space Q of realizations of the point process. 
Let (5, B, A) be a measure space, where B contains all singletons and A is a 
positive, finite and diffuse measure.
For n € N, let fi„ be the space of finite point configurations x  =  { x i , . . . ,  
i „ }  C S with n points. Note that the n points are distinct as we excluded
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the possibility of multiple points when assuming that A is a diffuse measure. 
Furthermore, we regard x as an unordered set o f points in contrast to an 
ordered n-tuple.
Let 5", n 6  N, be the n-fold cartesian product of S with itself and 
u>n : Sn —> be the projection of ordered n-tuples to unordered point 
configurations with n points. We equip the space with the cr-algebra 
Tn =  uin(Bn), where BA is the product cr-algebra of Sn. Define fi0 =  {0 }. 
the empty point configuration, which is equipped with the trivial cr-algebra 
T 0. Now, let fl =  u “ 0fi„ and T  be the smallest cr-algebra containing each 
of Tn for n 6  Pfc.
Here are two examples which illustrate the set-up:
Exam ple 2.5 1. Let S =  A be a bounded subset of R ,^ B =  A  the Borel
o-algebra on A and X =  Xi the Lebesgue measure. This provides the 
set-up for ordinary point processes where X/, is the intensity of a unit- 
rate homogeneous Poisson point process.
2. Let (M , M , Q ) be a probability space of “marks”, then (S, B, A) =  (A  x 
M , A ®  M , X l ® Q )  provides a set-up for  a marked point process with 
mark distribution Q.
Definition 2.6 (F inite poin t process) A finite point process on S is de­
fined as a random variable taking values in (Í2, T ).
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Now, let (S7, T , P) be the exponential space [18] over S. The probability 
measure P  corresponds to a Poisson point process Y  with intensity measure 
A. This means that the random variable Y  has distribution P  if
1. Y  has n points, that is Y  G il„, with probability exp(—A(S)) and
2. given that Y  6  fi„, the n points of Y  are independent and identically 
distributed on 5  according to A(-)/A(S).
Now, consider a finite point process X  on (fi, P )  whose distribution has 
a density /  with respect to the reference measure P. The density /  describes 
the likelihood of a configuration x  for the process X  compared to a Poisson 
point process with intensity measure A. The distribution of X  is specified by 
the following:
1. X  has n points, that is X  € fin, with probability
9n =  e x p (  f  . . .  i  f ( X u x„)dX(xi)  • • • d\(xn)
n! Js Js
and
2. given X  € the n points have a joint probability density given by
X exp(—A(S)) A ( 5 ) " / ( i i , . . . ,  x n)
-------------------- ---------------'
Assume in the following that (S,B, A) =  (A, A, XL) as in Example 2.5.
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Exam ple 2.7 (Pairw ise interaction point process) A pairwise interac­
tion point process on S has the following density with respect to a homogenous 
unit rate Poisson process:
f ( x )  =  a  /r(x) ~  xiU)< x c S .
i<j
Here n(x) is the number o f points in the configuration x and \ ■ \d denotes 
the Euclidean distance in R''. The interaction function g is non-negative and 
real-valued, the parameter (3 is positive. The normalizing constant of the 
density f  is denoted by a.
If g =  1 then f  describes a homogeneous Poisson point process with in­
tensity measure /3X i-
I f
9(r)
7  if r < R
1 otherwise,
where 0 < 7  <  1, then f  specifies the density of a Strauss process [136, 70] 
with interaction range R. As 7  < 1 the Strauss process favours point patterns 
where only few point pairs are closer than the interaction range; thus the 
pattern will be regular. I f  7  =  0 then f  describes a hard core process in 
which points are a minimum distance, the hard core distance R, apart from  
each other.
The Strauss process is an example of a Markov point process [120]. Sim­
ilarly to Markov random fields, Markov point processes are defined with
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respect to a neighbourhood relation that is a symmetric and reflexive 
relation on S. The neighbourhood of a set B  C S is then defined as
d(B)  =  {£ 6  5  : f  ~  ri for some r) 6  B}.
D efinition 2.8 (M arkov point process) A finite point process is a Mar­
kov point process with respect to ~  if its density f  is a Markov function, that 
is
1. f  is hereditary: if f (x )  >  0 then f (y )  >  0 for y C x;
2. if f ( x )  > 0  then for  £ e  S,
f (xuQ
/ ( * )
depends only on £ and d(£) n  x.
Exam ple 2.9 (Pairwise interaction poin t process) Suppose f  ~  rj if 
l£ ~ v\d <  R- Say g(r) <  1 for r < R and g(r) =  1 for r > R. Then pairwise 
interaction processes are Markov point processes.
Exam ple 2.10 (A rea-interaction  point process) An example of a Mar­
kov point process where the interaction is not pairwise but of infinite order is 
the area-interaction process. This process was first introduced as the pene­
trable spheres model in [HI ]  and then extended in [5]. It is defined by the 
density
f ( x )  =  a  /3n(l) x c S .  (3)
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The exponent of 7  is the negative value of the volume of the random set x(BK  
where K  is a compact set. The symbol © stand for the Minkowski addition 
which was introduced by Matheron [87]. The random set x  ® K  is the union 
of congruent compact sets K  centered at the points in x that is
x © K  =  {xj +  r : n  € x, r € K }.
Figure 2 shows a random set x  © K  where K  is a disc of fixed radius.
The area-interaction density weights the Poisson point process distribution 
according to an exponential of the volume of x  © G. If  7  < 1 »i favours 
configurations for which the volume is large and thus the process will produce 
regular patterns. For 7  > 1 it models aggregated point patterns.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the density /  of a Markov 
point process and the Papangelou conditional intensity [6 6 , 107].
D efin ition  2.11 (Papangelou conditional intensity) The Papangelou 
conditional intensity for a finite Markov point process with density f  is de­
fined as
A (*,0
/ ( * u  {£}) / / (*)  */ /(*) > 0
0 otherwise,
where f  $ x.
(4)
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Figure 2: The random set x  © K , where i f  is a disc. The location of the 
points of x  are marked as crosses, the random set x © K  is shaded.
Informally, the quantity A(X,£)d£ is the infinitesimal conditional probability 
of there being a point in the infinitesimal region d£ centered at £ given the 
configuration of X  outside of this region. Because the Papangelou conditional 
intensity for Markov point processes depends only on the point £ and its 
neighbours in X,  it reduces to a computationally simple expression.
Exam ple 2.12 (Papangelou conditional intensity)
1. For the Strauss process we have \(x,£)  =  where t(x,  £) are the
number of points in x which are neighbours of f .
2. For the area-interaction process the Papangelou conditional intensity is
A (* ,0  =
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The exponent is the negative value of the amount by which the volume 
of U(x) =  x  ©  K  increases when Ç is added to the pattern x.
For most Markov point processes, the normalizing constant of the density 
is not computable in closed form and thus elementary sampling of these 
processes is not feasible. Fortunately, approximate sampling procedures are 
available in the form o f Markov chain Monte Carlo methods, see Section 4.3. 
Some Markov point processes can be sampled exactly using perfect simulation 
methods, see Chapters 5 and 7.
2.2.3 O b ject Processes
This section gives a brief description of the random set models we use in 
Chapters 5 and 6 .
The Boolean model is one of the simplest examples o f a germ-grain model, 
first discussed by Matheron [87] and further developed by various researchers 
[61, 130] at the École des Mines in Fontainebleu, France. The model is 
constructed as follows. Suppose X  =  . . . }  is a planar Poisson point
process with intensity measure A(-); this is the germ process. Let © be a 
random compact set in R2, the primary grain. We assume that
E (Ar,(© © K )) <  oo for all compact K. (5)
Suppose © i, 0 2, . . .  is a sequence o f  independent copies o f  ©  and assume that
this sequence o f  random  sets is independent o f  X
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On each germ i j  € X  we place the random set ©,. The Boolean model 
E is then defined as the random set
H =  U  (*»©©»)•
X i £ X
The condition (5) ensures that only finitely many grains Xi © ©; meet any 
compact set and thus that E is a closed set. For a further discussion of the 
Boolean model see [87, 130].
The dead leaves model was also originally proposed by Matheron [87], 
then extended and applied to various problems by Jeulin [62, 63, 64]. The 
dead leaves model is a random tessellation which is defined as the equilibrium 
distribution of a sequential germ-grain process. Imagine looking down onto 
a piece of ground which is covered in dead leaves. The leaves on top partially 
hide the ones below. The resulting image is a superposition of randomly 
placed leaves: the dead leaves process models this kind of superposition.
Let © be a random primary grain, for example a randomly orientated 
leaf outline. Independent, identically distributed realizations of this grain 
fall randomly onto a plane at time instants given by a Poisson process of 
intensity Odt. Grains which appear between time t and time t +  dt cover 
portions of former grains generated at times u < t. As a grain is laid down, 
the boundaries of the new grain is recorded, while the boundaries of older 
grains which are covered by the new grain are erased. The procedure is 
illustrated in Figure 14 on page 129, which is taken from [75].
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If this process is started at time —oo, then heuristics indicate that at time 
0 the dead leaves process will be in statistical equilibrium and the plane will 
be completely covered, producing a random tessellation of the plane. This 
tessellation is a realization of the dead leaves model.
2.2.4 Som e T heoretical Concepts in  Spatial Statistics
Many statistical problems are based on geometrical data such as maps of 
trees, vegetation patterns, rainfall maps, microscopic images or sections of 
biological tissues. Often this data can be interpreted as a realization of a 
point process. Daley and Vere-Jones [27] point to a paper by Cox [23] from 
1955 as the first treatment on the statistical analysis of data generated by 
point processes. Recent monographs on spatial statistics include [35, 69, 117, 
119].
An issue of primary interest when examining spatial point patterns is 
whether the pattern exhibits some kind of spatial interaction. Many spatial 
statistics aim to detect and quantify such interaction. A pattern which does 
not exhibit any spatial interaction is called completely random and is con­
sidered as a realization o f a Poisson point process. Thus the Poisson point 
process often functions as a model for comparison or, in statistical terms, 
as a null hypothesis in tests for interaction in point patterns. This section 
introduces some of the theoretical quantities which are commonly used in
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spatial statistics; for further details see the simulation study in Chapter 3.
We start with a characteristic of point processes which is the analogue to 
the mean of a real-valued random variable. Let X  be a point process and let 
X (A )  denote the number of points of X  in the Borel set A. In the following 
we call a point of the process an incident in order to distinguish it from an 
arbitrary point in space.
D efinition 2.13 (Intensity measure) The intensity measure A o f X  is 
defined as
X(A) =  E ( X(A )  )  for a Borel set A. (6 )
Often spatial statistics methods make the assumption that the intensity mea­
sure is proportional to the Lebesgue measure. The constant of proportional­
ity is called intensity and quantifies the mean number of incidents per unit 
volume.
D efinition 2.14 (H om ogeneity ) A point process X  is called homogeneous 
or stationary if any translation of X  has the same distribution as X .
For stationary point processes it can be shown that the intensity measure is 
proportional to the Lebesgue measure.
Statistics for point patterns are often based on properties of a “typical” 
point of the process. For example, the distance of a “typical” incident to the
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nearest other incident is used to detect interaction between incidents. The 
Palm distribution specifies the concept of a “typical” point.
D efin ition  2.15 (Palm  distribution) Let A be the intensity measure of 
X . The Palm distribution IP1 of X  at x  € R“* is defined by the equation
e (A (A ) 1 c )  =  J  PX(C) dX(x), C e P .  (7)
The measure C(A x C)  =  E (X (A )lc) is the Campbell measure, which we 
assume to be absolutely continuous with respect to A. Heuristically, IPX(-) 
is the conditional distribution of X  given that there is an incident at x, 
the “typical” point. Notice that for a stationary point process the Palm 
distribution P1 does not depend on x. A related distribution is the reduced 
Palm distribution P!*.
D efin ition  2.16 (R edu ced  Palm  distribution) The reduced Palm dis­
tribution P!l of a finite point process X  is defined as
P! l (C ) =  P ^ x J e C ) ,  C  € T . (8)
E xam ple 2.17 (Poisson  point process) Consider a stationary Poisson 
point process with distribution P. Due to Slivnyak’s Theorem [131] we have
P1 =  * P and thus P!l =  P,
where Ssx denotes the distribution o f  a point process which consists o f  exactly
one incident at x  and * denotes the convolution o f  distributions.
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The Nguyen-Zessin formula [103] relates the distribution of a stationary 
finite Markov point process X  to its reduced Palm distribution.
A &  ( f ( X ) )  =  E ( A ( X ; » ) / ( * ) ) ,  (9)
Here E*1' stands for the expectation with respect to the reduced Palm distri­
bution P'v, the constant A is the intensity of X  and \ (X ; y) is the Papangelou 
conditional intensity of X  at y. Formula (9) holds under suitable conditions 
on X  for any bounded non-negative measurable function /  on the state space 
of X . A necessary and sufficent condition on X  to ensure that the Nguyen- 
Zessin formula holds is that the reduced Palm distribution of X  is absolutely 
continuous with respect to its distribution
The (reduced) Palm distribution is used to define statistical summary 
functions such as the nearest-neighbour distribution function G which for a 
stationary planar point process X  is given by
G(r) =  V'°(X e b ( 0 , r ) ) t
where 6(0, r) is a disc of radius r centred at the origin. Chapter 3 presents 
further summary functions which, like G, quantify the spatial interaction in 
a point process.
Although a variety of summary statistics for point patterns have been 
developed, for many of these statistics there is little distributional theory 
available. Thus statistical inference relies heavily on simulation methods
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such as Monte Carlo tests. An example of such a simulation study can be 
found in Chapter 3.
2.3 Simulation in Stochastic Geometry
The vast majority of models in stochastic geometry are defined on high­
dimensional or even infinite-dimensional state spaces. This renders any ana­
lytical examination extremely difficult. Many models are based on densities 
whose normalizing constant cannot be computed in closed form and for which 
a conventional numerical computation is not feasible. Thus it is not surprising 
that research within stochastic geometry has been concerned with simulation 
methods. In particular the early development of sampling methods known as 
Markov chain Monte Carlo techniques took place in statistical physics and 
image analysis.
Furthermore, although statistics which summarize properties of models 
such as point processes are available, there is hardly any distributional theory 
for these statistics. Thus statistical inference for geometrical data often has 
to be based on Monte Carlo tests.
Sometimes the development of a simulation algorithm can provide new 
insights into the processes concerned. For example, Theorem 3.5 in Chapter 
3 and Proposition 6.15 in Chapter 6 were motivated by the development of 
a simulation algorithm.
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The following chapters will present examples and new developments of 
simulation methods and thus will illustrate the important role of simulation 
in stochastic geometry including spatial statistics.
The next Chapter 3 will present a simulation study which examines the 
power of tests based on a new spatial statistic, the ./-function. This function 
has many useful theoretical properties, see Section 3.3. However, as the 
sampling distribution of the 7-function is unkown, an analytical examination 
of the power of tests using this function is not possible. Nevertheless, we can 
assesss the power o f these tests by the means of simulation. In Chapter 3 we 
describe a simulation study which compares the power of tests based on the 
7-function with tests based on alternative statistics and thus illustrate the 
usefulness of the 7-function when examining point patterns.
The subsequent chapters will focus on new developments in Markov chain 
Monte Carlo methods. Until recently, Markov chain Monte Carlo methods 
would generally only produce approximate samples of the target distribution. 
Perfect simulation methods are a new generation of Markov chain Monte 
Carlo methods which produce exact rather than approximate samples of the 
target distribution. We develop two such perfect simulation methods for 
models in stochastic geometry.
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3 A  Comparative Study on the Power of the
J-function
This chapter concerns the use of simulation within spatial statistics. It is 
an extended report on a simulation study presented by Thonnes and Van 
Lieshout in [141]. This study illustrates how simulation enables the analysis 
of spatial interaction in point patterns. There is hardly any distributional 
theory available for measures of spatial interaction and thus hypothesis test­
ing is only possible through Monte Carlo tests wich are based on simulation.
Furthermore, simulation allows an assessment of the tools used in spa­
tial statistics. The simulation study presented in this chapter examines the 
summary function J  proposed by Van Lieshout and Baddeley [145] which 
quantifies spatial interaction in point patterns. Baddeley and Van Lieshout 
presented the theoretical properties of the J-function in [145] and [146], but 
did not examine whether the J-function yields more powerful tests for com­
plete spatial randomness than alternative measures of spatial interaction. In 
this chapter we examine the power of tests based on the J-function and com­
pare it with the power of test based on some alternative measures o f spatial 
interaction in point patterns.
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3.1 Introduction
Mapped spatial patterns arise in a variety of contexts, ranging from galaxies 
in astronomy, the positions of cell nuclei in cytology, maps of tree locations 
in forestry to the findings of ore in material science.
The statistical analysis of such a mapped point pattern usually begins 
with a test for complete spatial randomness [35, 117]. The hypothesis of 
complete spatial randomness assumes that the observed point pattern in a 
window W  was produced by a stationary Poisson point process. Recall that 
a point process is a stationary Poisson point process if
1. the number of points in W  with area |VP| is Poisson distributed with 
mean A|W| for some positive constant A;
2 . given that there are n points in W , the locations of these points are 
independently and uniformly distributed over W.
The second condition amounts to requiring that there be no interaction be­
tween the points of the process as the presence of an incident at a certain 
location has no influence on the locations of the other incidents. This require­
ment is violated if the observation of an incident at location x G W  increases 
or reduces the conditional probability of there being other incidents in the 
vicinity of x. In the former case we have an attractive interaction which yields 
point patterns which are aggregated (an equivalent term is “clustered” ); in
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the latter case the repulsive interaction produces regular patterns. Figure 3 
shows an example for a completely random, a clustered and a regular point 
pattern. Notice that a given point pattern may exhibit both attractive and 
repulsive interaction. For example, the points may be a minimum distance 
apart from each other but occur in clusters. The aim of a test for complete 
spatial randomness is to detect such interactions. Throughout this chapter 
we follow the common assumption that the point pattern was produced by 
a stationary point process and focus on the detection of interaction between 
points.
completely random regular pattern clustered pattern
pattern
.. <t
t.
Figure 3: The point pattern on the left is a realisation of a Poisson point 
process of intensity A =  50. The pattern in the middle is a realisation of a 
hard core process of intensity A =  50 and with hard core distance h =  0.06. 
The pattern on the right was produced by a Mat<5rn cluster process with a 
parent intensity equal to 10, a mean daughter number g =  5 and radius R 
=  0.08. For a description of the processes see Section 3.4.1.
Low-dimensional summary functions such as the nearest neighbour dis-
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tance distribution function G  or the empty space function F  are often used 
as test statistics, see [25, 35, 117, 119] and [133, 134], Both F  and G  are 
distribution functions of distances between points. The empty space func­
tion F  is the distribution function of the distance from an arbitrary sampling 
point, for example the origin, to the nearest incident. The function G  is the 
distribution function of the distance from a typical point of the process to the 
nearest other incident. Recently, Van Lieshout and Baddeley [145] proposed 
an alternative, the J-function, which compares minimum inter-incident dis­
tances to minimum distances from a fixed sampling point. It was hoped that 
the combination of both types of distances into one statistic would yield a 
higher power of tests for complete spatial randomness.
For none of the summary functions F, G, and J is there sufficient dis­
tributional theory available on which to base statistical inference. Thus an 
assessment of the power of tests based on these functions is only possible 
through simulation. This chapter describes a simulation study which com­
pares the power of tests based on the J-function with the power o f tests 
based on F  or on G.
The next section will review the summary functions F  and G. The alter­
native summary function J  is introduced in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 describes 
the set-up of the simulation study. The results of this study are presented in 
Section 3.5 and conclusions are drawn in the final Section 3.6.
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Recall that throughout this chapter we assume that X  is a stationary point 
process in R2.
Definition 3.1 (F -function ) The empty space function F  of X  is defined 
as
F(r)  =  r ( d( 0 , X)  < r )  =  P(Xn6(0,r) ^  0 ), r > 0. (10)
Here d(0,X)  is the distance from the origin to the nearest incident o f X  and 
6(0 , r) is a disc of radius r centered at the origin.
Another common summary function is the following:
Definition 3.2 (G -function) The nearest neighbour distribution function 
G is defined as
G(r)  =  P!0( d(0, X) < r ) =  P!0 ( X  n 6(0, r) /  0 ), r > 0  (11)
where P!0 denotes the reduced Palm distribution o f X  at the origin, see also 
Section 2.2.4.
Exam ple 3.3 (Poisson poin t process) Consider a stationary Poisson 
point process of intensity A. Because of Slivnyak’s Theorem [131], see also 
Example 2.17, F  and G are identical for this process and given by
F(r) =  G(r) =  1 -  exp (-A 7rr2).
3.2 Measures of Spatial Interaction
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The summary functions F  and G are measures o f spatial interaction 
due to the following reasoning. Suppose we have a clustered point pattern. 
Clearly, the nearest neighbour distances of incidents will be smaller than ex­
pected from a completely random pattern. Thus the G-function of a process 
with attractive interaction will lie above the G-function of a Poisson point 
process.
How about the F-function? From the Definition (10) we have 
F(r)  =  P ( 0 € l © J ( 0 , r ) ) .
Thus F(r)  is the area fraction of the random closed set X  © ¿>(0, r) which 
will be smaller the more clustered the point pattern is. It follows that the F- 
function of a process with attractive interaction will lie below the F-function 
of a Poisson point process.
Analogously, the G-function of a process with repulsive interaction lies 
below the G-function of a Poisson point process and vice versa for the F- 
function. For an illustration see Figure 7 on page 50 and Figure 8 on page 
51, which show the empirical counterparts of F  and G for the regular and the 
clustered pattern in Figure 3 and demonstrate their relation to the summary 
functions of a Poisson point process.
The use of the empty space function F  for the analysis of planar point 
patterns was probably first considered by Ripley in 1977 [115] as a special 
case of what he called the “test-set method” . As reported in [117], the G-
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function was first suggested by Cowie in 1976 [21]. Diggle [33, 34] advocated 
the “refined nearest neighbour analysis” , that is the use of both F  and G for 
the analyis of planar point patterns. In 1979 he performed a simulation study
[33] which compares a variety of measures of spatial interaction, amongst 
others the F- and the G-function. He found that for his choice of clustered 
patterns tests based on F  were more powerful. For the regular patterns tests 
based on G seemed to be more powerful. He also considered combining F  and 
G and proposed a test statistic based on the difference F(r)  — G(r)  between 
F  and G.  However, he found that tests based on the latter statistic were not 
more powerful but had a power which would lie between the power o f tests 
based on F  and tests based on G.
3.3 An Alternative Measure of Spatial Interaction
In [145], the ./-function is defined as follows:
D efin ition  3.4 (J-function) The /-function is given by the ratio
l - G ( r )  P!0(X n 6(0, r) = 0)
l - F ( r )  _  P(In6(O,r)=0)
(12)
for all r  > 0 such that F(r)  <  1.
It can be interpreted as the ratio of two survival functions, namely of the 
distance to the nearest incident from (a) an incident or (b) an arbitrary
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sampling point. Thus (12) compares the environment of a typical incident of 
X  to the environment of an arbitrary sampling point.
If J(r) < 1, then the survival function of (a) is smaller than that of 
(b) indicating clustering, whereas if J(r) > 1 , then the survival function of 
(b) is smaller than that of (a) indicating regularity. For a Poisson point 
process F  and G  are identical, so we then have J(-) =  1. Thus, a plot 
of the (estimated) ./-function provides valuable information on the type and 
strength of interaction between incidents. Furthermore, it can be shown that, 
in contrast to F  and G, the J-function is constant beyond the effective range 
of interaction. Therefore we can estimate the range of interaction from a 
plot of an estimate of J. Figure 9 on page 51 shows the estimated J-function 
for the regular and the clustered point pattern in Figure 3 and illustrates 
how the J-function measures the type, the strength and the range of spatial 
interaction.
The functions F, G or J summarize a point pattern using low-dimension­
al functional statistics, however neither F  and G nor J completely determine 
the distribution of X.  Bedford and Van den Berg [9] give an example of a 
point process that is not Poisson but for which J( ) =  1.
J is related to the Papangelou conditional intensity as follows. Consider 
a stationary point process X  o f intensity A whose Papangelou conditional 
intensity \(X,  •) exists. Due to the Nguyen-Zessin formula (9), the J-function
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for X  can then be expressed in terms of the conditional intensity as shown 
in [145]:
J(r) =  E ( | Xn6(0,r) = 0 ) .
As discussed in Section 2.2.2, for Markov point processes the Papangelou 
conditional intensity reduces to a computationally simple expression. Thus 
J can be evaluated for a wider range of point process models than F  and G. 
It also behaves well under independent superposition of point patterns, see 
[146], a property that is very useful when studying interactions in mapped 
patterns consisting of different types of incidents.
For formal proofs and further details see [145]. Multivariate extensions of
(12) are studied in [146]. Plots of the J-function for Poisson cluster processes 
can be found in [128], while [4] considers robustness against edge effects 
caused by incomplete observation of X.
Clearly the J-function has many theoretical advantages over F  and G, 
but how does it perform empirically? Does it lead to more powerful tests 
than F  and Gl  For which type of patterns is it preferable to F  or Gl  This 
chapter will give some answers to these questions by means of simulation.
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3.4 Simulation Study on the Power of J
3.4.1 The Sim ulated Processes
In order to compare the power of tests based on J with tests based on F  
and G, we simulated three different types of non-Poissonian point processes: 
cluster processes, hard core processes and area-interaction processes. We then 
tested the simulated patterns against a Poisson null hypothesis and estimated 
the power of these tests by the proportion of rejected patterns. In this 
section we will describe the simulated processes; the testing procedures will 
be explained in the next section.
For all of the following processes we obtained samples on a unit square 
window:
1. Cluster process:
A cluster process [27, 102] is derived from a parent process by scattering a 
cluster of daughter points around each of the parent points. Each parent 
point has an independent and identically distributed number of daughter 
points. The locations of the daughter points relative to the parent point are 
also independent and identically distributed. The union of all daughters then 
forms the cluster process. We chose two different types of Poisson cluster 
processes, that is cluster processes whose parent process is a stationary Pois­
son process. For both types of cluster processes each parent point is assigned
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a Poisson number of daughter points with mean ¡i. The first type of cluster 
process is a Matem cluster process [86], where the daughter locations are 
uniform on a disc of radius R. The second type of cluster process is a Thomas 
field, where the location of the daugher points is radially normal, centred at 
the parent point and with standard deviation a. The clustered pattern in 
Figure 3 is a realisation of the Matern cluster process. The simulation of 
a Poisson cluster process is straightforward, for a description see [134]. To 
avoid edge-effects we simulated the Matern process on a square window of 
side length 1 +  2R and then sampled only those incidents which lay inside the 
centre unit square. This procedure is called plus-sampling. For the Thomas 
process we imposed a periodic boundary condition, that is we identified the 
sampling window with a torus.
2. Hard core process:
In a hard core process all points of the process are a minimum distance h, 
the hard core distance, apart from each other. Matern proposed two such 
models in 1960 [86]. We chose the Type 2 Matem hard core process using the 
algorithm described in [8 6 , 115]. This algorithm applies thinning to a marked 
Poisson process according to the following rule. Each incident of a Poisson 
realisation is assigned an independent uniform mark. If two incidents are 
closer than the hard core distance to each other the point with the smaller 
mark is deleted. This leads to highly regular patterns; a realisation of this
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process can be seen in Figure 3. To avoid edge-effects when simulating the 
hard core process, we used plus-sampling.
Area-interaction process:
As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, this process is defined by the density 
p(x)  =  a  /?n(l)
with respect to a unit rate Poisson point process on a compact window. Here 
a  is the normalizing constant, n(x) is the number of incidents in x  and K  is 
the grain of the process. The parameter /J >  0 influences the intensity o f the 
process. Recall that the parameter 7  does not only control the strength but 
also the type of interaction. For 7  < 1, realisations of the area-interaction 
process tend to be regular, whereas for 7  > 1 clustered patterns are more 
likely. Figure 4 shows a realisation of an attractive and of a repulsive area- 
interaction.
The area-interaction model is one of the few Markov point processes 
whose exponential family can model satisfactorily both attractive and re­
pulsive interaction. The strength of interaction is very strongly influenced 
by the choice of the grain K.  If the area of the grain is very small, then the 
exponent —Ai ( x ® K )  will be close to zero leading to very weak interaction. 
If the area of the grain is very large then Ai ( x ® K )  is close to the area of the
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Figure 4: Samples of the area-interaction process. The left sample is a re­
pulsive area-interaction with parameter g =  ln(7 ) =  —300, the right sample 
is an attractive area-interaction with parameter g =  In (7 ) =  250. Both pro­
cesses have an intensity of 50 and are based on a square grain of sidelength 
0 . 1.
window W.  Thus the area-interaction density will be almost proportional to
p n (x )  7 - A l (W )
and so close to the density of a Poisson point process. Baddeley and Sarkka 
are currently investigating how K  should be chosen such that the area- 
interaction process produces patterns with sufficiently strong interaction.
The normalizing constant a  of the area-interaction density is not com­
putable in closed form, so we have to use a Markov chain Monte Carlo 
(MCMC) method to produce samples. We used the algorithm outlined in 
Kendall [73], coded in his C program Perfect. To simplify computations 
this program uses a square for the grain K  and assumes empty boundary
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conditions. The algorithm is based on the Coupling from the Past idea of 
Propp and Wilson [111] which, in contrast to conventional MCMC meth­
ods, allows for exact rather than approximate samples. Coupling from the 
Past is discussed in Chapter 5; a description of Kendall’s algorithm can be 
found in Section 5.4.3. The development of this algorithm is an example of 
how simulation can provide new insights into stochastic geometry models. 
While developing the program P erfect, Kendall conjectured the following 
Theorem.
T h eorem  3.5 Suppose there is a subset of points y in an area-interaction 
realisation x such that y ® K  =  x  © K . Then the points of x which are not 
in y are a completely random pattern on (y © K) © K .
Theorem 3.5, which is illustrated in Figure 5, can be proved as follows: 
P ro o f: We have
x ©  K c y ® K
< = ►  X i ® K c y ® K  for all x< G x
< = >  Xi G (y ® K )  © K  for all i j G x
<==> X C ( y ® K ) ®  K,
where ©  is the Minkowski-subtraction [87] that is
A Q B  =  p | {x  +  y : x G , 4 }  =  (Ac © B)c. (13)
»6 B
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Figure 5: This is a part of the realisation of the attractive interaction in 
Figure 4. The locations of the incidents are marked by crosses and dots. Let 
y denote the incidents marked as crosses and z the incidents marked as dots. 
Then the shaded area is y ® K ,  the darker shaded squares show z ® K .  Notice 
that z ® K  C y © K  and thus according to Theorem 3.5 the points z are a 
realisation of a Poisson process on (y © K )  © K.
The set (y ® K ) Q K  is called the closing of y by the grain K. In the following 
we condition the process X  to satisfy
y C X  C { y ® K ) Q  K.
Then X  is of the form X  =  yU Z  with Z  C (y © K)  © K.  Let q(z)  denote 
the density of Z  =  X\y  on the closing of y by K . Suppose the point u is in 
(y ® K ) Q K , but not in y. Then we can compute the Papangelou conditional 
intensity A,(z; u) o f the conditional process Z  as follows:
, , .....\ 9 ( z U { u } )  p(z U j/ U {u} )
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where p is the area-interaction density. Now, let a(y)  be the normalizing 
constant of the density of a Poisson process of intensity /? with respect to a 
unit rate Poisson process on (y © K)  © K.  We now show by induction with 
respect to number of points n(z) that q(z) is the density of a Poisson process 
of intensity /? on (y ® K)  © K.  For n(z) =  0 we simply set y(0) =  a(y). Now 
assume that for n(z)  =  n — 1
q(z) =  a(y) /*"<’ > =  a (y ) /?"->.
Then
q(z U {it}) =  q(z) Xq(z, u) =  a (y ) /J"“ 1 0  =  a(y)/?n< ^ u» ,
which completes the proof of the Theorem. □
3.4.2 Testing Procedure
As shown in Section 3.2, F  and G  are defined in terms of distances between 
points. However, since in practice X  is observed within a bounded window 
W  only, inter-point distances based on X  fl W  for points close to the border 
may well differ from the ‘true’ distances. To deal with these edge effects, we 
map the point pattern onto a torus and regard the observation window as the 
centre of a 9 x 9 grid of windows with identical point patterns. The incidents 
in the other windows are taken into account when determining the nearest 
neighbour distances in the centre window, see the illustration in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: The torus type edge correction: the point pattern is mapped onto 
a torus and distances to incidents outside o f  the centre window, like the 
distances indicated by the arrows, are taken into account.
Note that the torus condition is only one of many possible ways to deal with 
edge effects [119]. In general the torus condition performs well, although it 
sometimes looses power for regular point patterns [116]. Surprisingly, tests 
based on the ./-function do not become less powerful when they use naive 
estimators which are not corrected for edge effects, see [4].
We estimate the summary statistics F, G  and J as follows. For each 
instance we determine the distance to its nearest neighbour and use the 
empirical cumulative distribution function o f these distances as an estimator 
for G. The estimation of F  requires a set o f sampling points, which can be 
a regular grid or a random set of points. We followed the recommendation 
in Diggle [33] and used a square lattice of sampling points with mesh size
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0.1. For each of these sampling points the distance to the nearest instance is 
determined and the empirical distribution function of these distances yields 
an estimator for F. Finally, the ./-function is simply estimated by a ratio 
estimate.
If the observed pattern is compatible to the null hypothesis of complete 
spatial randomness then the estimated summary function Hi of the observed 
pattern should be close to the theoretical Poisson summary function Ho- 
Recall that under the hypothesis of complete spatial randomness the empty 
space function F0 and the nearest neighbour distance distribution Go coincide 
and are given by
F0(r) =  G 0(r) =  1 -  exp (-A7rr2).
The J-function under complete spatial randomness is equal to Jo(r) =  1.
No adequate approximations to the sampling distribution of any of the 
three summary functions are known, so in order to assess whether the es­
timated summary function provides sufficient evidence against the null hy­
pothesis we need to resort to a Monte Carlo test [10]. Monte Carlo tests were 
first considered by Barnard in 1963 [6] and are based on the following rea­
soning. The value of a test statistic tq for the data is compared with values 
U2 , . . . ,  um of the same statistic obtained from m — 1 independent simulations 
of the null hypothesis. The rank of tq then yields an exact test, since under 
the null hypothesis P(ui =  u yj) =  ¿j, where uy), j  6 {1 , . . . ,  m} ,  denotes the
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Estimated G-function 
for a regular pattern
Estim ated G-function 
for a clustered patterrf n
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Figure 7: The empirical G-function of the regular and clustered pattern in 
Figure 3 is shown as a thick solid line. For comparison the Poisson G-function 
(dotted line) and the 5%-envelopes of 99 Poisson point samples (thin solid 
lines) are added. Note that for the regular pattern the estimated G-function 
lies below the Poisson G-function; vice versa for the clustered pattern.
j th order statistic.
A graphical Monte Carlo test can be performed as follows, see also the 
illustration in Figures 7 to 9. A plot of the estimate Hi is compared to the 
upper 5%-envelope U and the lower 5%-envelope L of the estimated summary 
functions from m — 1 independent Poisson point samples. Note that these 
Poisson point samples should be based on the same intensity as assumed for 
the observed pattern. If the estimated summary function H\ o f the observed 
pattern lies outside of these envelopes, then this can be seen as evidence 
against the null-hypothesis as for each r >  0 :
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Estimated F-function
Figure 8 : The empirical F-function of the regular and clustered pattern in 
Figure 3. The dotted line is the Poisson F-function, the thin solid lines 
are the 5%-envelopes. Notice that for the regular pattern the estimated F- 
function lies above the Poisson F-function, but for the clustered pattern it 
lies below the Poisson F-function.
Estim ated J-function
Figure 9: The estimated J-function of the regular and the clustered pattern 
in Figure 3 (thick line) with the theoretical Poisson J-function (dotted line) 
and the 5%-envelopes (thin lines). The estimated J-function of the regular 
pattern is greater than one and of the clustered pattern less than one.
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For a more formal test we need to define a test statistic based on a measure 
of discrepancy between the estimated and theoretical null hypothesis values 
of a given summary function. If some prior knowledge about the process 
to be tested is available, for example its interaction radius, then it might 
be sufficient to use a statistic which is based on the difference between the 
theoretical and estimated summary function at only one specific value of r :
m (r) =  IHx(r) -  Ho(r)\.
However, it is usually more sensible to compare values over a range of r. 
More specifically, we consider the following two test statistics.
1. M axim um  Statistic
Ul = o<i<s -  -HoMI
2. Integral Statistic
« .  =  [ S(H i(r) -  H0(r))2dr
Jo
Here S  denotes the upper limit to the range of r-values considered.
3.5 Results
In the simulation study below, the null hypothesis was tested against the 
three alternative models discussed in Section 3.4. We varied the parameter
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settings and thus the degree of interaction for each model with an overall 
intensity of 50 points per unit area. For each parameter setting we simulated 
100 point patterns and performed the Monte Carlo tests. The number of 
rejected patterns serves as an estimate for the power of the test.
Monte Carlo tests were performed using the Maximum and Integral Sta­
tistics on a significance level of 5%. As Diggle [33] points out, it is usually 
sufficient to base the test on m — 1 =  99 independent samples o f the Poisson 
process since for greater m the power of the test increases only marginally 
with m. Thus 99 realisations of a Poisson point process with intensity A =  50 
were generated and the null hypothesis was rejected if the rank o f u\ was 96 
or above. Regarding the range of r-values, recall that J(r) is only defined 
for r such that F (r) <  1. Simulations suggest that for our sampling scheme 
the probability that the estimate of F  becomes less than 1 is sufficiently low 
for values of r up to 0.12  and we therefore estimated the summary functions 
up to range 0 .12 .
3.5.1 Cluster Process
First consider the Matern cluster processes with parent intensity 50/p. The 
degree of interaction depends on the mean number p of daughter points 
and the radius R of the disk on which all daughters with common parent lie. 
The more daughter points or the smaller the radius R, the more clustered the
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point pattern will be. This is reflected in the results summarised in Tables 1 -  
4, where the estimated power of all tests decreases with increasing radius R or 
decreasing mean cluster size p. We found that tests based on J  were the most 
powerful if based on the Integral Statistic. The least powerful alternative was 
based on F, see Tables 1 - 4 .  This stands in contrast to Diggle’s results [33], 
who estimated the power of tests based on F  and G using the Maximum 
statistic. He found that for clustered patterns tests based on F  were more 
powerful than tests based on G. Diggle’s study differs from our set-up in a 
variety of aspects. He fixed the number of points to 100 in each pattern which 
reduces the variance of his estimates. More importantly, he did not consider 
a Matern cluster process but a Thomas cluster field, which has a weaker 
interaction than the former cluster process. Furthermore, he computed the 
Maximum statistic for only one fixed upper limit S. But for large values of S 
the power of G is often considerably reduced, see Tables 1 - 8 .  In order to see 
whether the choice of location distribution has an influence on whether tests 
based on F  or G are more powerful, we decided to estimate the power of tests 
for realisations of the Thomas cluster process. Like Diggle we found that for 
patterns with weak clustering tests based on F  are more powerful than tests 
based on G at large values of 5. However, for stronger clustered patterns tests 
based on G  are most powerful. The effect is more pronounced when reducing 
the location standard deviation a then when increasing the cluster size p. It
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is not surprising that tests based on G turn out to be more powerful than 
tests based on F  for patterns with a very small location standard deviation. 
If the cluster members lie very close to each other then the distances from 
a sampling point to an incident of a cluster will be approximately the same 
for all members of the same cluster. Thus the estimated F-function will be 
close to the F-function of a Poisson process with intensity 50/p. How about 
the G-function? Most minimum inter-incident distances will correspond to 
the distance to the nearest member o f the same cluster, which is strongly 
affected by changes in the location standard deviation. Hence G will deviate 
strongly from the G-function under complete spatial randomness and we 
expect this deviation to be stronger than the corresponding deviation of F. 
For the Thomas process the ./-function has a performance similar to that of 
the more powerful alternative among F  and G. For p =  5 it is even the most 
powerful test statistic for most values o f the upper bound S.
For all cluster process alternatives the power of tests based on J reduces 
considerably for large values of S. This is due to the fact that the variance 
of the estimator for J(r) increases drastically for large values of r because 
the estimated F (r) approaches 1. This is more noticable for the Maximum 
Statistic than for the Integral Statistic as the latter is more robust and hence 
less affected by random fluctuations.
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Maximum Integral
s F G J F G J
0.01 0.09 0.32 0.25 0.08 0.29 0.22
0.02 0.02 0.49 0.42 0.06 0.43 0.37
0.03 0.08 0.64 0.58 0.05 0.60 0.54
0.04 0.11 0.70 0.76 0.08 0.64 0.67
0.05 0.20 0.68 0.73 0.18 0.67 0.75
0.06 0.28 0.66 0.72 0.23 0.72 0.75
0.07 0.39 0.70 0.63 0.29 0.71 0.81
0.08 0.44 0.68 0.34 0.38 0.70 0.78
0.09 0.48 0.65 0.14 0.44 0.69 0.71
0 .10 0.51 0.65 0.00 0.48 0.69 0.56
0.11 0.52 0.64 0.00 0.51 0.66 0.29
0 .12 0.53 0.62 0.00 0.52 0.65 0.05
Table 1: Estimated power for a Matern cluster process with p =  2, R =  0.08.
Maximum Integral
S F G J F G J
0.01 0.07 0.15 0.16 0.06 0.17 0.17
0 .02 0.03 0.34 0.22 0.03 0.30 0.21
0.03 0.10 0.40 0.35 0 .1 0 0.39 0.34
0.04 0.14 0.53 0.49 0.14 0.45 0.49
0.05 0.26 0.51 0.50 0.19 0.53 0.55
0.06 0.30 0.49 0.47 0.28 0.56 0.58
0.07 0.35 0.44 0.28 0.29 0.51 0.56
0.08 0.36 0.42 0.14 0.37 0.50 0.58
0.09 0.39 0.38 0.05 0.39 0.49 0.44
0 .1 0 0.44 0.38 0.00 0.42 0.45 0.26
0.11 0.46 0.38 0.00 0.44 0.46 0.07
0 .12 0.46 0.38 0.00 0.46 0.44 0.01
Table 2: Estim ated power for a Matdrn cluster process with p  =  2, R  =  0.1.
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Maximum Integral
s F G J F G J
0.01 0.03 0.64 0.64 0.03 0.56 0.52
0 .02 0.02 0.91 0.91 0.04 0.87 0.85
0.03 0.09 0.99 0.97 0.09 0.96 0.98
0.04 0.22 1.00 1.00 0.15 0.98 0.98
0.05 0.53 0.99 1.00 0.36 1.00 1.00
0.06 0.67 0.97 1.00 0.56 0.99 1.00
0.07 0.73 0.97 0.98 0.69 0.99 1.00
0.08 0.79 0.97 0.88 0.74 0.99 1.00
0.09 0.82 0.97 0.51 0.79 0.97 1.00
0 .1 0 0.85 0.97 0.02 0.81 0.97 1.00
0 .11 0.84 0.97 0.00 0.82 0.97 0.87
0 .1 2 0.84 0.97 0.00 0.83 0.96 0.36
Table 3: Estimated power for a Matern cluster process with p =  5, R =  0.08.
Maximum Integral
S F G J F G J
0 .01 0.08 0.44 0.40 0.09 0.41 0.36
0 .0 2 0.13 0.76 0.66 0.11 0.69 0.63
0.03 0.16 0.90 0.86 0.14 0.86 0.83
0.04 0.30 0.89 0.93 0.24 0.91 0.92
0.05 0.43 0.95 0.98 0.34 0.94 0.96
0.06 0.50 0.93 0.99 0.48 0.96 0.99
0.07 0.66 0.91 0.96 0.55 0.95 1.00
0.08 0.70 0.92 0.77 0.63 0.95 1.00
0.09 0.75 0.92 0.33 0.71 0.95 1.00
0 .1 0 0.78 0.92 0.01 0.73 0.93 0.97
0 .1 1 0.79 0.92 0.00 0.75 0.93 0.76
0 .1 2 0.79 0.92 0.00 0.78 0.92 0.17
Table 4: Estim ated power for a Mat6rn cluster process with /i =  5, R  =  0.1.
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Maximum Integral
s F G J F G J
0.01 0.05 0.14 0.13 0.06 0.13 0.12
0.02 0.05 0.18 0.11 0.04 0.15 0.10
0.03 0.07 0 .20 0.13 0.07 0.18 0.14
0.04 0.06 0.31 0.24 0.08 0.27 0.16
0.05 0.11 0.29 0.22 0.08 0.30 0.22
0.06 0.13 0.32 0.24 0.15 0.31 0.28
0.07 0.21 0.27 0.14 0.17 0.35 0.31
0.08 0.22 0.27 0.12 0.18 0.35 0.25
0.09 0.25 0.23 0.03 0.21 0.30 0.18
0.10 0.27 0 .22 0.00 0.26 0.28 0.13
0.11 0.31 0 .22 0.00 0.28 0.28 0.05
0.12 0.32 0 .22 0.00 0.31 0.28 0.00
Table 5: Estimated power for a Thomas cluster process with /r =  2, a =  0.06.
Maximum Integral
S F G J F G J
0.01 0.04 0.26 0.21 0.07 0.28 0.21
0.02 0.10 0.49 0.40 0.08 0.40 0.41
0.03 0.07 0.73 0.64 0.08 0.65 0.61
0.04 0.10 0.77 0.68 0.08 0.76 0.73
0.05 0.16 0.75 0.74 0.11 0.79 0.80
0.06 0.20 0.75 0.73 0 .20 0.76 0.84
0.07 0.31 0.69 0.62 0.22 0.78 0.81
0.08 0.36 0.67 0.40 0.26 0.77 0.80
0.09 0.41 0.64 0.11 0.36 0.73 0.72
0.10 0.43 0.63 0.01 0.37 0.73 0.63
0.11 0.44 0.63 0.00 0.42 0.73 0.30
0.12 0.45 0.63 0.00 0.45 0.73 0.01
Table 6: Estimated power for a  Thom as cluster process with n  =  2, a  =  0.04.
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Maximum Integral
s F G J F G J
0.01 0.04 0.33 0.29 0.03 0.25 0.25
0.02 0.05 0.55 0.47 0.05 0.47 0.45
0.03 0.06 0.68 0.64 0.09 0.63 0.60
0.04 0.23 0.77 0.76 0.13 0.73 0.76
0.05 0.31 0.76 0.81 0.25 0.77 0.81
0.06 0.45 0.73 0.81 0.37 0.80 0.84
0.07 0.55 0.76 0.84 0.45 0.81 0.91
0.08 0.60 0.76 0.57 0.55 0.84 0.93
0.09 0.64 0.74 0.27 0.59 0.80 0.91
0.10 0.71 0.74 0.01 0.62 0.79 0.80
0.11 0.74 0.74 0.00 0.66 0.78 0.51
0.12 0.74 0.74 0.00 0.71 0.77 0.08
Table 7: Estimated power for a Thomas cluster process with fi =  5, a =  0.06.
Maximum Integral
S F G J F G J
0.01 0.03 0.66 0.58 0.08 0.62 0.55
0.02 0.01 0.91 0.87 0.03 0.82 0.82
0.03 0.09 0.98 0.99 0.08 0.96 0.96
0.04 0.30 0.99 0.98 0.18 0.99 0.99
0.05 0.49 0.99 0.99 0.37 0.99 1.00
0.06 0.61 0.99 1.00 0.50 0.99 1.00
0.07 0.73 0.98 1.00 0.67 1.00 1.00
0.08 0.75 0.98 0.90 0.71 1.00 1.00
0.09 0.80 0.98 0.48 0.73 0.99 1.00
0.10 0.83 0.98 0.02 0.77 0.99 1.00
0.11 0.84 0.98 0.00 0.80 0.99 0.90
0.12 0.85 0.98 0.00 0.83 0.97 0.33
Table 8: Estim ated power for a Thom as cluster process with p  =  5, a  =  0.04.
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3.5.2 Hard Core Process
For the hard core model the strength of interaction increases with the hard 
core distance. The results for this process are summarised in Tables 9 -  
10. It can be seen that when h increases, the power o f all tests considered 
increases as well. For the hard core process, generally tests based on the F- 
function are least powerful. This is consistent with Diggle’s results [33] who 
investigated the power of tests based on F  and G for a sequential inhibition 
process which is a type of hard core process conditioned on the number of 
points.
Tests based on G and J are similar in power; the ./-function is slightly 
more powerful for stronger repulsive interaction, in particular if the Integral 
statistic is used. As in the case of cluster process alternatives, some decrease 
in power is noticable for ./-based tests when S gets large, but the effect is 
much less pronounced. As mentioned before the loss o f power is due to the 
increasing variance of the estimate of J both for the tested pattern and for 
the Poisson point patterns. The variance for the estimate of J is bounded 
for clustered processes as the estimate will take values between 0  and 1. 
In contrast there is no such bound for Poisson point patterns or hard core 
patterns, see also Figure 9. Thus due to averaging effect the decrease in 
power when testing hard core patterns is smaller than when testing cluster 
processes.
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Maximum Integral
s F G J F G J
0.01 0.05 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.00
0.02 0.04 0.00 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.04
0.03 0.03 0.06 0.30 0.04 0.00 0.17
0.04 0.05 0.83 0.80 0.03 0.64 0.57
0.05 0.04 0.81 0.69 0.05 0.81 0.72
0.06 0.05 0.60 0.50 0.05 0.65 0.68
0.07 0.02 0.40 0.36 0.03 0.49 0.54
0.08 0.02 0.34 0.30 0.03 0.42 0.49
0.09 0.01 0.31 0.24 0.02 0.33 0.35
0.10 0.01 0.30 0.17 0.03 0.29 0.28
0.11 0.01 0.29 0.16 0.03 0.27 0.25
0.12 0.01 0.29 0.10 0.02 0.24 0.19
Table 9: Estimated power for a hard core process with h =  0.04.
Maximum Integral
S F G J F G J
0.01 0.08 0.00 0.03 0.09 0.00 0.00
0.02 0.04 0.00 0.06 0.05 0.00 0.00
0.03 0.03 0.06 0.27 0.05 0.00 0.20
0.04 0.07 0.80 0.79 0.05 0.61 0.59
0.05 0.14 0.89 0.99 0.08 0.88 0.96
0.06 0.13 0.90 1.00 0.11 0.90 1.00
0.07 0.19 0.92 1.00 0.14 0.90 1.00
0.08 0.21 0.91 0.96 0.15 0.90 0.99
0.09 0.19 0.91 0.89 0.19 0.90 0.97
0.10 0.19 0.91 0.74 0.17 0.91 0.92
0.11 0.19 0.91 0.67 0.16 0.91 0.87
0.12 0.19 0.91 0.42 0.13 0.91 0.72
Table 10: Estimated power for a hard core process with h =  0.06.
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3.5.3 Area-interaction Process
The two parameters 7  and k , the sidelength of the square K , influence the 
strength of the interaction in an area-interaction process. If g denotes the 
logarithm of 7 , then for g < 0 the model exhibits repulsion, whereas g >  0 
will lead to aggregation. The density o f the area-interaction process weighs 
a Poisson process density according to  an exponential of the area of x  ® K , 
which is a functional of the empty space. Thus it is surprising that tests based 
on the empty space function F  are the least powerful, both in the repulsive 
as in the attractive case. However if we increase (respectively decrease) the 
area of x  © K , the distance between the points of x  will increase (decrease) 
overproportionally, which provides the intuition why tests based on G  are 
more powerful for area-interaction processes. The power of tests based on J 
is similar to that of tests based on G , see Tables 11 -  14. We chose not to 
vary the sidelength k, as the influence of the sidelength on the strength of 
interaction is ambigous, see also the comments in Section 3.4.1. Prom Tables 
11 and 12, in the repulsive case the power of tests based on J is slightly 
better than that of tests based on G , in particular if used with the Integral 
Statistic. In the attractive case the power of tests based on J is similar to 
the power of tests based on G, see Tables 13 and 14. However, as for cluster 
processes, the power of J-based tests reduces considerably if the upper limit 
S o f the Integral and Maximum Statistics is increased.
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Maximum Integral
s F G J F G J
0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.01 0.00
0.02 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00
0.03 0.06 0.03 0.07 0.06 0.00 0.03
0.04 0.07 0.24 0.24 0.06 0.20 0.12
0.05 0.06 0.38 0.38 0.06 0.31 0.29
0.06 0.04 0.40 0.53 0.07 0.43 0.50
0.07 0.09 0.50 0.59 0.03 0.51 0.66
0.08 0.08 0.52 0.61 0.05 0.57 0.65
0.09 0.06 0.51 0.59 0.06 0.55 0.69
0.10 0.06 0.50 0.56 0.07 0.55 0.66
0.11 0.06 0.50 0.47 0.07 0.53 0.61
0.12 0.06 0.50 0.32 0.06 0.50 0.49
Table 11: Estimated power for a repulsive area-interaction process with g 
—200 , k =  0 .1.
Maximum Integral
S F G J F G J
0.01 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.01
0.02 0.05 0.00 0.03 0.05 0.00 0.02
0.03 0.04 0.03 0.12 0.04 0.00 0.05
0.04 0.06 0.47 0.25 0.05 0.37 0.21
0.05 0.06 0.59 0.59 0.04 0.57 0.41
0.06 0.06 0.74 0.68 0.03 0.72 0.66
0.07 0.10 0.78 0.75 0.04 0.80 0.78
0.08 0.11 0.79 0.77 0.04 0.81 0.82
0.09 0.07 0.78 0.76 0.06 0.81 0.82
0.10 0.05 0.77 0.71 0.06 0.82 0.80
0.11 0.05 0.77 0.59 0.06 0.82 0.77
0.12 0.05 0.76 0.45 0.04 0.81 0.67
Table 12: Estimated power for a repulsive area-interaction process with g
—300, k =  0.1.
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Maximum Integral
s F G J F G J
0.01 0.04 0.28 0.27 0.04 0.28 0.24
0.02 0.04 0.46 0.38 0.05 0.42 0.33
0.03 0.05 0.65 0.53 0.06 0.60 0.52
0.04 0.04 0.66 0.56 0.05 0.66 0.61
0.05 0.04 0.61 0.53 0.06 0.69 0.64
0.06 0.13 0.58 0.53 0.06 0.66 0.68
0.07 0.20 0.56 0.34 0.12 0.65 0.67
0.08 0.26 0.54 0.15 0.18 0.60 0.56
0.09 0.24 0.46 0.03 0.20 0.57 0.40
0 .10 0.26 0.46 0.00 0.26 0.53 0.28
0.11 0.29 0.46 0.00 0.28 0.51 0.07
0 .12 0.30 0.46 0.01 0.30 0.50 0.02
Table 13: Estimated power for an attractive area-interaction process with 
g =  180, k =  0 .1.
Maximum Integral
S F G J F G J
0.01 0.05 0.38 0.37 0.08 0.39 0.32
0 .02 0.07 0.70 0.66 0.07 0.67 0.60
0.03 0.08 0.82 0.78 0.09 0.78 0.72
0.04 0.15 0.87 0.91 0.10 0.86 0.84
0.05 0.19 0.90 0.90 0.15 0.90 0.90
0.06 0.25 0.92 0.91 0.16 0.93 0.95
0.07 0.36 0.88 0.82 0.28 0.91 0.94
0.08 0.44 0.87 0.58 0.34 0.92 0.94
0.09 0.47 0.85 0.17 0.41 0.87 0.89
0 .10 0.51 0.85 0.00 0.44 0.85 0.74
0.11 0.54 0.85 0.00 0.49 0.84 0.43
0 .12 0.56 0.84 0.00 0.55 0.83 0.09
Table 14: Estim ated power for an attractive area-interaction process with
g =  250, k =  0.1.
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3.6 Summary and Conclusions
It was hoped that combining F  and G into one statistic would yield more 
powerful tests for complete spatial randomness. Previously, Diggle [33] pro­
posed to use a statistic based on the difference of F  and G, but tests based 
on this statistic had a smaller power than the more powerful among the tests 
based on G and the tests based on F. Our simulation study examined the 
statistic J which is also based on a comparison between F  and G. We found 
that using the J-function to test for complete spatial randomness is a com­
petitive alternative to G and F. The J-function produces tests whose power 
is similar to that of the more powerful of the alternatives F  and G. For re­
pulsive processes tests based on J are often slightly more powerful than tests 
based on the alternative summary functions. However, the performance of 
J-based tests considerably worsens as the range of values taken into account 
grows, especially when using the Maximum Statistic. This is due to the 
fact that the J-function is a ratio and the variance of its estimator increases 
drastically as the denominator approaches zero. The loss of power is more 
pronounced for processes with attractive interaction. Therefore we would 
recommend to consider only those ranges for which the empty space function 
is sufficiently below 1 and furthermore, to use the Integral Statistic, which is 
less affected by sampling fluctuations.
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4 Markov Chain Theory and Markov Chain
Monte Carlo
This chapter provides some theoretical background for the subsequent chap­
ters on perfect simulation. The first section focusses on basic definitions in 
Markov chain theory which will be used in the following chapters. All the 
simulation algorithms in the subsequent chapters use coupling methods, thus 
we provide a short introduction into the theory of couplings in Section 4.2. 
The following Section 4.3 then gives a brief overview on Markov chain Monte 
Carlo methods and introduces the idea o f perfect simulation which will be 
further discussed and extended in the subsequent chapters of this thesis.
4.1 Markov Chain Theory
In this section we give a brief overview of the concepts in Markov chain theory 
used in the following chapters. A similar overview can be found in [144]; for 
a more thorough discussion including all proofs see [90, 105].
We assume that (E ,£ )  is a measurable space with separable a-algebra £. 
Let P (•, •) be the transition kernel of the Markov chain X  on the state space 
E, that is
P (x, A) =  P (X n+i € A | X „ =  x )  for all x  € E  and A G £.
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We assume that X  has the invariant distribution n, that is
nP (A) — j  P(x,A )n(dx) =  tt(A), A € £. (14)
Thus, if the chain X  is started in the invariant distribution 7r then it will 
have distribution 7r at all subsequent time-points. A sufficient condition for 
7r to be the invariant distribution of X  is that ir preserves detailed balance:
(  P {x,A )n(dx) =  [  P (x,B )n(dx) for all A, B G £. (15)
J B  j  a
If P  is a transition matrix, then we define the time-reversal of P  as
P (x ,y )  =  n{v) F( iV' X) if 7 r (x )  >  0. (16)
7T(X)
If P  and 7r have densities p and /  with respect to a er-finite measure p, then 
we define the time-reversal of the transition kernel density p as
P(x,y)  =  f{y)f P^  if / ( x )  >  0. (17)
If the invariant distribution of X  satisfies equation (15) then X  is time- 
reversible. The time-reversal kernel P  is then identical to P.
Definition 4.1 (i^-irreducibility) Let be a a-finite, non-trivial measure 
on (E,£). We call X  (^-irreducible if for all x  6  E and all A € £ with 
<p{A) > 0 there is some positive integer n, possibly depending on x and A, 
such that P n(x,A) > 0.
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In other words, if X  is (¿»-irreducible then any (¿»-positive set A  will by reached 
by the chain in finite time with positive probability, regardless in which state 
x  the chain starts.
D efinition 4.2 (A p eriod ic ity ) The <p-irreducible chain X  is called aperi­
odic if there are no disjoint sets A \ ,... ,A^ € £ such that for i € { 1 , . . . ,  d) 
and x e  Ai we have P (x , Af) =  1 where j  =  i +  1 mod d.
If X  is aperiodic then there are no subsets of the state space which the chain 
can only visit at certain regularly spaced times.
Recall for the following definitions that 7r denotes the invariant distribu­
tion of X .
Definition 4.3 (Positive R ecurrence) We call the n-irreducible, aperi­
odic chain X  positive recurrent if for all A € £ with 7t(A) >  0
P (  X n € A infinitely often | X q =  x  )  > 0 for all x  e E and (18) 
P (  X n € A infinitely often | X 0 =  x  )  =  1 for n -  almost all x G E. (19)
A stronger form of recurrence for which we do not have to consider null-sets 
is Harris recurrence.
D efinition 4.4 (Positive Harris recurrence) The n-irreducible, aperi­
odic chain X  is positive Harris recurrent if for all A € £  with n(A) >  0
P (  X n e  A infinitely often | X 0 =  x  )  =  1 for all x  e E. (20)
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We call the chain X  with invariant distribution n ergodic if it is 7r- 
irreducible, aperiodic and positive Harris recurrent. The distribution of an 
ergodic chain converges towards its invariant distribution 7r, that is for all 
x € E  we have
||Pn(x, •) — 7r|| =  2sup|P"(x, A) — 7r(yl)| — >0 as n —> oo, (21)
Ate
where || - 1| denotes the variation norm. For a proof o f this convergence result 
see [90, Chapter 13). If the chain X  with invariant distribution 7r is ergodic 
then we call 7r the equilibrium distribution or stationary distribution of X . 
The following definition concerns the rate of convergence.
Definition 4.5 (G eom etric and uniform  ergodicity) An ergodic Mar­
kov chain X  is called geometrically ergodic if there exist a non-negative func­
tion M  such that E*(M(X))  < oo and a positive constant 0 <  r < 1 such 
that
||Pn(x, •) — tt|| <  M(x)  r" 
for all x  £ E and n e  N.
The chain is uniformly ergodic if there is a finite constant m such that 
M(x) <  m for all x € E.
Here is a condition [90, Theorem 16.0.2] which implies uniform ergodicity.
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Proposition  4.6 The Markov chain X  is uniformly ergodic, if its state space 
E is small, that is if there exists a positive integer m and a non-trivial mea­
sure um such that for all x  € E and A € £
P m(x,A)  > vm(A).
Markov chain Monte Carlo methods estimate characteristics of a distribution 
7r by sampling an ergodic Markov chain with invariant distribution it. The 
following law of large numbers [90, Theorem 17.1.17] justifies this procedure. 
Suppose /  is a real-valued 7r-integrable function. Then for any initial distri­
bution of X  the sample averages jf J2n=i f ( X n) of the ergodic Markov chain 
X  can be used as estimates for E* { f ( X ) )  due to the following law of large 
numbers:
i N
— ^ 2 f { X n) — ► E * ( f ( X ) j  almost surely as n -> oo. (22)
n=l
More details on Markov chain Monte Carlo methods can be found in Section 
4.3. But first we give a short introduction into the theory of coupling. This 
theory is not only helpful when examining properties of Markov chains but 
is also the basis of the new perfect Markov chain Monte Carlo techniques.
4.2 Coupling Theory
It is generally agreed that the first use o f  coupling dates back to  D oeblin ’s
paper [36] from  1938. B ut only in the 1970’s, due to the growing interest in
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interacting particle systems, did coupling become an established method for 
stochastic processes; see the historical remarks in [84],
Doeblin [36] used coupling to show that a finite, irreducible and ape­
riodic Markov chain converges to a statistical equilibrium. Since this first 
use of couplings, the method has had a strong impact on the asymptotic 
theory of Markov chains. A recent approach which uses couplings to assess 
through simulation the convergence of a Markov chain can be found in John­
son [65]. Furthermore, the coupling idea has turned out to be essential in the 
development of the exact Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms which will 
be presented in the subsequent chapters. This section will provide a short 
discussion on coupling, focussing on concepts which are used for perfect sim­
ulation algorithms.
Coupling is a comparison of probability measures on a measure space. Es­
sentially it defines a joint distribution for given marginals. A more accessible 
definition is given in [84] in terms of random elements. Suppose (E,£)  is a 
measurable space, (íí, T , P) a probability space and X  a measurable mapping 
from Q to E.
Definition 4.7 (Coupling) A coupling of the random elements (O, T , P, X ) 
and (fi', T', P7, X ')  in (E , £ ) is a random element (Cl ,É,T, (X,X' ))  in the 
product space (E 2,£ 2) such that
C (X )  =  C (X )  and C(X') =  C(X').
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Thus a coupling is a bivariate random element (X,  X')  with given marginals.
The couplings considered in this thesis will be of a more restrictive nature: 
two stochastic processes are coupled if their paths coincide after a random 
time T, the coupling time. Here is a more formal definition.
D efin ition  4.8 (Coupling tim e) If  (X , X') is a coupling of the processes 
X  =  {X „ ,n  >  0} and X ' =  {X ^ ,n  >  0} in (E , £ ), then the random time T  
such that X n =  X'„ for n > T  is a coupling time. If T  <  oo almost surely 
we call the coupling successful.
E xam ple 4.9 As a simple example consider Doebliri’s asymptotic station- 
arity result, which is summarised in [142] as follows. Suppose P  is an irre­
ducible and aperiodic Markov transition matrix. Let X  and X ' be two Markov 
chains with the same transition matrix P  but different initial values X 0 =  i 
and X q =  k. The chains are run independently until they meet, say at random 
time T. Prom then onwards let X  and X ' run together. Due to irreducibility 
and aperiodicity there exist some finite integer m and a constant e > 0 such 
that P m(l, j )  >  e for all l ,j .  It follows that P(T > km) <  (1 — e)k and thus 
P(T > km) —> 0 as k —> oo. As a result the chains will eventually meet and 
hence
\p(Xn =  j) -  r(X'n =j)\ < HXn ¥= x'n) 0 as n —> oo. (23)
Due to the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation, maxi P " ( i , j )  is non-increasing
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and miiii Pn(i, j )  is non-decreasing in n and so it follows that P(X„ =  j )  has 
a limit.
This idea can be extended to provide a bound on the variation distance of 
a Markov chain from stationarity. Suppose X  =  { X n,n >  0} is an ergodic 
Markov chain with equilibrium distribution 7r. Assume X 0 =  x. Let X ' =  
{X ^ ,n  > 0} be a Markov chain with the same transition kernel as X  but 
started in equilibrium. Then we obtain the following coupling inequality
||P"(a;, ■) -* ! !  =  ||£(Xn)-£ (* ;)| |
=  2 sup |P(X„ e A) -  P (X ; € A)|
Aee
=  2 sup \r(Xn € A, X n ¿  a ; )  -  p (x ;  € A, xn /  x;)| 
Aee
< 2 P(Xn ±  X'n) =  2 P(T > n), (24)
where T is the coupling time for X  and X'.
For Markov chains coupling of transitions can be arranged using so-called 
transition or update rules. These are deterministic functions together with a 
random variate and are usually an explicit part of the simulation algorithm.
D efinition 4.10 (Transition rule) A transition rule for the transition ker­
nel P  is a measurable function f  : E x S  —» E together with a random variable 
U on some state space S with
£ ( / ( x , i / ) )  =  P(x , - )  for all x  € E.
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Suppose we have a partially ordered state space (E, <). Then we call the 
transition rule f (- ,U)  monotone if it is monotone in its first argument:
f ( x , u ) >  f ( y ,u )  whenever x > y  for x ,y  G (E, < )  and u 6 S.
Similarly, we call /(•, U) anti-monotone if
f ( x , u )  <  f { y ,u )  whenever x  > y for x ,y  € (E, < )  and u e 5.
Although a transition rule is only completely specified by both the function 
/  and the random variable U, in the following we will often not refer to U 
but assume that the distribution of U is fixed.
Suppose /  is a transition rule for P. Let X  =  { X „ , n  >  0} and X ' =  
{ X'n, n > 0} be two Markov chains with the same transition kernel P, but 
with different starting values xo and x'0 respectively. Then a coupling (X , X ') 
of X  and X ' is defined by setting (X 0, X q )  =  { x q ,  x '0 )  and
(x n,X'n) =  (f(Xn- UU), f(X'n-i,U)).
Naturally the properties of a coupling of a Markov chain are closely linked 
to the properties of its transition kernel. The majority of perfect simulation 
algorithms will rely on some monotonicity property of the transition kernel. 
In the following we assume that E  is a Polish space which is endowed with 
a partial order <.
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D efinition 4.11 (M onotone transition kernel) Let P  be a transition 
kernel on (E , < ). Then P is monotone if for all A(z) =  {w € E  : w > z},  
z € E, we have
P(x ,A(z) )  > P(y ,A(z ) )  whenever x > y ,
that is if P(x,  •) stochastically dominates P(y, •) whenever x >  y.
We call P  anti-monotone if for all A(z), z 6  E,
P(x ,A(z ))  < P(y ,A(z ) )  whenever x > y .
The following proposition [67, Theorem 1], which is a corollary to Stras- 
sen’s theorem [135], shows that we can use couplings to prove monotonicity 
of a transition kernel. It uses the notion of an upward kernel which is a 
transition kernel K(-, •) such that K(x ,  A(x)) =  1 for all x  G E.
P roposition  4.12 Let X  and X ' be two Markov chains with transition ker­
nel P  and initial states X 0 =  x and X q =  x' where x <  x '. Then the following 
statements are equivalent:
1. The transition kernel P  is monotone.
2. There exists a coupling (X , X ') of X  and X ' such that
X n <  X'n for n 6  N.
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3. There exists an upward kernel Kxy  on (E,£)  such that 
P(x' ,A)  =  J K x,x,(y,A)P(x,dy) .
Assume P  is monotone, then the second statement in Proposition 4.12 means 
that we can simultaneously produce a sample path of X  and a sample path 
of X ' such that the sample path of X  will always lie below the path of X ' . 
The third statement means that given a sample path of X  we can produce a 
sample path of X ' such that this path always lies above the path of X.
If the transition kernel P  has a monotone transition rule, then P  is mono­
tone. Note that the reverse is not true. Fill and Machida [39] call a tran­
sition kernel which has a monotone transition rule realizably monotone and 
furthermore present an example of a monotone transition kernel which is not 
realizably monotone.
Given a monotone transition rule for P , we can define a monotone transi­
tion rule for the upward kernels of P  satisfying the third condition in Propo­
sition 4.12 as follows.
R em ark 4.13 Let /(•, U) be a monotone transition rule for P . Assume 
that for x ,x ' 6  E the conditional distribution of U given f ( x ,  U) =  x' is 
well-defined and that the random variable U has this distribution. Then, 
for y >  x, the transition rule f  (y , U) is distributed according to the upward
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kernel K XtV(x ', •) o f  P  with
P(y ,A )  =  J K x^x' ,A )P {x ,dx ' ) .
Thus we can use f (y ,U )  to sample from this upward kernel.
The subsequent chapters of this thesis will illustrate how couplings and, more 
particularly, transition rules can be used to produce exact samples of an 
equilibrium distribution.
4.3 Markov Chain Monte Carlo
This chapter provides a compact overview on Markov chain Monte Carlo 
algorithms; more detailed overviews can be found in [14, 42, 48, 143].
4.3.1 Introduction and History
A probabilistic model which is sufficiently realistic and flexible often leads 
to a distribution over a high-dimensional space. Examples for such complex 
distributions include point process densities in stochastic geometry, Markov 
random fields in statistical physics and posterior distributions in Bayesian 
statistics. In the following assume that the distribution of interest has a 
density 7r( ) with respect to a <r-finite measure /¿(-). To ease notation we use 
7r to denote both the target distribution and its density.
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Many distributions on high dimensional spaces are analytically intract­
able and thus a characterisation is only possible by means of statistical anal­
ysis. Suppose /  is some measurable function on the state space of 7r. Monte 
Carlo integration draws independent samples X l t . . . ,  X n from 7r(-) and then 
uses sample averages jj'52n=i f ( X „ )  to estimate the expectation En[f(X)] .
Often direct sampling of the density 7r(-) is not feasible as its normalising 
constant is not known in closed form and the numerical evaluation of the 
constant is not possible. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods base 
the sampling of n on a Markov chain. An ergodic Markov chain with equi­
librium distribution ir is sampled after it has run for a long time. Due to the 
convergence result (2 1 ) the samples will be approximately (or even exactly) 
distributed according to 7r. A law of large numbers (22) then ensures that 
the sample averages X^=i } { X n) approximate the expectation E„[ f(X) ] .
The first MCMC algorithm [8 8 ] can be found in the statistical physics 
literature and since then many of the earliest and most important methods 
have been developed in statistical physics and image analysis. Metropolis et 
al. (1953) [88] were the first to consider sampling based on Markov chains; 
their Metropolis algorithm produces (approximate) samples of a Gibbsian 
point process. Hastings (1970) [57] generalised the algorithm to the more 
flexible Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, which is applicable to a wide vari­
ety of statistical problems. Besides the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm the
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most popular MCMC method is the Gibbs Sampler, which was developed 
by Geman and Geman [45] in 1984 for applications in image restoration. A 
special case of the Gibbs Sampler for Markov random fields, the heat bath al­
gorithm, was already known to the statistical physics literature in the 1970’s, 
see for example [26]. Probably the first description of the heat bath transi­
tion kernel can be found in the 1963 paper by Glauber [49]. The name “heat 
bath” derives from the fact that sites, when interacting with an external heat 
reservoir, tend to swap their spin. Gelfand and Smith (1990) [43] extended 
Gibbs Sampling to continuous distributions and illustrated its applicability 
to Bayesian inference problems.
Recently auxiliary variable techniques have been developed which intro­
duce additional variables to the Markov chain in order to improve its per­
formance. Auxiliary variables might improve the speed of convergence or 
simplify the simulation by avoiding the sampling from non-standard distri­
butions. The idea of auxiliary variables was first used by Swendsen and Wang 
[138] to produce a faster MCMC algorithm for the simulation of the Ising 
and the Potts model. Further algorithms using auxiliary variables can be 
found in [58, 92, 101, 122],
Within stochastic geometry, spatial birth-and-death processes provide an 
alternative MCMC method. Following the introduction of spatial birth-and- 
death processes by Preston [110] in 1975, Ripley [115, 116] formulated the
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so-called add-delete algorithm for the simulation of finite point processes. 
Geyer and Möller [46] developed in 1994 a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm for 
finite point processes. A  generalization of this method, which is also based 
on Markov jump processes, is the reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo 
which was developed by Green (1995) [50] for problems such as Bayesian 
model determination.
In the past three years a new variant of Markov chain Monte Carlo meth­
ods has been developed, the perfect simulation algorithms. These are algo­
rithms which check whether the simulated Markov chain has reached equi­
librium yet and thus are able to produce samples which are guaranteed to be 
from the stationary distribution.
The next two sections present the most common MCMC methods: the 
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm and the Gibbs Sampler. We then discuss some 
MCM C techniques specifically for point processes. In the subsequent section 
we point out some implementational issues and the final section introduces 
the new idea of perfect simulation.
4 .3 .2  G ibbs Sam pler
The Gibbs Sampler is based on conditioning: we split the Markov chain 
X  =  ( X i , . . . ,  Xa) into d components and update each component in turn ac­
cording to the full conditional distribution given by the densities tt(:e* | x~k)
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where :r_* =  { x j , j  ^  A;}. The Gibbs Sampler is particularly convenient if 
the full conditional distributions are some standard distributions which are 
easy to sample. For example, the parametrization of X  could be chosen to 
make use of a conditional independence structure between components.
The order in which we update the components can be either random 
or sequential. For sequential updating the resulting transition kernel is not 
reversible, although the individual components are. The transition kernel for 
sequential updating is given by
r ^
p (x , a ) =  /  n  \yj<i’ xj>i) M(rfy),
J A  i= i
where j/j<j =  (î/i , . . . »  J/*—1) and x ^ i  =  (x<+i , . . . ,  Xd). Conditions for the 
ergodicity of a Gibbs chain can be found in [121, 123].
4.3.3 M etropolis-H astings A lgorithm
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [57] is based on a kind o f  rejection sam­
pling: transitions of the Markov chain are proposed according to a Markov 
transition kernel and then accepted according to a probability which ensures 
that the resulting Markov chain has invariant distribution n.
Let q(x, y) be the density with respect to fi(-) of a Markov transition ker­
nel, this is the proposal density. Suppose now the Markov chain is currently 
in state X „  =  x. A candidate state y for X n+1 is sampled from q(x, ■). A 
transition of the chain to y is then accepted with probability a(x,  y) and the
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chain is set to X n+l =  y. However, if the transition is rejected the chain 
stays in its current state, that is X n+i =  x. The acceptance probability is 
given by the Metroplis-Hastings ratio
a (x ,y ) n (y)q (y ,x)n (x)q {x ,y )
The transition kernel of the Metropolis-Hastings chain is given by
(25)
P (x ,A )  =  f  q(x ,y )a {x ,y )n (d y) +  r (x ) l [xeA], (26)
where r(x) =  1—f  q(x, y )a (x , y)y(dy) is the rejection probability. Notice that 
the construction of this chain only depends on n through the ratio n(y)/n(x) 
and thus we do not need to know the normalising constant of the density 7 r ( - ) .  
Since q (x ,y )a (x ,y )  satisfies the detailed balance equation (15) with respect 
to 7T it follows that 7r is the invariant distribution of the Metropolis-Hastings 
chain. To ensure that the chain converges to 7r the proposal density needs to 
be chosen such that the resulting chain is ergodic. Some simple conditions 
for the ergodicity of a Metropolis-Hastings chain can be found in [123].
The original Metropolis algorithm [88] assumes that the proposal density 
is symmetric, that is q (x ,y )  =  q(y ,x ). The acceptance probability (25) then 
simplifies to
a (x ,y )  =  min {1, }  •
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4.3.4 Markov Chain Monte Carlo for Finite Point Processes
This section describes methods which are designed to sample a finite point 
process which has a density /  with respect to a homogeneous unit rate 
Poisson process. Note that we use the same notation as in Section 2.2.2. 
We present two alternative methods: spatial birth-and-death processes and 
Metropolis-Hastings algorithms.
Spatial birth-and-death processes are spatio-temporal point processes. At 
any given time the spatial birth-and-death process forms a point pattern in 
r". This pattern changes at distinct time instances. The change can be ei­
ther a birth, that is a point is added to the current pattern, or a death, that is 
a point is deleted from the current point configuration. Since these changes 
depend only on the current point pattern, spatial birth-and-death processes 
are continuous-time Markov jump processes. Spatial birth-and-death pro­
cesses can be characterised through a birth and a death rate. The birth rate 
is a measurable function 6 : ^ x 0 - +  [0,oo) such that f B 6(£, x)d£ <  oo, 
where B  is a bounded Borel set on the state space fi, the family o f finite 
point patterns on . Given the current configuration x  at time t, the prob­
ability of a birth in B during the short time interval [t, t +  s) is given by 
s / B fc( f . * ) d C  +  o ( s ) .
The death rate is a measurable function d : R“* x fl —► [0, oo). Given 
the current configuration i U { i }  at time t, the probability that f  is deleted
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during a time interval [i, t+ s )  is given by s d(£, x )+ o (s ). Conditions on b and 
d which ensure the existence and ergodicity o f the spatial birth-and-death 
process can be found in [110]. The rate of convergence of ergodic spatial 
birth-and-death processes is examined in [85, 94].
A spatial birth-and-death process whose invariant distribution has density 
/  is time-reversible if the detailed balance condition
/(* )& (£ ,* ) =  / ( * U { e » d ( f , * )  (27)
is satisfied, where f ( x  U {£ }) is assumed to be positive. If the invariant 
distribution of the process describes a finite Markov point process on a win­
dow W , then the birth death process is time-reversible if b(£,x) =  1 and 
d(£,x) =  X(x, £)-1 , where A(-, ) denotes the Papangelou conditional inten­
sity. For a unit birth rate the location of a newly born point is uniform 
over W . Although the generation of new points is easy for a unit birth rate, 
Ripley [115] observed that it might lead to slow convergence as newly born 
points are frequently removed shortly after birth. He proposed to choose 
instead a constant death rate d(£, x) =  1 and birth rate 6(£,x) =  A(x,£). 
In this case new points can be generated using rejection sampling. Having 
decided on the birth and death rate the spatial birth-and-death process is 
simulated as follows. An initial point configuration is chosen, this could be 
for example a realisation of a Poisson point process. Assume that at time t 
the process had a birth or a death and the resulting configuration is equal
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to x =  (x i , . . . ,  x*). The time to the next incident is an exponential random 
variable of rate
k +  f  A(x,£)d£.
Jw
Then with probability
1
k +  f w \ (x ,t)d t
the next incident is the death of point Xj for some j  G {1 , . . .  k}. Otherwise 
we have the birth o f  a point whose location £ is distributed according to the 
density
A(x,g)
fw M x > V)dr]'
Often in spatial statistics point processes are conditioned to have a fixed 
number of points, as the number of points is regarded as an ancillary statis­
tic. Ripley [115] developed an MCMC variant which produces Markov point 
patterns conditional on the number of points. The method is based on a 
discrete-time Markov chain in which births and deaths alternate. The birth 
rate 6(£,x) and death rate d(£, x) is zero for any pattern x which does not 
have n — 1 points. If x has n — 1 points then we may choose 6(£, x) =  A(x, f ) 
and set the death rate d(£,x) to 1. Alternatively we may set the birth rate 
6(£,x) constant to 1. Then the death rate has to be d(£, x) =  A (x ,f )_1. As 
births and deaths alternate this algorithm has become known as the add- 
delete algorithm.
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Recently, Geyer and M0 ller [46] developed an alternative to the spatial 
birth-and-death process approach: a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm which 
samples a point process with a random number of points. Consider the state 
space E =  { /  >  0}. We follow the presentation in [95] which only considers 
births and deaths as transitions. This is a special case of the algorithm 
in [46] which also allows the replacement of a point as a transition. Let 
X n =  x  be the current point configuration. With probability p(x) the birth 
of a point £, which is sampled according to a density b(x, •), is proposed; 
the birth is accepted with a probability m in{l,a(:r, £ )}. Alternatively the 
death of a point rj G x, which is chosen randomly with probability d(x\rj, rf), 
is proposed and its death is accepted with probability m in{l, a(x\rj, r?)“ 1}. 
The acceptance probabilities are specified by the Metropolis-Hastings ratio
a (x  £) ~  M x f )  1 -P (:r ) (28)
To ensure that the constructed chain is time-reversible the following condi­
tions need to hold
p(x) >  0, p(x  U {£ }) <  1, d (x , ( ) > 0 ,  b (x ,{) >  0,
where j U { ( ]  6 £ .  If furthermore p(0) <  1 then the chain is aperiodic, 
7r-irreducible, where n is the distribution of the point process with density / ,  
and positive Harris recurrent. Green [50] developed a more general frame­
work, known as reversible jump MCMC, which encompasses the algorithm
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developed by Geyer and Mpller [46].
A Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to sample a point process with fixed 
number of points is also available and described in [95].
4.3.5 Implementational Issues
The above algorithms construct Markov chains based on one transition ker­
nel, however it is also possible to combine transition kernels with the same 
invariant distribution.
All statistical inference from MCMC samples is based on the assumption 
that the constructed Markov chain converges to a statistical equilibrium. 
This assumption leads to a variety of implementational issues such as the 
choice of starting points, the length of burn-in periods and the number of 
runs. Although the distribution of the Markov chain will eventually become 
independent of the starting value, the choice of starting points can influence 
the speed of convergence. Furthermore, to reduce the influence of the starting 
value a number of initial iterates, the so-called bum-in, is usually discarded. 
A  difficult but essential problem is to determine which starting values to 
choose and how long the burn-in should be to limit the influence of the 
starting values. Thus it is not surprising that much MCMC research has 
focussed on the computation or estimation of convergence rates. Although 
some theoretical results are available, see for example [46, 121, 124, 127],
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they are usually not generally applicable. Moreover, they might not provide 
explicit bounds or, if bounds can be computed, they might be too weak to 
be of any practical use. Some information about convergence can be derived 
from convergence diagnostics which assess whether the chain has converged 
either a posteriori or during the runtime; a review on convergence diagnostics 
can be found in [15, 22], But, although these diagnostics might warn if 
convergence has not yet been reached, they cannot guarantee that the chain 
is sufficiently close to equilibrium.
A further issue is whether the inference should be based on one very long 
run of the chain or several shorter parallel runs. Proponents of the single long 
run, see for example [47], argue that as the chain has run for a longer time it is 
more likely to be close to equilibrium. Furthermore, several shorter runs are 
wasteful as for each run an initial burn-in has to be discarded. On the other 
hand proponents for several short runs, see for example [44], argue that the 
use of several shorter runs may guard against the possibility that the chain 
has not explored essential parts of the sample space. Also, if several chains 
are started in different states then some information about convergence can 
be derived by comparing the output.
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4.3.6 Perfect Simulation Algorithms
The previous Section 4.3.5 has illustrated that the question of convergence, 
although essential for any inference based on MCMC, poses difficult prob­
lems. A remedy to most problems would be provided by an algorithm which 
is able to verify itself whether the chain has reached stationarity and thus 
produces exact rather than approximate samples from the equilibrium dis­
tribution. Such algorithms have recently become available and are known as 
perfect simulation methods.
These algorithms can assess, during run time, whether the Markov chain 
has yet reached equilibrium and thus produce samples which are exactly 
distributed according to the target distribution.
The term perfect rather than exact simulation was first used by Kendall 
[73] and is motivated in [74, page 2]: “For several reasons simulations cannot 
be ‘exact’ in the precise sense: useable random number generators always 
have defects (even if not yet discovered!), while . . .  one should admit into one’s 
analysis the possibility that the algorithm fails to deliver an answer within 
practical constraints of time” . Thus in a “perfect” environment without 
defects in random generators, machine rounding errors and time constraints 
perfect simulation algorithms would produce exact samples.
At present there are two types of perfect simulation algorithms. The 
first type is based on the Coupling from the Past idea which was developed
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by Propp and Wilson in 1995 [111]. This method has received most of the 
attention and the vast majority of articles on perfect simulation deal with 
applications or generalisations of Coupling from the Past. Chapter 5 will 
present the Coupling from Past method and give a literature review. The 
following Chapter 6 will discuss an extension of the technique to a random 
set model.
An alternative perfect simulation method was proposed by Fill in 1997 
[37] and has become known as the interruptible algorithm. This method is 
discussed in Chapter 7 which also presents an extension of the method to a 
point process example.
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5 Coupling from the Past
5.1 The Essence of Coupling from the Past
Throughout the following sections we assume that X  is an ergodic Markov 
chain with stationary distribution n. Suppose X  is started at time 0 in some 
initial distribution p0. Then, as time t tends to infinity, the distribution of 
X  at time t converges to the stationary distribution, that is
C (X °) =  pt — > 7r as t — ► oo.
Sampling X  at time t >  0 produces a sample from pt. If there was a way 
of continuing sampling for an infinite amount of time, we would be able to 
sample from
lim pt =  7r.
£—>oo
As this is not feasible, conventional Markov chain Monte Carlo samples ps 
for some large but finite S and relies on the assumption that ps is sufficiently 
close to 7T. As discussed in Section 4.3.5 it is difficult to assess how large S 
should be such that ps is a sufficiently good approximation to n.
Coupling from the Past (CFTP) is based on a different approach, which is 
also illustrated in Figure 10. Suppose we were able to start X  at time —oo in 
some initial distribution 7r_oo and run it up to time 0. Then, heuristically we 
may say that the distribution of X  converges to the stationary distribution 
as t approaches zero, that is for t < 0
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Figure 10: Whereas MCMC samples the initial part of an infinite time sim­
ulation, CFTP samples the final part.
CFTP makes use o f  this heuristic by reconstructing a simulation from time 
—oo for a finite time interval in the recent past. This reconstruction delivers 
the state of X~°° at time 0 which according to (29) is a sample from the 
equilibrium distribution. Thus CFTP is able to produce perfect, that is exact 
samples from n. The time interval [—T, 0] on which CFTP reconstructs the 
path of the infinite time simulation is random and dynamically determined 
by the algorithm.
The essence o f all the CFTP algorithms presented in this and the following 
chapter is to produce such a “virtual simulation from time —oo ” by examining
n as t 0,
and so
7T. (29)
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a simulation on a finite time interval in the recent past.
In the next Section 5.2 we discuss the CFTP algorithm in its simplest 
form, see also Propp and Wilson [111]. Since its introduction, various au­
thors have extended the original CFTP algorithm in a variety of aspects. 
Section 5.3 is an attempt to describe CFTP in the most general form avail­
able to date. This framework enables us in Section 5.4 to classify the CFTP 
algorithms which currently can be found in the literature. The last Section 
5.5 summarizes further results and comments on CFTP.
5.2 Coupling from the Past in its Simplest Form
We shall begin by describing Coupling from the Past in its simplest form, 
Propp and Wilson [113] call this version of Coupling from the Past Voter 
CFTP because o f its relation to the voter model for interacting particle sys­
tems. Assume the Markov chain X  with transition matrix P  lives on a finite 
state space E. Our aim is to reconstruct an infinite time simulation of X  on 
a finite time interval in the recent past. A  main tool is simulation backwards 
in time. What do we mean by simulation backwards in time? Rather than 
sampling a transition step from a single state, we sample a random map 
which specifies a transition step for each state in the state space, that is a
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transition rule. W e assume that the chosen transition rule /  is such that
r (H * ,U )  =  n v ,U ) )  >  'Z P {x ,z )P (y ,z ) .
zeE
Note that equality can always be achieved by the independent coupling.
We go step by step backwards in time and at each step we independently 
obtain a realisation of the transition rule. Let /_„(•) =  /(•, t/_„) denote the 
n th sampled random map. We compose the sampled random maps and thus 
produce the stochastic flow
F0- T =  / - 1 °  f —2 °  • • • °  f-T , T e N , (30)
A  stochastic flow on the state space E  is a random process evolving in time, 
whose values are random maps from E  to E. A survey on the use of stochastic 
flows in Markov chain theory can be found in [32].
The composite map F0-T  specifies for each state the final image of a path 
o f  X  started in this state at time — T  and run up to time 0. Note the order 
in which we compose the random maps which extends the stochastic flow 
backwards rather than forwards in time. As pointed out in [32], there is a 
fundamental difference in the behaviour of a stochastic flow which is extended 
backwards and a stochastic flow which is extended forwards in time. For some 
x  € E  define a forward process {X n,n  6 N} starting from A 0 =  x by setting
X n  =  ( /-n  °  / - ( n-1) °  • • • °  f - l )  (*), »  €  N.
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This forward process evolves like the Markov chain X  thus converges in 
distribution to the stationary distribution 7r. Now consider the backwards 
process {Y „,n  6 N} by setting Y0 =  x  and
Y„ =  ( / - i o / . ! o . . . o / . n) ( i )  =  Fgn(x), n e  N.
In Example 5.4 we show that there exists an almost surely finite time —Tc <  
0 such that Fq T =  Fq Tc for all — T <  —Tc . Therefore, the backward process 
converges almost surely to a limit. Thus, although Y„ has the same distribu­
tion as X n for each n € N the backward process behaves very differently from 
the forward process. Figure 12 on page 100 illustrates the difference between 
the forward and the backward process using the Markov chain presented in 
Example 5.1, see also the comments below Example 5.1.
Now consider an “infinite time simulation” of X  started at time — oo and 
run up to time —T. As the chain is ergodic and hits been run for an infinite 
amount of time, heuristics suggest that the chain is in equilibrium at time 
—T. Suppose that XZt  =  x < then the state x  is a sample of n. The transition 
rules /_ „ ,  n € N, preserve the equilibrium distribution and so it follows that 
F q T ( x )  is also a sample of n.  The composite map F g T  therefore specifies 
the final state of a set of paths which by an heuristic argument includes the 
path of an infinite time simulation.
Note that as the transitions are coupled through the random maps /_ „ ,  
n € N, the paths coalesce as they meet. After each sampling step we check
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whether the image of the composite map Fq T contains only one element. If 
the image is a singleton then we can conclude that all paths have coalesced 
into a single path. The unique image of Fq T may then be seen as the state 
of an infinite time simulation at time 0. Thus we may accept this state as a 
sample from the equilibrium distribution n. Theorem 5.2 in the next section 
shows rigorously why the sample has distribution 7r.
If the image of Fq T has more than one element then the paths have not 
yet coalesced into one and we cannot yet specify the state o f the infinite 
time simulation at time 0. We iteratively go further into the past until the 
composite map has a one-point (random) image, that is until we achieve 
complete coalescence. The amount of time we have to go back into the past 
until we achieve complete coalescence is random. For any implementation of 
CFTP we need to show that this random time is almost surely finite. For 
Voter CFTP the coalescence time is almost surely finite, see Example 5.4 on 
page 106 for a proof.
A clear and efficient way to describe algorithms is to use the pseudocode 
notation from computer science, indicating blocks by indentation. For ex­
ample,
i f  A then 
B  
else
C
D
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means, “if condition A holds then do B  else do C. After that, do D
Suppose we have an algorithm RandomMapO which samples the transition 
rules o f P. Then we can describe the CFTP algorithm as follows:
VoterCFTP: 
t i— 0
F o  <— i d e n t i t y  map 
R epeat
/  <— RandomMapO
Ft «— Ft+1 o /  
t <- t -  1
u n t i l  image o f  Ft i s  a s in g le t o n  
r e tu r n  im age o f  Ft
Here is an example for Voter CFTP.
E xam ple 5.1 (Sim ple R andom  W alk ) Suppose X  is a random walk on 
the state space E  =  {0 ,1 ,2 } with transition matrix
where p € (0,1) and q =  1 — p. O f course, for this Markov chain we can 
easily compute and sample the stationary distribution n defined by
(p2 +  qp +  q2) n =  (p2, pq, q2).
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Figure 11: Illustration of Example 5.1. The arrows show the sampled transi­
tion rule for each time step. The darker arrows illustrate the composite map
F0~3.
We can simulate X  using the transition rule
m axfj — 1, 0} =  — 1
f-nU ) =  fU , U-n) =  '
m in{j +  1 ,2 }  =  1,
where n € N and {t/_„, n  6  N} is a sequence of independent Bernoulli random 
variables taking value 1 with probability p and value —1 with probability 1 —p. 
By sampling £/_„ we sample a transition rule /_ „ .  Suppose in the first step we 
sample U-\ =  1, then the image of the composite map F0-1 is {1 ,2 }. As the 
image is not a singleton we go a step further into the past and independently 
sample t/_2. Say i/_2 =  — 1 then the image of the composite map F0-2 is {1 ,2 } 
and still contains more than one element. We again go one step backwards 
and sample f/_3  =  — 1. Now the composite map F0~3 has the unique image 
{1 }. Thus we can accept state 1 as a sample from n. Figure 11 illustrates 
the procedure.
As pointed out before, it is essential that we extend the stochastic flow
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Fq T backwards and not forwards in time. As soon as the image o f the flow 
consist of a singleton, going further backwards in time will not change the 
(random) image of the stochastic flow. Recall the definition of the forward 
process X „  and the backwards process Yn on page 94. Suppose we set X 0 =  
Yo =  2 and
xn = ( / - „ o o . . . o / _ 1) ( 2 ) ,
Yn =  ( / - i  °  f-2  o • • • o / _ „ )  (2) =  F0- n(2), n € N .
Say we sample . . . ,  U-o) =  (1, —1, —1,1,1, —1). Then
(X 0, X u  X 2, X 3, X t , X 5, X 6 ) =  (2, 2, 1, 0, 1, 2, 1 )
(Yo, Yu Y2, Y3} Yu Ys, Y6 ) =  (2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 ),
and so X „  moves through E  whereas Yn converges to the (random) limit 
1. Figure 12 illustrates the forward process (X n) and the backward process 
{y „ }  for n =  1 .. . .6 .
5.3 Coupling from the Past in its Most General Form
In the following we describe the concept of Coupling from the Past in its 
greatest generality, including the original algorithm by Propp and Wilson 
[111] and most extensions known to date.
As before we assume that X  is an ergodic Markov chain on E  with sta­
tionary distribution n. Suppose there is process U on some state space U
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Figure 12: Illustration of the backward and the forward process in example 
5.1. The forward process moves through the state space according to the 
transition probabilities in P  and converges in distribution to 7r. In contrast, 
the backward process converges to its (random) limit.
and a time-homogeneous process g(U) =  { g (U -t),—t < 0} on E  which is a 
functional of U, such that X  can be realized as an adapted functional G  of 
U, that is
X lJ (g (U -T)) =  G ( {U - t, —T <  —t <  - s } ;  g(U .T)). (31)
Here {X zJ (g (U -r )), — s > — T )  behaves as the chain X  started at time — T  
in the (random) state g(U-r)- The functional G ({U -t, —T < — t < —s }; •) 
usually describes a (coalescing) stochastic flow. The underlying process U 
has to be such that we can extend a realisation of {U -t, —t 6 [—T, 0]} to a 
realisation of — t € [ - T  — 5 ,0 ]} for —5  < 0.
Suppose furthermore there exists a bounding process Y  on V (E '), the 
subsets of some state space E' D E, which is also coupled to U through a 
functional H, that is
Y lJ  =  H ({U - t>- T < - t < - s } ) .  (32)
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Assume that this bounding process satisfies the following requirements: first­
ly it needs to possess the funneling property:
C Y lJ  for all — it <  0 and — T < — s <  0. (33)
Thus the earlier the starting time —T of the set-valued process Y~T the 
smaller the set it will be in at a fixed time — s >  —T.
Secondly, we assume the bounding process has the following coalescence 
properties:
if YzJ  is a singleton, then Y~J is a singleton for — s < —u <  0 (34)
and
Tc  =  in f{T  >  0 : Yq T is a singleton } < oo almost surely. (35)
Thus, if started early enough, the bounding process will become a singleton 
and once it becomes a singleton it will remain a singleton.
Finally, we require the bounding process to have the following sandwich­
ing relation with X
X -I {9 (U -t ))  e  Y lJ  for all -  T  <  0 and -  T <  - s  <  0. (36)
Informally, the function of the underlying process U is to provide all the 
randomness describing the infinite time simulation of X . The bounding pro­
cess on the other hand is an attempt to reconstruct such an infinite time
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simulation. Notice that as a consequence of (33) we have
X l J - u(g(U-.T- u)) e  Y lJ  for all — u <  0.
Thus, for all —S <  0, the bounding process contains the realisation of X  
started at time —S in the distant past in the initial state g(U -s) and coupled 
to the underlying process through the functional G. Theorem 5.2 shows that 
therefore the bounding process (heuristically) can be thought to contain a 
realisation of an infinite time simulation within a finite time interval in the 
recent past. If the bounding process becomes a singleton then we can derive 
the state which the infinite time simulation would take at time 0. The proof 
of Theorem 5.2 will also formally define the term “infinite time simulation” .
Note that although Y  is based on the same underlying process as X  and 
contains all relevant realisations of X  we do not require that
H (•) =  (J G(-, x) for some X  C E.
xex
In fact we even allow Y  to contain realisations outside of the state space 
of X\ this might be necessary to ensure an efficient implementation of the 
sandwiching property. An example where the bounding process contains 
realisations which are not in the state space of the target chain is presented 
in the following Chapter 6. However, as a result o f  the sandwiching property 
(36) the bounding process Y  will evolve like X  as soon sis it becomes a 
singleton.
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The following Theorem 5.2 shows that the above ingredients are sufficient 
to produce a sample from the equilibrium distribution x .
T heorem  5.2 Suppose the ergodic Markov chain X  can be realized as an 
adapted functional of some underlying process U as in (31). Furthermore 
assume there is a bounding process Y  which is coupled to the underlying pro­
cess U as in (32) and satisfies the Junneling requirement (33), the coalescence 
conditions (34) -  (35) and has the sandwiching property (36). Set
Tc  =  inf{ T  >  0 : Yq T is a singleton }, (37)
then Y0~Tc has the equilibrium distribution x.
P roo f: The coalescence property (35) states that the coalescence time Tc is 
almost surely finite and thus the limit limr-»oo T0_ r exists. As a result of the 
sandwiching property (36) we also have that
lim Y0~t =  lim X o T(g(U .T)) =  X^°°. (38)
Thus the limit X q°° represent a “virtual simulation from time —oo ”. Note 
that as g(U) is time-homogeneous together with the fact X  is an ergodic 
Markov chain with stationary distribution x  we have
£ ( * 0- T( 9(U -t ) )) =  C(X%.(g(U0) ) )  — * *  as T  — ► oo (39)
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Now, (38) shows that X 0 T(g (U -r ))  converges to X 0 °° with respect to the 
discrete metric which implies weak convergence, see [60]. We conclude that
£ ( * 0-°°) =  7T.
Finally note that because of the funneling property (33)
x r °  =  =  n “ Tc
which completes the proof of Theorem 5.2. □
R em ark 5.3 Theorem 5.2 is a direct extension of Theorem 1 in [74] and 
the above proof is essentially the same as the proof given therein.
Theorem 5.2 shows that in order to produce a perfect sample from the sta­
tionary distribution of an ergodic Markov chain we need to find an underlying 
process U as in (31) and a bounding process Y  satisfying requirements (33) 
-  (36). A Coupling from the Past algorithm can then be run as follows:
GeneralCFTP:
T f - 0  
u <— 0 
Repeat
T + - T + 1  
U  <— E xten d(u , —T )  
r [ - T , 0 ]  * - H { U )  
u n t i l  Vo i s  a s i n g le t o n  
re tu rn  Vq
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Here the algorithm Extend(u, — T ) produces a realisation of U on [—T, 0] 
by extending the realisation u backwards in time. The bounding process Y  
is coupled to U through the functional H.
Although this provides us with a perfect sampling algorithm, the practi­
cality of U and Y  for an actual simulation depends on a variety of aspects. 
First of all we need a way of extending U backwards in time, that is an Extend 
algorithm. Often the underlying process is a sequence of independent and 
identically distributed random variables, for which a backwards extension is 
straight-forward. Alternatively, consider an underlying process U which is a 
Markov chain satisfying detailed balance. Then, if the stationary distribu­
tion of U is a standard distribution we simply sample U0 in equilibrium and 
continue to simulate U forwards in time. Due to detailed balance the chain 
U is time-reversible so that we can use the time-reversal of a realisation of 
{[/(, t >  0} as a realisation of the underlying process —t <  0}. Given 
a realisation of U on [—T,0], we simulate from time - T  further backwards 
in time and thus extend the given simulation to a simulation over the time 
interval [—T — S, 0] for some S >  0.
Besides the underlying process U we need to identify a bounding process 
Y  which satisfies the requirements (33) -  (36). This process needs to be such 
that there is an efficient way of monitoring when Y  becomes a singleton. 
Only if there is an efficient representation of the set-valued process Y  is
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CFTP feasible. Many CFTP algorithms exploit for example monotonicity 
properties of the transition kernel of X  for this purpose, these algorithms 
are described in Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2. Finally, although the coalescence 
time Tc is almost surely finite it might be too large in practice to allow for 
efficient CFTP simulations. Burdzy and Kendall [16] discuss the concept of 
efficient Markovian couplings and thus the “price of perfection” .
Before we provide an overview on the CFTP algorithms available to date, 
we give two examples which illustrate the use of Theorem 5.2.
Exam ple 5.4 (V oter C F T P ) Consider the Voter CFTP algorithm of the 
previous section. Let the function /(•, V) together with the random variable 
V be a transition rule for  the transition matrix P  o f X . Here the underlying 
process U =  {V _„,n  6  N} is a sequence of independent copies of V. Let 
/_„(•) =  /(•, V_„) denote the nlh sampled transition rule and define
FzJ =  o • • ■ o /_pp_i) o f —T for — T  <  0 and —T <  — s <  0.
For some arbitrary state x  e  E set g{V -„) =  x  for all n G N, which clearly 
defines a time-homogeneous process. A realisation of the chain X  can then 
be produced by setting
x:T(x) =  fiJ{x)
and thus X  can be realized as an adapted functional of U as in (31). A
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bounding process is given by
Y - I  =  U F-T (x ) =  image(F_JT).
x e E
We now show that YzJ possesses the required properties (33) -  (36). First 
notice that X  z j  (g{V -T)) =  F lJ (x ) clearly is in YzJ  =  image(F zJ ), whence 
the sandwiching property (36) is satisfied. The Junneling property (33) is 
easily verified by observing that
F I ? -*  =  FzJ  o F :J -U for  all -  u <  0 and -  T <  - s  <  0.
Moreover,
F lJ  =  FZ’  o FZJ for -  s <  - u  <  0, (40)
hence if YzJ  is a singleton then YzJ is a singleton for —s < —u <  0, thus 
Y satisfies the coalescence condition (34).
Finally, we need to show that the coalescence time Tc is almost surely 
finite; this is requirement (35). We follow the proof given in [111]- Recall 
that we chose the transition rule f  such that
P( / ( * ,  U) =  f (y ,  ! / ) ) > £  P{x,  z)P(y,  z).
zeE
Let z be an arbitrary state in the state space E. As X  is irreducible and 
aperiodic there is a finite N > 0 such that P N(y, z) > 0 for all y €  E. Thus 
there is a constant e >  0 such that fo r  any — t <  0
P (image(Fr(t-yv) is a singleton )  > e.
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C onsider the events
|im age(F_(^ 1)JV) is a singleton } , fc6 N .
These events are independent and all have a probability of at least e. Thus 
by Borel-Cantelli
K  -  min j f c e N :  image (Fr(^ 1)JV) is a singleton }
is almost surely finite . If the image o f FZ(KN_^N contains only one element it 
follows with (40)  that the image of Fq KN also contains only a single element. 
Thus requirement (35) holds.
If we use U and Y  as defined above, then the CFTP algorithm GeneralCFTP 
reduces to the algorithm VoterCFTP presented in Section 5.2. With Theorem 
5.2 it follows that VoterCFTP produces samples from the target stationary 
distribution. Note however that if the state space E  is very large, it will 
be very expensive to monitor the bounding process. In the next Section 5.4 
we present methods which allow an efficient representation of the bounding 
process and thus lead to practical CFTP algorithms.
The following example illustrates a CFTP algorithm for a continuous-time 
Markov chain which lives on an infinite state space and thus is an example 
for which we cannot use the algorithm VoterCFTP. The example is taken 
from [71] but rephrased to show how it fits into the general framework given
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in Theorem 5.2. It shows how to sample the equilibrium distribution of a 
continuous-time birth-and-death process X  on the natural numbers. The 
transition rates of X  are given by a birth rate A(X) and a death rate /i. We 
assume that the birth rate A(-) is a positive and increasing function which 
is uniformly bounded above by a constant a. First we need to determine an 
underlying process.
E xam ple 5.5 (B irth-death  process) Consider a birth-and-death process 
Z with constant birth rate a and constant death rate (i. This process satisfies 
detailed balance and has a stationary distribution which is Poisson with mean 
a/p. As discussed earlier, if started in equilibrium we can easily extend a 
simulation of such a process backwards in time. To each arrival or departure 
time —t of Z  we attach an independent uniform [0,1] random variable M -t as 
a mark. This marked birth-and-death process U functions as the underlying 
process. We can produce a realisation of X  as an adapted functional of U 
as follows. Let Z - t-  denote the configuration of Z  immediately prior to time 
—t. We start X  at time —T in the initial state Z - t  and evolve the chain 
according to the following rules. Changes of X  only occur at transition times 
of Z. If —t is an arrival time in Z, that is Z -t — Z - t -  +  1, we have an arrival 
in X  at time —t if and only if the mark of the arrival time —t satisfies:
M -t <
X(X-t- )
a
If on the other hand —t is a departure time, that is Z -t =  Z - t-  — 1, and
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X - t -  >  0 then we have a departure in X  at time —t if and only if the mark 
of the departure time —t satisfies:
This construction yields a birth-and-death process with birth rate X(X) and 
death rate /i. Let G denote the functional describing the above construction, 
that is G is such that
X :? (g (U -T)) =  X zT (Z - r )  =  G ( { U - t, - T < - t < - s } -  Z - T).
Note that as we start Z  in equilibrium, the process g(U)  =  Z is time- 
homogeneous. Furthermore, note that the monotonicity o f the birth rate A(-) 
implies that G is monotone in the second argument that is whenever x <  y
G ( { U - „ - T < - t < - s } ;  x)  <  G ( { U . t, - T < - t < - s ) - , y ) (41)
The choice of the initial state o f X  suggests to use the following bounding
process:
y~ 7  =  U  G ( {U - t , -T  < - t <  —s}; x ).
0 < x  <  Z - T
..4 s soon as this bounding process becomes a singleton it remains a singleton, 
thus it satisfies requirement (34). A sufficient condition for Y<fT to be a 
singleton is that Z hits zero in the interval [—T, 0]. This will occur for an 
almost surely finite —T, thus the bounding process satisfies the coalescence
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Figure 13: The birth-death process example 5.5: The dotted line is the 
underlying constant rate birth-death process Z, the dashed line shows the 
minimal process and the solid line the maximal process. The gray lines show 
a CFTP run started from time — T  in which coalescence o f the minimal and 
maximal process does not occur. The black lines show a run started from 
time — T  — S in which coalescence occurs. Note how the process Z  has been 
extended backwards in time. Note also that the minimal process lies below 
the maximal process and how both processes satisfy the funneling property.
property (35). The funneling property (33) follows from 
0 <  G [ { U - t, - T  < - t <  - s } ;  x ) < for all 0 <  x <  Z_T.
Finally,
X :J(g (U -T)) =  G ({[/_t, - T  < - < < - « } ;  Z_T) € Y.I?
which is the sandwiching property (36). Figure 13 illustrates the relation 
between Z, X  and Y.
Notice that the monotonicity property (41) of G provides us with an easy 
way of checking whether the bounding process has become a singleton: YzJ  
is a singleton if and only if
G ( { U - t, - T <  - t  <  —s }; 0) =  G ( { U - t, - T  < - t < - s } ,  Z - T).
I l l
Thus to check whether the bounding process has become a singleton we just 
need to produce two paths started at time — T  and coupled to U through the 
functional G. One path is started in 0 and the other is started in Z -t and 
coalescence of the two paths means that the bounding process has coalesced 
into a singleton.
5.4 Variants of Coupling from the Past - An Overview
This section gives an overview on Coupling from the Past algorithms in the 
current literature, concentrating on papers which developed main concepts 
and extensions of the original CFTP algorithm. For a complete collection 
of research papers related to perfect simulation including CFTP, see the 
annotated bibliography by Wilson [148]. Most extensions of CFTP provide 
solutions of how to find an adequate bounding process and how efficiently 
to monitor it. Finding an efficient represention of the bounding process is 
essential for the feasibility of any CFTP algorithm.
5.4.1 Monotone CFTP
Consider a partially ordered state space (E , ;<) with a unique minimal ele­
ment 6 and unique maximal element 1 such that 0 ■< x  ■< 1 for all x  € E. 
Let X  be an ergodic, discrete-time Markov chain with transition kernel P. 
Suppose /( - ,  V)  is a monotone transition rule for P  and U =  {V _„,n  € N} is
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a sequence o f  independent copies o f V. Then we can use this sequence as an 
underlying process and, as before, define
F zJ  =  } - ( ,+ 1) o • • • o f _T.
The stochastic flow FzJ  inherits the monotonicity from the transition rules. 
Analogous to  Example 5.4, we can show that the process
Y Z l =  image(FT,T)
is a bounding process satisfying the requirements (33) -  (36). Propp and Wil­
son [111] observed that in this setting a particularly efficient CFTP variant, 
monotone CFTP, can be constructed. We define a minimal process
y m in ( - T )  _  F - T ( 0 )
and a maximal process
r m ax(-T ) =  FZ7 (i).
These two processes sandwich between them the elements of the bounding 
process, that is
y z J  =  U i *  G £ :  y ” in(_T) <  x  X y_m“ (_T)}
Thus YzJ  is a singleton if and only if
y m in ( - T )  _  y m a x ( - T )
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This means we can efficiently monitor whether the bounding process becomes 
a singleton by simply keeping track of the two paths of the minimal and the 
maximal process. Notice that both the minimal and the maximal process 
are Markov chains with transition kernel P  and sandwich between them all 
relevant realisations of X .
Monotone CFTP enabled Propp and Wilson [111] to produce samples of 
attractive spin systems on very large state spaces. For example they sam­
pled a ferromagnetic Ising model on a 4200 x 4200 toroidal grid even for a 
temperature close to criticality. For a review on the Ising model and related 
Markov random fields see Section 2.2.1. Without exploiting monotonicity, 
constraints on runtime and computer memory would have made it very dif­
ficult to produce a sample on such a large state space.
To produce an exact sample of a ferromagnetic Ising model, Propp and 
Wilson [111] first produce an exact sample of the random cluster model 
with parameter q =  2 and then assign a common random spin to all the 
vertices within one connected component. The resulting spin configuration 
is a sample of the Ising model, see [40].
Say H  is a state of the random cluster model on the graph G. Recall that 
the random cluster model assigns probability P(H) to the configuration H , 
where P(H) is proportional to
( n p».»)( n d-p«.«.))2c(ff)
v ,w € H  v,w $.H
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Here C (H ) is the number of connected components in H  and pViW is the 
probability of observing an edge connecting v with w. We use the notation 
H\E to denote the graph H  without the edge E, thus H\E = H if E $ H. 
Similarly, H U E  denotes the graph H including the edge E\ if E 6 H, then 
H U E  =  H.
Exam ple 5.6 (M on oton e  single-bond heat-bath) The single-bond heat- 
bath algorithm is a Gibbs Sampler cycling through the set of edges, see [137]. 
The algorithm chooses an edge E  and then decides whether to include the 
edge according to the conditional probability of observing H  U E given the 
remainder H\E. The following transition rule describes the Gibbs update of 
an edge E :
H U E  if U <  P(ffUB)+p(ii\E)
H\E otherwise, 
where U is uniform on the unit interval.
Now, note that the subgraph-inclusion defines a partial order on the state 
space of the random cluster model. The maximal state i is given by the 
complete graph G, the minimal state 6 is the empty graph. It can be show 
that the transition rule f  is monotone with respect to the subgraph-inclusion. 
Thus the single-bond heat bath algorithm is amenable to monotone CFTP.
We can extend the single-bond heat bath algorithm to a so-called om- 
nithermal algorithm, see [111]. An omnithermal algorithm simultaneously
f (H , U) =
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produces a sample for a range of parameter values. The algorithm cycles 
through the edges and assigns to each edge the set of parameter values for 
which the edge would be included. If the inclusion of an edge depends mono- 
tonically on the value of the model parameter then the omnithermal algo­
rithm can be used within a monotone CFTP algorithm.
An example for monotone CFTP for point processes is presented in Hagg- 
strom, Van Lieshout and Mpller [54].
Exam ple 5.7 (P o in t Process) The authors extend monotone CFTP to a 
point process example on an uncountable state space E. As in the above 
setting, the transition rule in this example is monotone with respect to a 
particular partial order. But in contrast to the previous setting the state 
space does not contain a unique minimal and a unique maximal element with 
respect to this partial order. However, the authors noticed that there are 
(non-unique)  states x and x' in E  such that
Y l J  =  U { l / e £ :  F z J { x )  <  y ± F z J ( x ’) } .
In [54] the state x is called quasi-minimal and the state x' quasi-maximal. 
As a consequence we can define a minimal process y™ n(_T) =  (x ) and a
maximal process y™ n(-T> =  F zJ(x1) which can be used in the same way as 
in Propp and Wilson’s setting to monitor whether the bounding process has 
coalesced into a singleton. (In fact by slightly changing the partial order used
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in [54] we can define states which, although not unique, are maximal and 
minimal in the usual sense; we comment further on this in Chapter 7. The 
algorithm in [54] is then monotone CFTP as in [111] with the only difference 
that maximal and minimal state are not unique.)
Unfortunately the algorithm in [54] is not generally applicable to distributions 
on infinite state spaces as it is tied to the particular point process example.
Monotone CFTP works analogously for monotone continuous-time Mar­
kov chains; here is an example.
E xam ple 5.8 (B irth-D eath  process) Recall the CFTP algorithm for a 
birth-and-death process in Example 5.5. We can define a minimal and a 
maximal process for a monotone CFTP algorithm as follows. Set
y max(-T) =  G ({U -t, —T  <  —t <  —s}; Z_t )
and
y m i n t - T )  _  —T  < —t <  - s } ;  0 ) .
This pair of processes satisfies the requirements of a minimal and a maxi­
mal process. Note that the maximum process is based on a random maximal 
element Z -t - We will comment further on the use of random maximal and 
minimal elements in Section 5-4-3
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5.4.2 A n ti-M on oton e C F T P
Consider again a partially ordered state space (E , ■<) with unique maximal 
and minimal element. (We use the same notation as in the previous section.) 
If the Markov chain is based on anti-monotone transition rules, see Definition 
4.10, then we can, as before, define a maximal and a minimal process which 
monitor the bounding process. Set
y_mrax(~T) =  i and y _ T (- r) =  6
and evolve them as follows:
Y T l~T) =  f - (.+i ) { Y ^ P )  and y _ T (- r) =  / _ (i+1)(y_nj“ (o T)).
Thus a transition in the maximal process is dependent on the current state of 
the minimal process and vice versa. In the following we call the construction 
of making transitions of the maximal process dependent on the current state 
of the minimal process and vice versa a cross-over. Minimal and maximal 
process together evolve as a two-component Markov chain, however they 
are not individually Markov. Due to the anti-monotonicity of the transition 
rules, minimal and maximal process specify the bounding process
Y_~t =  image(F :T )  =  U  {*  € E : Y j?n(~T) ±  x  X y_m“ (_T)}.
Thus they are an efficient representation of the bounding process and can 
be used to monitor when coalescence has been achieved. The concept of a
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cross-over was first developed in a more general context by Kendall [73], see 
also Section 5.4.3, and further examined by Haggstrom and Nelander [52].
Notice that an analogous construction can be used for continuous-time 
Markov chains; for an application see Example 5.9 or the algorithm developed 
in Chapter 6.
So far we have presented CFTP algorithms which seem only practical for 
infinite state spaces if we can
1. equip the state space with a partial order for which it has (not neces­
sarily unique) maximal and minimal elements and
2. apply monotone or anti-monotone CFTP.
The next Section 5.4.3 will present a CFTP variant which by conditioning 
on the underlying process produces (random) maximal and minimal elements 
which enable us to monitor the bounding process. Section 5.4.4 then discusses 
algorithms for Markov chains which are not necessarily monotone but where 
the bounding process eventually collapses into a discrete set which can be 
efficiently represented.
5.4.3 D om inated C F T P
This variant of CFTP was first developed by Kendall [73], see also [71, 72], 
In dominated CFTP the underlying process not only functions as a source of
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randomness for the target Markov chain but also defines which states can be 
viewed els maximal or minimal. This produces maximal and minimal states 
which are stochastically varying over time. (Note that these maximal and 
minimal states do not necessarily have to lie within the state space, see for 
example the algorithm presented in Chapter 6.) Suppose that h0(U -t) defines 
the minimal state and hi(U -t) the maximal state at time —t <  0, where h0 
and hi are deterministic functions on the state space U. We can construct a 
dominated CFTP algorithm, if we can find a functional H  of the underlying 
process U such that
Y lJ  =  ( J { « r({t / -e ,s <  t <  T } ,x )  : ho(U- T) < x <  M ^ - r ) } ,  (42)
is not only bounding process satisfying requirements (33) -  (36) but a set 
which can be efficiently represented. Notice that in contrast to the definition 
in (32) on page 100, the functional H  is dependent on an initial state x, which 
lies between the (random) minimal and maximal state. All existing domi­
nated CFTP algorithms [71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 95, 98] rely on such a functional 
H  to ensure that the bounding process can be efficiently represented.
The algorithms in [71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 95] use dominated CFTP together 
with monotone or anti-monotone CFTP. The birth-death process example 
5.5 is an illustration of how dominated CFTP can be used together with 
monotone CFTP. Here the minimal state is 0 and thus non-random but 
the maximal state at any time — t is given by Z _t. The first article [73]
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introducing dominated CFTP showed how to produce perfect samples of 
both the attractive and the repulsive area-interaction process in a very similar 
fashion to Example 5.5. Here is a short description of the algorithm.
E xam ple 5.9 (A rea-interaction  process) Each birth time —t of a con­
stant rate spatial birth-and-death process Z is marked with an independent 
uniform [0,1] random variable M _(. The marked spatial birth-and-death pro­
cess functions as an underlying process. A process X  which converges to the 
distribution of an area-interaction process is produced by thinning the births 
of Z. We start X  at time —T from the point pattern Z -t o.nd evolve it in 
accordance with Z. As Z  is started in equilibrium, it is time-homogeneous. 
If at time —t a point x is bom in Z the birth of the same point is allowed to 
take place in X  if and only if
M _t <  A(X_t_, x)
where A(-,-) ts the Papangelou conditional intensity of the target area-inter­
action process as given in Example 2.12 on page 23. Deaths of Z  are always 
allowed to take place in X  if the dying point exists in X . Let the functional G 
describe the above procedure. The subset relation is used as a partial order on 
the state space of finite point configurations. If the area-interaction process is 
attractive, then the greater the point pattern with respect to the subset relation 
the more likely a birth is accepted and so G is monotone. We can define a
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bounding bounding process satisfying the necessary requirements as
Y -T  =  U G ({U -t, s < t < T } ;  x).
0 Ç x  Ç Z - t
A minimal and a maximal process are given by
y m M - T )  =  G ^ u  u  s  < t  < T}; 0)
and
y m ax(-T ) =  s  <  t < T} ;  Z_T).
Now consider a repulsive area-interaction. Here the acceptance o f births is 
anti-monotone, that is the greater the configuration of X - t-  the less likely a 
birth is accepted at time —t. Thus the definition of minimal and maximal 
process needs to be based on a cross-over as described in Section 5.4-2. As 
before we start the minimal process at time —T  in the empty point configura­
tion and the maximal process in Z -t ■ Similar to X  we evolve both processes 
in accordance with Z. However, the decision if a birth is allowed to take 
place in the minimal process depends on the Papangelou conditional intensity 
of the maximal process and vice versa for  the maximal process. In this way 
we produce the cross-over needed for anti-monotone CFTP.
A further example of dominated and anti-monotone CFTP can be found 
in Chapter 6.
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5.4.4 Set-orientated C F T P
Set-orientated CFTP is useful for MCMC algorithms which update a large 
collection of states to a single new state, thus producing a bounding process 
which eventually becomes a (small) discrete set. This CFTP variant does not 
require any monotonicity properties of the transition kernel and thus might 
be applicable when monotone or anti-monotone CFTP is not posssible.
Murdoch and Green [97] were the first to consider set-orientated CFTP, 
which they developed for continuous distributions in Bayesian inference prob­
lems. We illustrate this CFTP variant using the multigamma coupler from 
[97]. For simplicity assume that the state space E  =  R.
Exam ple 5.10 (M ulti-gam m a C oupler) Suppose the transition kernel 
density p(-|x) of the target Markov chain X  is such that p(y|x) >  r{y) for all 
x ,y  G E, where r(-) is a non-negative function with J r(y)dy =  p >  0. Set
and
The following transition rule draws from p(-jar)
where {(U -£,U-l),n  € N} is a sequence of independent pairs of uniform 
[0,1] random variables. As usual, let /_„(•) =  / ( ’ .^ -n .^ -n ) an<^
/-(*+1) °  • ‘ ' °  f-T -
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A bounding process satisfying the necessary requirements is given by 
Y lJ  =  image (Fr„T).
Keeping track ofYzJ for a continuous state space E is often infeasible, but in 
the case considered here it can be simplified as follows. Suppose T  € N is large 
enough so that there is at least one natural number m <  T  with i/l*2, < p. 
This ensures that a regeneration occurs in the time interval [—T, 0], Then 
Ylm+ 1 =  #~*(t/l22,) and so the regeneration is sufficient (but not neccesary) 
for the bounding process to become a singleton. Let
k =  max{m < T  : 1/1*2, <  p}
and set
E  if — s < —k
Y z l  =  if - s = - k  +  1
F l f +1(YZk+i) for - s > - k  +  1.
This also defines a bounding process but is much easier to implement than 
the original bounding process. Before and at time —k the process Y Z ? is 
equal to the state space E, then at time —k +  1 ii becomes a singleton. As 
1/1*2, <  P occurs almost surely in finite time, the bounding process will col­
lapse to a singleton in finite time. Note that it might take longer for Yz ,T 
to coalesce than for the original bounding process, but the simplicity o f the 
former outweighs this disadvantage. Furthermore, notice that we only need
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to sample i / i „ )  for n <  T, where T  =  min{m G N : ! / ! „  <  p). Then 
Y0- t is a singleton and so we only need one CFTP iteration.
Set-orientated CFTP relies on the fact that the bounding process eventually 
becomes a discrete set which can be efficiently represented and monitored. As 
in the example of the multigamma coupler it is not necessary that the bound­
ing process is the smallest possible bounding process. Much more important 
is that we can efficiently update it. If we do not choose the smallest possible 
bounding process then the runtime of the CFTP algorithm (in terms of num­
ber of transitions) will increase. However, choosing an adequate bounding 
process might substantially reduce computational complexity of each update 
and thus make each individual transition faster. Furthermore, it will simplify 
checking whether the bounding process has become a singleton.
In [97] the multigamma coupler presented in Example 5.10 is further 
refined to increase applicability. Moreover, a set-orientated CFTP algorithm 
is devoloped for a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. This requires a proposal 
density which only takes a finite number of values. In [98] the concept is 
extended to a random walk Metropolis algorithm with a symmetric proposal 
density and combined with dominated CFTP.
The multigamma coupler considered in [97] is only defined for chains for 
which the whole state space is a small set and thus for transition kernels 
which are uniformly ergodic, sec Proposition 4.6. Corcoran and Tweedie [20]
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extended the multigamma coupler to a CFTP algorithm for Harris recurrent 
chains.
Finally, set-orientated CFTP for Markov random fields is explored in 
[53]. Here, a set-orientated approach allows efficient updates of the bounding 
process in cases where monotone or anti-monotone CFTP cannot be applied.
5.4.5 O cclusion  C F T P
For some Markov chains the bounding process is produced by an occlusion 
procedure. In this section we will present examples where the occlusion 
procedure leads to a bounding process which can be represented by a single 
path. In these cases the CFTP algorithm is not (much more) complex than 
the analogous conventional MCMC algorithm. An example from stochastic 
geometry is the algorithm for the dead leaves model by Kendall in [75]. We 
have rephrased the example to show that it is an application of Theorem 
5.2. For a description of the dead leaves model see Section 2.2.3. The dead 
leaves model is defined as the equilibrium distribution o f the following Markov 
chain. Suppose we have a Poisson process of intensity 0 of space-time points 
in W  x [0, oo) C R2 x [0, oo), where W  is a bounded window. Each space-time 
point (Xi,ti) (where 0 <  ti < t2 < .. ■) is marked with a grain Ej which is 
an independent copy of the primary grain S. This marked Poisson process
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param etrizes the space-tim e Boolean m odel 0  =  { 0 t ,  t >  0 } ,  where
©t =  U
We assume that 0  covers the window W  in almost surely finite time. Con­
sider now the process {\Pt : t >  0} which describes the evolution of the 
tessellation produced by the space-time Boolean model. At time t =  0 we 
start with the empty set, that is 'I'o =  0- Whenever a space-time point is 
born, we add to the boundary 9E* of the associated grain and take away 
the parts o f boundaries of previous grains covered by the new grain. This 
means \Pt changes only at time points {U }, with
*«, =  d~i U in t(E j)), (43)
where is the configuration of immediately prior to time (Figure 14 
illustrates a single step of this construction.) The equilibrium distribution of 
{ ^ t : t >  0 } is the dead leaves model.
The following algorithm describes how to derive a realisation of the tes­
sellation process 4» from a realization u of the marked space-time Poisson 
process on some time interval [5, T\.
TessellationC u, 5 ,T ) :
^  0 
t 4— S 
repeat
(x ,t ,E )< -  f i r s t  marked incident o f u a fte r  t
E i -  E © x
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V <- dE U in t(S ))
u n til  (x, t,E ) la s t  marked incident o f it before time T  
return ^
Suppose that PoissonPointProcess(0, W  x [0,7’], S ) delivers a Poisson 
point process of intensity 9 over W  x [0, T]. Suppose further, that each 
incident of the produced realisation of the Poisson process is marked with 
an independent random set distributed as E. Then the following algorithm 
produces an (approximate) sample of the dead leaves model:
ForvardDeadLeaves (T, 6, W, E) :
z <r- PoissonPointProcessC#, W  x [0 ,T ] ,S )
^  «— T e sse la tio n (z ,0 ,T) 
return ^
But how do we choose T  such that the output of ForwardDeadLeaves is 
a sample of the dead leaves model? If we stop at a fixed time T  then there 
is a positive probability that the window W  is not yet covered. Thus the 
sample cannot be a sample from the dead leaves model, which would produce 
complete coverage with probability one. If we instead stop at the first time T  
that complete coverage is achieved, then the sample might be biased towards 
configurations which cover W  efficiently, for further comments see Section 
5.5.2. Thus the above algorithm can be implemented only in an approximate 
form. We will now show how CFTP can be applied to this setting.
E xam ple 5.11 (D ead  leaves m od el) Let Z  be a Poisson process o f space-
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Figure 14: Simulated dead leaves model. Careful inspection shows that the 
image on the left still has an uncovered portion. The image on the right 
is obtained using one further grain, which happens to cover the previously 
uncovered portion. Continuing this simulation will further alter the image, 
as new leaves are superimposed on top of the previous pattern.
time points of intensity 0 in W  x (—oo, 0]. We now mark each space-time 
point (xj, -U ) of Z  (where 0 >  ~ h  >  - t 2 > ■ ■ ■) with an independent (ran­
dom) grain E. The resulting marked space-time Poisson process U, which can 
be easily extended backwards in time, will function as our underlying process 
in the CFTP algorithm. Furthermore, we can produce a process which 
behaves like 'I' started at time —T  in the empty set, as an adapted functional 
of —t >  —T ) ;  we just need to apply the procedure T essela tion  to the 
realisation o f {U - t, —t > —T }.
We now define the bounding process. Let
Y Z j  =  { « : ? : - « <  - T } ,
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be a set of tessellations. (Note that this is actually a countable set as 
only changes for a countable set of u.) We will first show that this bounding 
process satisfies all requirements and then discuss how it can be efficiently 
represented. Firstly, the funneling property (33) is satisfied because the union 
o f tessellations forming Y l f~ s for —S < 0 will have less elements then the 
union forming Y zJ S econ d ly , if the bounding process becomes a singleton, 
which is to say its component tessellations are identical, it must remain a 
singleton and thus it satisfies the first coalescence property (34). Now, observe 
that Y0~t is a singleton if and only if the random set
©o"r = U (*<©£<)
(*(>-*• iSi)€l/[_Ti0]
covers the whole window W . As we assumed that this occurs in almost surely 
finite time, the bounding process becomes a singleton in almost surely finite 
time and so satisfies the second coalescence property (35). Finally, the sand­
wiching property (36) is satisfied because
€ y : J ,
where Zj- — 0- As mentioned above, Y$T becomes a singleton if ©q T covers 
the whole window. By the definition of the bounding process it then follows 
that the singleton Yq T is equal to '¡'dT. a  naive CFTP approach now leads 
to the following procedure. Suppose the algorithm Extend (u, —T ) produces a 
realisation of U on [ -T ,  0] by extending the realisation u backwards in time.
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DeadLeavesCFTP (.0, W, H) :
T <r- 0 
u ■<— 0 
Repeat
T <—T  +  1
u <— Extend (u, —T )
u n til 0  covers W  
«— T essela tion fu , —T, 0) 
return ^
However, the above procedure can be much simplified by observing the 
following. Firstly, we can determine the coalescence time Tc by starting the 
process U at time 0, simulating U backwards in time and simultaneously 
simulating the random set
until the set © _t covers the whole window. Furthermore, we can produce 
the exact sample i'o Tc by simulating backwards instead of forwards in time. 
Suppose we have a realisation of the underlying marked Poisson process U on 
[—T, 0] with ordered negative time-points 0 > —11 > —¿2 > • • • >  — tn >  —T.
Similar to before, we set <Fo =  0 and changes in < 1 occur only at time 
points { —1<}. But now each time a grain is laid down, we record the part of
y
(x.,-ii,2,)e£/[_i,0]
Now, consider the following backwards tessellation process { 'i '-t , — t <  0}.
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its boundary that is not covered by previous grains. Thus
* - ti =  * _ (j+ U ((aE0\ U int(S,-)), (44)
}<i
where is the configuration of 4' immediately subsequent to time — <*.
Figure 15 illustrates the construction. Like © the backwards tessellation 
process 'I' can be simulated simultaneously to U. The backwards process 'k 
differs from the forward process 4> merely by a point of view. Informally, 
the conventional forwards simulation views the ground from above as it be­
comes covered with dead leaves. The backwards simulation views the same 
process from beneath the ground, as if one had adopted the point of view of 
a small animal looking upwards from a hole in the ground! This difference is 
illustrated in an animated simulation which can be found on the website
h ttp : //www.Warwick. a c . uk/statsdept/Staff/W SK /dead .html.
We can move from a backwards realisation to a forwards realisation simply 
by reversing the order in which the leaves are put down. For example the 
realisation in Figure 15 was produced by using the same leaves as in Figure 
14, but placed in reverse order. More formally, 4* is the time reversal of 
4>. Thus if we use the same realisation o f U to produce T and ’I '-t  then 
the two tessellations coincide. It follows that we can omit any forwards 
simulation in the CFTP algorithm and merely use backwards simulation to 
produce an exact sample of the dead leaves model.
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Figure 15: Perfect simulation of dead leaves model. The image on the left 
still has an uncovered portion. The image on the right is obtained using 
one further grain, which happens to cover the previously uncovered portion. 
In contrast to the conventional construction, however, the new leaf is added 
at the bottom, corresponding to simulation backwards in time and thus to 
perfect simulation. Clearly the backwards simulation can now be continued 
indefinitely without altering the resulting image, which therefore must be a 
sample from the equilibrium distribution.
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A  C F T P  algorithm  solely based on backwards sim ulation translates into
pseudo-code notation as follows.
BackwardDeadLeaves (.0, W,Grain) :
n  <- PoissonPointProcess(0, W  x  (—oo,0))
<- 0 
$  <— 0 
t i — 0 
repeat
(x, t,H) «— f i r s t  marked in ciden t o f II before t
<P « -  <P U a  
u n til W  C $  
return ^
Clearly, we could continue the construction backwards in time indefinitely 
and this would still produce the same output. We therefore have a virtual 
simulation from  time — oo, but it actually terminates after a finite random 
time. Thus we have a perfect sample from the equilibrium distribution, that 
is from the dead leaves model.
Propp and Wilson [113] also developed an example where the bounding 
process is produced by an occlusion procedure. This CFTP algorithm gener­
ates a random rooted spanning tree o f a strongly-connected, directed, finite 
graph G  whose arcs are marked with positive weights.
Exam ple 5 .12  (R an dom  rooted  spanning trees) A random walk on the 
set of rooted spanning trees is coupled with a random walk M  on the graph.
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Each excursion of M  from the root back to the root can be translated into a 
transition from a rooted spanning tree to another rooted spanning tree.
The algorithm starts with an array which is indexed by the vertices o f G. 
Initially all entries of the array are set to n il .  The random walk on G is 
started in the root and observed until it returns to the root. For each vertex 
which is visited during this excursion, we enter the next visited vertex into the 
array. We repeatedly observe the random walk on G and enter or overwrite 
entries of the array. Besides recording the excursions of M , the array also 
functions as a bounding process on the set of rooted spanning trees o f  G. If 
the random walk on the graph has visited all vertices of G, the array will 
have an entry at every index except at the root. It follows that the bounding 
process is a singleton, thus we can use this procedure for a CFTP algorithm.
Similarly to the dead leaves example, the algorithm simplifies if we can 
simulate the time reversal M  of M. Then simultaneously simulating M 
and the spanning tree random walk backwards in time until M  has visited 
all vertices produces a random rooted spanning tree. This latter procedure 
using the time-reversal of M  had been developed for special cases [2, 13, 68] 
even before CFTP was known.
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5.5 Further Results and Comments
The first part o f this section summarizes some theoretical results on the 
runtime of CFTP. Thereafter we discuss some aspects which are essential for 
a correct implementation o f CFTP.
5.5.1 R untim e
Consider a discrete-time, ergodic Markov chain on a partially ordered finite 
state space (E , X) with unique minimal element 6 and unique maximal ele­
ment 1. Propp and Wilson [111] relate the mixing time of the chain to the 
runtime of monotone CFTP. Using the same notation as in Section 5.4.1, let
Tmc =  min{T >  0 : F0- T(0) =  F0- T( l ) }
be the backward coalescence time for monotone CFTP. Define
<*(*) =  11/4 -*411.
where fxk denotes the distribution of the Markov chain at time k if started in 
distribution n at time 0. Suppose l is the length of the largest totally ordered 
subset in E. Then [111, Theorem 5]
r 1 P(Tmc >k)  < d(k) <  P(TMC > k).
Furthermore, [111, Lemma 7]
k P(7mc >  k) <  E(Tm c)
k
~ P(Tmc <  &)
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Now define the mixing time threshold Tmjx =  min{A; : d{k) <  e 1}, then
e (T m c ) <  2 ^ m ix (1 +  n^ 0 -
Thus “if a Markov chain is rapidly mixing then it is rapidly coupling” [111]. 
If a rigourous (and practical) bound on the mixing time threshold is available, 
then conventional Markov chain Monte Carlo would usually run the chain for 
a multiple of Tmjx to ensure that the chain is sufficiently close to equilibrium. 
However, using CFTP ensures that the chain is exactly in equilibrium and 
has an expected runtime which is also a multiple of Tmjx .
Monotone CFTP is based on finding the time TMC by going iteratively 
further in the past. It would be very inefficient, if we would check for each 
T  whether T — TMC- More sensible seems to be the approach of starting 
with some T0 >  0 and then checking whether T0 > TMC- For this we need to 
check whether the minimal and the maximal process when started from time 
- T 0 agree at time 0. If T0 <  TMC we try time Tx =  rT0 for some constant 
r > 1 and after this T2 =  rT\, and so on. Let k be the smallest integer such 
that rkT0 >  Tm c , then the number of transition steps required to find k is 
2 T0 (1 +  r +  . . .  +  rk), where the factor 2 takes account of the fact that we 
produce a path for both the minimal and for the maximal process. On the 
other hand, even if we could guess Tmc, in order to verify Tmc we would
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need 2 Tmc transitions. Now, notice that
_*+l _  i „2 „2
2 To (1 +  r +  . . .  +  rk) =  2T0--------—  < 2T0rk~l ,------ <  2TMC------r — 1 r — 1 r — 1
Thus the ratio between the number of transitions when using the former
strategy and the number of transitions for a right guess is bounded above by
r2/ ( r  — 1) which is minimized for r =  2, where it takes value 4. Thus Propp
and Wilson [111] recommend to use Tn =  —2 " ,n e  N, a strategy which has
been widely adopted. The above argument is taken from [111].
Foss and Tweedie [41] put CFTP into the context of stochastic recursive 
sequences as developed by Borovkov and Foss [11, 12]. Stochastic recursive 
sequences are based on the construction of a probability space (fi, T , P), 
a sequence { f „ ,n  e z }  of independent and identically distributed random 
variables on a state space U and a measureable function f  : E  x U  —¥ E  such 
that the chain X  can be produced by setting
Xo =  *o, *n+i =  /(* » ,£ „ )>  « > 0 .  (45)
Clearly the function /  is a transition rule and the sequence {£n, n € Z } can 
be used as an underlying process in a CFTP algorithm. Let 0m denote the m- 
shift transformation, that is the map 0m : f2 —► fl such that for any sequence 
W  neN in il we have 0m({w „}neN) =  {w„+m}n6N- For any random variable 
Y  we then have 0m(Y(u>)) =  Y(0m(uj)). Let
9n{x,to, =  / (• • • /( /( * .£ < ))>  C l) '• O - in - l ) -
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T hen  for the Markov chain X  in (4 5 ) we have
0mX n =  g(.OmXo,£m, ■ • ■ 1 im+n-l)-
A minimal backward coupling time is defined as
TBC =  min{m >  0 : 0~n'X ni =  0~n2X ni, Vnu n2 >  m ).
A vertical backward coupling time is defined as
Tv c  =  min{n >  0 : 0~nX <x) =  0~nX ^ \  V i, y e  E },
where X W  is the chain X  at time n if started at time 0 in the non-random 
state x. The authors show the following Proposition:
P roposition  5.13 There is a successful (that is, almost surely finite) verti­
cal backward coupling time if and only if the chain X  is uniformly ergodic.
Thus the original CFTP algorithm developed in [111] is only applicable to 
uniformly ergodic chains. However, dominated CFTP methods, like the algo­
rithms in [71, 72, 73, 74, 75], are possible for chains which are not uniformly 
ergodic.
We give a short outline of the proof o f Proposition 5.13 as given in [41]. 
First observe that Tyc is submultiplicative, that is
P(Tvc  > m  +  n) <  P(Tv c  >  m) P(7Vc >  n)
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and thus P(7Vc >  n) <  cA" for some c >  0 and 0 < A < 1. The vertical 
backward coupling time is governed by the same law as the forward coupling 
time
Tfc =  min{n >  0 : =  X ™  Vx,y  € E }.
With the coupling inequality (24) it follows that
||£(Xn) — 7r|| <  2P (TFC> n )  <  2cAn.
On the other hand, if the chain is uniformly ergodic then there is an m €E N 
such that the m-step transition kernel is uniformly minorized with minoriza- 
tion constant p. Thus we can define a CFTP multigamma coupler, as in 
Example 5.10, for n >  0} and deduce that there is a succesful vertical
coupling time with
Tvc <  min{nm >  0 : E/i„m <  p} <  oo almost surely,
where — n < 0} is a sequence of independent uniform [0,1] random
variables.
Suppose X  is a stationary version of X  started in X 0 =  xo, where x 0 is a 
draw from ir, and produced by setting A’n+1 =  f ( X n,U„), where /(• ,[/„ ) is 
a transition rule for the transition kernel of P. Suppose X ' is started in an 
arbitrary initial state and coupled to X  through the transition rule / .  Now, 
consider the following forward coupling time
f  =  min{n >  0 : X n — X'n}.
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Foss and Tweedie [41] show that a minimal backward coupling time TBc  loses 
at most one polynomial moment from f and has the same order of geometric 
convergence as f .
The next section points out some aspects which ensure a correct imple­
mentation of CFTP.
5.5.2 Forward C ou plin g
We would save a lot of computational overhead if we based the coupling 
procedure on a forward rather than a backward simulation. If we simulate 
coupled sample paths from all initial states forwards in time until we achieve 
complete coalescence then the current state of the chain is independent of the 
initial state and thus the chain is in equilibrium. However, the state of the 
chain at the time o f  coalescence is not necessarily independent of the time of 
coalescence and thus might not be a sample of the equilibrium distribution. 
Here is an example how forward coupling can lead to a biased sample.
Exam ple 5.14 (R a n d om  w alk on 3 states) Consider the random walk 
X  on the state space {0 ,1 ,2 } with transition matrix
P  =
1 I 0 ^2 2 u
0 0 1
1 0 1 \  2 ° 2 /
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The stationary distribution o f X  is given by tt0 =  2/5, x\ =  1/5 and X2 =  2/5. 
We can simulate X  using the following transition rule: 
for x  =  0,2
f ( x , U )  =  {
0
min{a: +  1,2}
i fU  <  1/2 
i fU  >  1/2
for  i  =  l
/ ( l )  U) — 2,
where U is a uniform random variable on [0,1].
If we simulate coupled paths of the chain started in each of the states 
{0 ,1 ,2 }  and using the above transition rule, coalescence cannot occur after 
the first transition step. After the first transition step the possible states 
are {0 ,2 }  or {1 ,2 } . Moreover until coalescence occurs the set of possible 
states alternates between {0 ,2 } and {1 ,2 }. In either case the probability o f 
coalescence in the next step is 1/2. See Figure 16 for an illustration. At the 
time o f coalescence the chain will be either in state 0 or 2 each with probability 
1/2. Thus if we sample X  at the time of coalescence we will not sample the 
equilibrium distribution.
A further example illustrating why simulation backwards in time is es­
sential for CFTP is given by the dead leaves model.
E xam ple 5.15 (D ead Leaves) Whereas backwards simulation is unbiased 
if we stop the algorithm at the first time of complete coverage, forward sim-
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Figure 16: Illustration of the forward transitions until coalescence for the 
random walk in Example 5.14.
illation will lead to a subtle bias if the simulation is run only till the first 
time the window is covered by grains. To illustrate this consider the follow­
ing simplified example. Assume we obtain random grains E i , . . . ,  S„ at times 
—ti >  . . .  > —t„ in the backwards simulation such that the last grain E„ 
covers the whole window W . To allow the patterns of backward and forward 
simulation to agree we assume the grains of the forward simulation to be 
En, . . . ,S |  at times 0 =  tn -  tn < t„ -  in_i < . . .  < t n - t i .  i4s E„ covers all 
o J W , complete coverage occurs in the forward simulation before time tn — tu 
in fact already at time 0. This provides the intuition explaining the subtle 
bias mentioned above: in the case that a single grain can cover the whole 
window there is an increased possibility of single-grain coverage.
5.5.3  Backwards Extension
It is important that whenever we go a step backwards in time we do not 
produce a completely new realisation of the underlying process, but extend
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the previous realisation backwards in time. Only then the CFTP output is 
guaranteed to be a sample from the equilibrium distribution.
Exam ple 5.16 (R an dom  walk on  2 states) Consider the Markov chain 
Y on {0,1}  with transition matrix
(  i i \
P  =  2 2
l 1 0 t
This Markov chain, which was also considered in [37] and [71], has equilib­
rium distribution (7r0,7Ti) =  (2 /3 ,1 /3 ). The following function is a transition 
rule for Y :
m u)
0 if U < 1 / 2
1 i f U >  1/2
/ ( l ,  U )  =  0 ,
where U is a uniform variable on the unit interval. Now suppose we use 
Voter CFTP to produce a sample from n. However, in each iteration we 
do not re-use the already sampled transition rules of the previous iteration 
but sample independent ones. We assume that in each iteration we go one 
step further back into the past such that the run of the kth iteration has k 
transitions. Let Z  describe the output of this incorrect CFTP procedure, then
oo
p( Z  =  0 ) =  p ( first coalescence in kth iteration and Z  =  0)
*=i
= £  (l / 2)*<fc- ‘>/2 £  (l / 2)'P*-'(0,0)
*=i j =i
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>oo k
(l / 2)*(* -1)/2 £ ( 1/ 2)J 2/3 (1 -  ( - l/2)k~j+1)
k= 1 j = 1
2/3 £  (1/ 2)*«*-1)/2 (1 -  (1/ 2)* +  (1/2)*+1/ ( * odd )
k = l
2/3
Clearly, we do not sample the equilibrium distribution.
5.5.4 User Im patience Bias
Note that the running time of CFTP in terms of Markov transitions and the 
state sampled by the algorithm are not independent. Hence an impatient user 
who aborts long runs may introduce a subtle bias. As an example consider 
again random walk on three states in Example 5.14.
E xam ple 5.17 (R an dom  walk on  3 states) Suppose a users runs CFTP  
to produce a sample of the equilibrium distribution of the random walk de­
fined in Example 5.14- The user is impatient and terminates a run of CFTP  
whenever I  iterations have been completed without producing output. Con­
ditional on obtaining output the user will not sample output Z  € {0 ,1 ,2 }  
according to the equilibrium distribution as the following calculations show. 
We adopt Propp and Wilson’s recommendation [111] and set the length o f the 
run in the ith iteration o f CFTP equal to 2,_1. Let N  =  2l~l be the number of 
transitions in the last iteration of a CFTP run. Conditional on coalescence 
within the first I  iterations the user will sample output Z  with the following
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probabilities:
, . p ( coalescence within I  iterations and Z  =  r )
P ( Z  =  r \ l )  =  — --------- --------------------------------------------------------------- x----------L
'  1 p( coalescence within I  iterations )
E£U (k)k~l \kPiN- k)^ ,r )  +
1 -  (h )N~l
Now observe that if
a =  (1 , 0 , —1), b =  (0 , 1, - 1), c =  (1, 1/ 2 , 1 ),
then
a P  =  1/2 b, b P  =  -1/2 a and c P  =  c.
It follows that for  t € N
(1 ,0 ,1 ) F 2* =  l /5 [ ( —l)* ( l /2 )2*a +  (—l)*+1( l /2 )2*-1fo +  4c] 
(1,0,1) P 2k+1 =  l /5 [ ( —l)*+1( l /2 )2(*~l)a 4- (—1)*+1(1 /2 )2*~16 +  4c],
Using these expressions we obtain for 1 =  2:
p { z  =  0  | /  =  2)  =  1/
and for I  >  3:
p{z =  0 | / )
p ( Z = l | / )
p (Z  =  2 | / )
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Although the bias reduces with increasing maximum number o f iterations I, 
the sample will always be biased.
Not all Markov chains suffer bias from user impatience. For instance for
the Markov chain in Example 5.16 protection against this kind of bias is 
automatic as long as the number of transitions in the ith CFTP iteration is
Exam ple 5.18 (R an dom  walk on 2  states) Consider the Markov chain 
defined in Example 5.16 and assume that the user sets the run in the kth it­
eration of CFTP equal to 2*_ 1 . If the user allows for more than one iteration 
of CFTP then we have no user impatience bias as the following calculations 
show. Let I be the maximum number of iterations the user wants to use and 
N =  2,_1. Then conditional on achieving coalescence within I  iterations the 
user will sample output Z  =  0 with the following probability:
For more examples illustrating the bias caused by user impatience and bounds 
on the magnitude of this bias see Sections 5.2 and 6.1 in [37]. For further 
comments on how to avoid user impatience bias see [37, 111, 112].
2*_ l .
P( coalescence within I  iterations and Z =  0)
p( coalescence within I  iterations )
Zk=i p (JV-*)(o, 0 ) x (1 )* 
1 -1 -  ( è ) "
EkLi ( I d  - H ) * - * +1) ) x ( è ) *  2
l - ( è ) "  3'3'
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6 Coupling from the Past for a Conditional
Boolean Model
In this chapter we will develop a CFTP algorithm which samples exactly a 
Boolean model which is conditioned to cover a finite set of locations with 
grains. Besides being of practical value for applications in areas like min­
ing engineering, the algorithm is of methodological interest as it extends the 
range of perfect simulation methods. The algorithm combines dominated 
CFTP with anti-monotone CFTP as defined in the previous Chapter 5. But 
in contrast to existing dominated CFTP algorithms for point processes, see 
Example 5.9 and [71, 72, 74], which derive a bounding process by thinning 
births of the underlying spatial birth-and-death process, we present a new 
technique which builds the bounding process by extending the life times of 
particles beyond death times. More importantly, we define the bounding pro­
cess on a state space which is larger than the target model state space. Aug­
menting the state space leads to an efficient representation of the bounding 
process which is an essential requirement for any practical CFTP algorithm. 
Overall, the algorithm developed in this chapter shows how to exploit the 
very general framework given in Theorem 5.2 and produce feasible CFTP 
algorithms.
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6.1 Introduction
Problems arising in applied geology and mining engineering motivate the 
modelling of populations of (random) objects using Boolean random sets: a 
point pattern of germs is generated according to a Poisson point process and 
at each germ an object or grain is located which is an independent realization 
of a random compact set; see section 2.2.3 or [25, 93, 133].
Often experimental data is available which provides further information 
on the location of grains. One may know that certain locations are covered 
or alternatively not covered by grains, one may know the number of grains 
covering a certain location or one may know that certain connectivity rela­
tions hold. Simulations should incorporate this data by imposing adequate 
conditions on the Boolean model. Lantuejoul [79] studies the simulation of 
such conditional Boolean models. Extending an algorithm originally pro­
posed by Matheron, Lantuijoul produces a spatial birth-and-death process 
which converges to the target conditional Boolean model exponentially fast 
in distribution.
We restrict our attention to Boolean models on a bounded window W  
whose primary grain is almost surely contained in a disc of fixed radius. 
Without loss of generality we assume that this radius is equal to one. We 
condition the Boolean model to cover each point in a set C =  { z i , . . . ,  z*} C 
W  with grains. For a discussion on coverage probabilities of Boolean models
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see Hall [55].
In the first section of this chapter we determine an underlying process 
U and derive a Markov chain X  which converges to the target conditional 
Boolean model. Then, in Section 6.3 we construct a bounding process Y  
and develop a CFTP algorithm. Section 6.4 presents some properties of 
the algorithm and Section 6.5 gives a constructive proof that the bounding 
process contains a realisation of X .  We proceed in Section 6.6  to show that 
our CFTP algorithm is a correct implementation according to Theorem 5.2. 
The final section of this chapter discusses some extensions and further work.
6.2 The Underlying Process
We start by constructing an underlying process U from which we can derive 
a Markov chain which converges to the target conditional Boolean model. 
Following Lantu£joul [79], we use a spatial birth-and-death process which 
converges to the unconditional Boolean model and prohibit transformations 
which do not respect the covering condition. As we will show in Theorem
6.3 the resultant conditional spatial birth-and-death process then converges 
to the conditional Boolean model.
Consider first an unconditional Boolean model with germ intensity 
measure n and grain distribution H  on the space of primary grains Q. We 
derive a Boolean model evolving in time as follows. Consider a space-time
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Poisson process of mean measure /¿(-) x Leb(-) on W  x R. We assume that 
¡1 is positive on W . Each point o f  this process is marked independently 
with a (random) grain drawn from H  and an Exponential variable of unit 
mean which represents the life time of the grain. Thus we obtain a marked 
space-time Poisson process Q on W  x R x £/ x (0, oo) based on space-time 
points
(.x ,s ,G ,l ) € W  x R x Q x (0,oo).
Here s represents the birth time and l represents the life time of germ-grain 
pair (x ,G ).
We now derive a time-evolving marked point process Z =  {Z t,t  € R}, 
where Zt is the list of the germ-grain pairs of Q alive at time t:
Zt =  {(x ,G ) : (x ,s ,G ,l )  e Q ,  s < t <  s +  l}.
Notice that Z  evolves as a birth-death process of objects, each object being 
a germ-grain pair. Also note that {Z t,t  e  R} parametrizes a space-time 
Boolean model € R }, where:
H, =  U  (x ® G ) .
(x.G)eZt
The random set the induced set of Zt, is distributed according to the 
unconditional Boolean model if Z  is started in equilibrium. Figure 17 
illustrates the relation between Q  and E.
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Figure 17: The marked space-time Poisson process Q  parametrizes the cylin­
der model shown in this figure. The process E describes the time-slices 
through the cylinder process.
We now alter Z  allowing only transformations which respect the covering 
condition, that is we do not permit any transitions which uncover a point 
in C. Let X  =  {X t : t 6  R} denote this conditional spatial birth-and-death 
process. Note that we say a germ-grain pair (x, G) covers a conditioning point 
z € C if z is an element of the induced set x(BG. Clearly births never violate 
the covering condition, whereas deaths might uncover a conditioning point. 
Consequently, whenever a germ-grain pair is born in Z  it is also born in X . If 
a germ-grain pair dies in Z  the germ-grain pair becomes a candidate for death 
in X  but in contrast to Z  does not necessarily die. A death is only permitted 
if the removal of the germ-grain pair does not uncover a conditioning point, 
for an illustration see Figure 18. If a germ-grain pair survives a death time, 
we assign a new independent unit rate Exponential life time to it. At the end
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Figure 18: Perpetuation: the figure shows the conditioning points as crosses. 
The lighter shaded grains would be allowed to die in this configuration, the 
darker shaded grains would be perpetuated.
of this new life time we again check whether the germ-grain pair is allowed to 
die subject to the covering condition. We call a germ-grain pair which does 
not die at its earliest possible death time a perpetuated germ-grain pair and 
the new life time(s) assigned to it perpetuation time(s).
The space-time marked Poisson process Z  has a birth rate given by the 
measure p(-) and a unit death rate per grain, and so X  has also birth rate 
p( ) but the death rate of X  varies according to coverage. Like Z  the process 
X  parametrizes a space-time random set {© t,t  €  R}:
0 f = (J (x 0  G).
(x ,G)eXi
In the following we will often identify the process X  with its induced
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space-time random set {©t, t € R} and the process Z  with {S t,< € R}.
Let (E ,£ ) denote the state space of X . We now show that X  converges 
to the target conditional Boolean model. To prove the result, we need the 
following definition of a petite set, see also Meyn and Tweedie [91].
D efinition 6.1 (P etite  Set) Let $  be a continuous-time Markov process 
with transition kernel P l(x ,A ) =  P($t € =  x). For some probability
measure a on R+ define K a =  /  P l a(dt). The non-empty Borel set C  is 
va-small, if va is a non-trivial measure with
K a(x, •) >  »'„( ) for all x e  C.
If there is any such a and va, we call C petite.
Lem m a 6 .2  Suppose Cm¡„ is the set of germ-grain lists satisfying the fol­
lowing conditions:
1. each germ-grain pair covers at least one conditioning point;
2. if we remove one germ-grain pair from the list, then a conditioning 
point becomes uncovered.
Then Cmi„ is petite.
Proof: Consider the following germ-grain list
^max =  { ( * i ,  £ > ) , . . . ,  ( z * , D ) }
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where {zi, i =  1 ,.. .  k} are the conditioning points and D  is a disc of radius 
2. Each of the germ-grain pairs in Lmax is given an independent unit mean 
Exponential life time. Assume we start the conditional birth-and-death pro­
cess $  in Lmax and evolve it similarly to X , that is germ-grain pairs are 
born at rate p() and have unit mean Exponential life times. At the end of 
a life time, a germ-grain pair dies or is perpetuated subject to the cover­
ing condition. Except for the starting configuration Lmax we assume that 
any germ-grain pair which is born in $  has a grain of distribution H. Let 
Q*{x, A) =  P($t € A|$o =  x ). Fix positive T, 0 < Sx < S2 <  T, and set
Ai =  {  point Zi is covered at time T  — <5i by a germ-grain pair which
was born in [T -  S2, T  -  ¿1] and whose grain has distribution i f }  .
The FKG inequality [51, Theorem (2.4)] applies to the events Ai, . . .A t ,  
since adding further germ-grain pairs increases the family of these events 
which are satisfied by a realization. Consequently we have
* ( n * )  £t i
On the other hand we can find p >  0 such that P(Aj) > p for all i. It follows 
that p (f l j  is positive. Now suppose that at time T  — Si the conditioning 
points are all covered by l  <  k newly born germ-grain pairs, so that 0 * M  
holds. By symmetry considerations and the memoryless property of the 
Exponential distribution we deduce that the probability of each of the t  new
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err * ay > °
It follows that there is a positive probability that $ 7- is in a configuration 
which is E\ thus the restriction of QT{Lmix, ■) to (E ,£ )  is a non-trivial mea­
sure on (E ,£ ).
Recall that the grains of distribution H  are almost surely contained in 
a disc of unit radius. As the coverage of any germ-grain pair in Lmax is 
greater than that of any germ-grain pair from a configuration in Cm it 
follows that the probability that a germ-grain pair in Lmax is allowed to die 
is smaller than that for a germ-grain pair from a configuration in Cmjn. Thus 
if P l(x ,A )  =  P(Xt 6  A\X0 =  x) and a the probability distribution which 
gives unit mass to T  then it follows that for all A  € £  and x  6  Cm¡„
K a(x ,A ) =  PT(x, A) >  QT{Lmax,A ).
Thus Cmin is petite. □
We now show the following convergence result.
T h eorem  6.3 The process X  is an ergodic Markov chain whose invariant 
distribution is the distribution of the target conditional Boolean model.
P ro o f: We first show that X  satisfies detailed balance with respect to the 
conditional Boolean model. Thus the target conditional Boolean model spec­
germ -grain pairs lasting longer than all o f  the k  germ-grain pairs in L max is
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ifies the invariant distribution of X .  It is sufficient to show that the germ- 
process o f X  satisfies detailed balance with respect to the germ distribution 
of the conditional Boolean model. Let <p denote a point configuration. Recall 
from Section 4.3.4 (27) the detailed balance condition for spatial birth-and- 
death processes:
&(£, <P) =  d(C> V) 9(<fi U {£ }) for ? e  W,
where g  is the density of the equilibrium process with respect to a stationary 
unit rate Poisson process on the bounded window W . In our setting 6(£, y?) =  
p(£). Let Nc{ip, Gv) denote the number of conditioning points which are 
covered by the induced set U i^ev, (ys* © Gi). Then the death rate of X  is 
given by
d(t,<p) =  l { N c(<p,Gv ) =  N c(< p \{t } ,G lM (] ) ) ,
where /  denotes the indicator function. Now, the germ-process of the target 
conditional Boolean model has the density
/(¥>) °c I I  l { N e{<p,Gv) =  k)
V>i€v>
and so X  satisfies detailed balance with respect to the target conditional 
Boolean model.
We proceed to show that X  is positive Harris recurrent. According to [91, 
Theorem 4.3] the following condition is sufficient for positive Harris recur­
rence. Let C  =  Cmin as defined in Lemma 6.2 and tc =  inf{t >  0 : Xt €  C ),
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then we require that
1P(tc <  oo | Xo =  x) =  1 for all x e E. (46)
Let
7\(x) =  min{t >  0 : X t covers all conditioning points | X 0 =  x } .
For each conditioning point z € C, each time a germ-grain pair is born, there 
is a positive probability t that this germ-grain pair covers z. As soon as z is 
covered, it cannot be uncovered again. Thus Ti(x) is almost surely finite for 
any x € E. Now let
T2 =  min{t >  Ti(x) : Z( =  0},
then T2 is almost surely finite. As rc < T2 it follows that (46) is satisfied and 
thus that X  is positive Harris recurrent.
To deduce ergodicity from positive Harris recurrence, we need to show 
that some skeleton chain X  of X  is ^-irreducible, see [91, Theorem 6.1]. Let 
X „  be the discrete-time, skeleton Markov chain with transition kernel P T 
where P T(x ,A ) =  P(Xt € A\X0 =  x). Let <t>(A) =  QT(Lmtx,A ) as defined 
in the previous lemma and let n(x) be large enough such that
P(-^Tn(i) covers all conditioning points | Xo =  x) =  S >  0 .
Then if 0(A) =  QT(Lmxx, A) >  0 and n =  n(x)
P(Xn+1 6  A | X 0 =  x) =  P<n+1>T(x, A) >  P nT(x, Cmin) QT(L m A)
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>  6 P (Z nT =  0) Q T ( Lm A)  >  0.
Thus X „  is (^-irreducible and hence X  is an ergodic Markov chain. q
The CFTP algorithm for the conditional Boolean model will use the pro­
cess Z  together with the set of perpetuation times as an underlying process 
U. The process X  can be realized as an adapted functional of U using Z -t 
as the starting pattern at time — T. The process Z  satisfies detailed balance 
with respect to the Boolean model \t, thus if we start Z  in a realisation of
then Z  is time-homogeneous.
We can only use U within a CFTP algorithm if we are able to extend 
U backwards in time. As Z  is time-reversible, we can easily extend it back­
wards in time, but how about the perpetuation times? The time instances 
in an interval [—T, 0 ] at which we assign perpetuation times and the total 
number of perpetuation times assigned during the interval crucially depend 
on how far in the past the process U is started. Thus extending the collec­
tion of perpetuation times backwards in time is not at all straight-forward. 
However, recall that we only have perpetuation if otherwise a conditioning 
point becomes uncovered. This link between perpetuation and conditioning 
points is the basis of the following procedure which solves the problem of 
backwards extension. To each point in C we assign a Poisson process P* 
of unit mean, supplying potential death times which will be used as follows. 
If a germ-grain pair o f X  is not allowed to die then the incident times of the
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Poisson process assigned to the conditioning point covered by the germ-grain 
pair provide us with new potential death times. At the next of these death 
times the germ-grain pair becomes again a candidate for death. The proper­
ties of a unit rate Poisson process imply that the time till the next potential 
death time is Exponentially distributed with unit mean. In case of ambigu­
ity, when the germ-grain pair covers more than one conditioning point, we 
need to decide which of the Poisson processes assigned to these conditioning 
points should provide the potential death times for the germ-grain pair. We 
only consider those Poisson processes which do not yet provide death times 
for a perpetuated germ-grain pair. It is arbitrary which of these processes 
we choose. There will always be at least one Poisson process to choose from 
because a germ-grain pair will only be perpetuated if it covers at least one 
conditioning point which is not covered by any other germ-grain pair. As we 
can simulate Poisson processes backwards in time, the underlying process U 
consisting of Z  and the k Poisson processes Pi, i =  1 , . . . ,  k can be extended 
backwards in time.
The following pseudo-code M CM C-ConditionalBooleanM odel describes 
how we can produce a realization of X  over the time-interval [—T, 0] from a 
realization of U over the same time interval. Thus it describes explicitly how 
X  can be realized as an adapted functional of U.
Notice that, although the algorithm starts X  in the configuration of Z - t ,
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we could start X  in any configuration whose non-perpetuated germ-grain 
pairs coincide with Z -T and whose perpetuated germ-grain pairs are in Cmin. 
To each of the perpetuated germ-grain pairs we would assign a Poisson pro­
cess according to the above rules.
The following definitions will be useful for the description of the algo­
rithm. If the nth unit-rate Poisson process Pn, n =  1 supplies the
potential death times of the perpetuated germ-grain pair (x, G), then the 
germ-grain pair is assigned the index n. This assignment is carried out by 
the algorithm index*(•). The algorithm BooleanModel produces a realiza­
tion of the process Z, the algorithm Poisson samples a unit mean Poisson 
process. The set I  in the algorithm keeps track of the selection of Poisson 
processes which currently supply death times for perpetuated germ-grain 
pairs. Finally let N c(X t) denote the number of conditioning points which 
are covered by the induced set of X t.
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MCMC-ConditionalBooleanModel(/r, H,C =  { z i , . . . ,  z*}, W  x Q x  [—T, 0 ]): 
Z ([—T, 0]) <— BooleanModel (¿1, Leb(-), H, W  x Q  x  [—T, 0]) 
fo r  1 =  1 to  k
P j([-T ,0 ])< - P oisson ([—T ,0])
{< i,. . .  ,tm(_r)} <— ordered l i s t  o f incident times o f  Z([—T, 0]) 
and Pj([-T ,  0]) fo r  a l l  j  =  l , . . . , k
X  <- Z -t
1 <- 0
fo r  i =  l  to  m (—T)
i f  —fj b irth  time o f  (z, G) then 
X  <- X u ( ( i , G ) }
i f  — ti death time o f  (x ,G ) then 
i f  (7Vc(X \ {(a ;,G )}) =  NC(X ))  then 
X < -X \ { ( z ,G ) }  
e lse
I  « -  I  U {in d exx  ( (z ,G )) }
i f  — ti incident time o f  Pj and j  € /  then 
(x , G) <— grain w ith index j  
i f  (7Vc(X \ {(z ,G )} )  =  NC(X ))  then 
X < -X \ { ( z ,G ) }
i  <- A O )
return(X )
6.3 The Bounding Process
We now need to define a bounding process Y . To allow for an efficient repre­
sentation of the bounding process, we check whether we can use monotone or 
anti-monotone CFTP. Thus we first need to define a partial order on E, the
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space of finite germ-grain pair lists whose germs are in W  and whose grains 
have distribution H.
D efin ition  6.4 Consider two germ-grain pair lists:
L =  { ( x j , f ? i ) , . . . ,  ( i „ ,G n)}  and L =  { ( i i ,  G i), • • •, (xm, Gm) } . Let
P(L) — {j : (xj,Gj) e L is a perpetuated germ-grain pair }
be the index-set o f the perpetuated germ-grain pairs of L. We call
L <  L
if there is at least one permutation n =  (jti, . . . ,  nm) 0/  (1, ,  m) such that 
we have
(a) (x itGi) =  (xWi,G Wi) for  all i 6  { l , . . .  ,n }\ P (L ) and 
(a) n  ® G i C  x„. ® G„. for all i e  P{L).
In other words L ■< L, if each non-perpetuated germ-grain pair in L is also 
in L and each perpetuated germ-grain pair in L is covered by a germ-grain 
pair in L. As we will show later, this partial order allows for an efficient 
representation o f the bounding process. Notice that the greater the multiple 
coverage of conditioning points by a germ-grain list, the smaller the chance 
of uncovering a conditioning point and thus the greater the chance of a 
permitted death. Hence the decision-rule for the acceptance of deaths is
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anti-monotone with respect to the partial order ■< and so we may use anti­
monotone CFTP.
In the following we define a minimal process F m,n and a maximal process 
y max as in Section 5.4.2. We use anti-monotone CFTP and apply the cross­
over trick discussed in Section 5.4.2 by making deaths of the minimal process 
dependent on the current state of the maximal process and vice versa. The 
elements of the bounding process Y  can be derived from:
y - t  _  e  E  : y ” in(- r) ■< L -< y_m“ (_r)}.
We choose a time —T < 0 and define the evolution of the minimal and the 
maximal process in [—T, 0] conditional on a realization of U over the same 
time interval. W e give a rather careful specification of the algorithms using 
pseudo-code to be explicit about how the resultant coupling is defined.
The algorithm B ooleanln itiaK C , Z _ r )  sets the initial configurations of 
the minimal and the maximal process as follows: The initial configuration of 
the minimal process is the list of germ-grain pairs describing the realization 
of Z  at time — T . For the initial configuration of the maximal process we use 
the same list of germ-grain pairs but add an additional germ-grain pair (z, D) 
for each point z €  C, where D  is a disc of radius 2. Recall that the grains in 
Z  are almost surely contained in a disc of unit radius. Thus any germ-grain 
pair of Z  covering some z € C will be covered by (z, D). If the realization o f 
Z -t yields N  points, whose locations are (x i , . . .  , xn ) and whose marks are
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y m in ( -r )  = { (a;j, Gi) : i =  1 ,. . .  N }
y_m“ (_7’) =  Y™n(~T) U {(z , D) : z £ C} =  y _ T (“ T) U Lmax, (47)
where Lmax is defined as in the proof of Lemma 6.2. Note that the initial 
configuration of the minimum process lies below the initial configuration o f 
the maximal process with respect to the partial order ■<. Furthermore, no­
tice that the initial configuration of the maximal process does not lie in the 
state space E. This is motivated by the following. Assume we use the al­
gorithm M CM C -ConditionalBooleanM odel to produce a realization of X  on 
some interval [—T  — S, 0] from a realization of U. Now condition on the 
realisation of U on [—T, 0] and set the initial configurations of the minimal 
and the maximal process at time — T  as in (47). As the configuration o f 
non-perpetuated germ-grain pairs of X  a time — T  is equal to Z _r, the con­
figuration X - t is bounded below by the configuration of the minimal process 
at time — T. Furthermore, although we do not know the exact configuration 
of perpetuated grains of X - t (this requires knowledge of U prior to time 
- T ) ,  we know that X _ T will have at most k perpetuated germ-grain pairs. 
Moreover, the grain of each of these perpetuated germ-grain pairs has to lie 
within a disc of radius 2 centred at a conditioning point in C, because only 
then can it possibly cover the conditioning point. It follows that the initial
( G i , . . .  , G n ), then the initial configuration o f  the m inim al and the m axim al
process are given by
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configuration o f the m axim al process is an upper bound on the configuration
o f  X _ T .
We call the additional germ-grain pairs {(z , D) : z 6  C} in the maximal 
process virtual germ-grain pairs and treat these pairs as perpetuated. For 
j  =  1 , . . . ,  k we assign index j  to the germ-grain pair (zj, D ), thus the poten­
tial death times of the perpetuated germ-grain pair (Zj,D ) are provided by 
the j th Poisson process of unit mean. The following pseudo-code describes 
B o o le a n ln i t ia l :
BooleanlnitialCC, Z _ t ) :
ymin <- {(x .G ) : (x ,G ) € Z_T} 
f “  <- ymin U {(z , D ) : z e C }  
f o r  j  =  1 to  \C\ 
index(zj, D) <r- j  
I  <— { index((z, D )) : z G C} 
return(j/mi", ymax, I)
We can now give a recursive definition for the minimal and the maximal 
process on time interval [—T, 0]. Let T  =  { —1\,. . . ,  — tm(_T)} be the com­
bined list of the birth-and-death times of Z  and the incident times of the 
k Poisson processes on [—T, 0]. Note that basic properties of Poisson point 
processes imply that none of the above times coincide. Thus a birth (death) 
time — t specifies a unique germ-grain pair (x, G) with birth (death) time — t. 
Changes in the minimal and maximal process only occur at the times given
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in T. We extend the two processes in a right-continuous fashion as follows. 
Suppose that K™n(_T) and yr^ iax(_T> are already defined and that —U is the 
smallest element in T  which is greater than — u. We set
y -m i n f -T )  _  V m i n ( - T )
1 —V — 1 —u 1
y m a x ( -T )  =  y m a x ( - T )  f o r  _  „  <  _ v  <  _ t j .
(If there is no such time, we set =  y™ n(_T) and =  ym «(-T)
for all —v <  0 .)
The changes in the configurations of the minimal and the maximal process 
at time — <j € T  depend on whether — is a birth time of Z, a death time of 
Z  or an incident time of one of the k Poisson processes.
Let - t i  be a birth time. Then the algorithm b ir t h (-£*, ym,n,y max) adds 
the unique germ-grain pair (x, G) with birth time —U to the current list by 
setting
y m i „ ( - D  =  y_m ln(—T ) u { ( a. G . ) } )
y _T (“T) =  y ^ (- T)u{(x,G)},
where y^J‘^ _ r ) denotes the state of the minimal process immediately prior 
to — ti\ an analogous notation is used for the maximal process.
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b ir th (—ij, ymin, j/max) :
(x ,G ) <— germ-grain pair with b irth  time —1{ 
ymm * -  ymin U { (X, G )}  
ymax < - y maxU {(X, G )}  
return (j/min, j/max)
Note that a birth does not change the relation between the minimal and 
the maximal process with respect to ■<. If the maximal process lies above 
the minimal process before a birth, it also does so afterwards.
Now let — U be a death time of the unique germ-grain pair (x, G). Our 
action depends on the current state of the minimal and the maximal process. 
We remove the pair from the minimal process, if its removal from the maxi­
mal process does not uncover any conditioning points and vice versa for the 
maximal process. Thus we have
y m i n ( - T )  _  i
y_T_(- T\ { (* ,G ) } if N'(Y™t” (- T\ { ( X, G ) } )
=  w c(y_m“ (- T))
V m in(-T)
Y-ti- otherwise
if n c( y ^ - t \ { ( x , G ) } )
=  n ' ( yhi;n_(- T))
v m “ ( - T )* -u - otherwise.
v max(—T) _  
r -ti ~
The above task is performed by deathC—U, ymm, ymax) as given below, which 
uses a global variable death.max to record whether a death was permitted
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in the m axim al process.
d e a t h (—tj, ymin,ymax) :
(x,G) <— g e rm -g ra in  p a ir  w ith  d ea th  tim e  — U 
d ea th .m in  «— FALSE 
death .m ax <— FALSE 
i f  (7Vc(j/m“ \ { ( i ,G ) } )  =  Nc(ymax)) th en  
d ea th .m in  <— TRUE
i f  (Nc(ymin\{(x,G)}) =  Nc{ymin))  th en  
death .m ax <— TRUE 
i f  d ea th .m in  th en  
ymin <_ ymia\{(x,G)})  
i f  death .m ax then
r e tu r n ( j /min, j /max, death .m ax)
Assume that the minimal process lies below the maximal process imme­
diately before time — tj. Recalling the definition of the partial order ^  it 
is clear that if the removal of a germ-grain pair from the minimal process 
does not uncover any conditioning point, then neither will its removal from 
the maximal process. On the other hand, if the removal from the maximal 
process uncovers a conditioning point, then its removal from the minimal 
process will also uncover at least one conditioning point. From this argu­
ment it follows that if a germ-grain pair dies in the maximal process then it 
dies in the minimal process. Similarly, if a germ-grain pair is perpetuated in 
the minimal process then it is perpetuated in the maximal process. In any
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case the maximal process continues to lie above the minimal process at time
-U.
If (x ,G )  is not removed in the maximal process, we assign an index to 
it which specifies the Poisson process which provides further potential death 
times for this germ-grain pair. The algorithm perpetuate ( —tj, j/mm,j/max)
chooses this index. For j  G {1 ....... k} we call the Poisson process Pj relevant
for (x ,G ), if Zj € C is covered by (x, G). A Poisson process which already 
provides death times for a perpetuated germ-grain pair is a used process. If 
we perpetuate germ-grain pair (x, G) in the maximal process then the index 
of the Poisson process chosen to do this is the smallest index of all Poisson 
processes which are relevant and not used in the maximal process. If the pair 
is perpetuated in the minimal process it is assigned the same index, thus it 
has the same potential death times as in the maximal process. Now, the 
algorithm must also account for the following scenario: a germ-grain pair 
(x, G) is perpetuated in the maximal process because its removal from the 
minimal process would uncover a conditioning point, but at the same time 
all conditioning points which are covered by (x, G) are already covered by 
perpetuated germ-grain pairs in the maximal process; Figure 19 illustrates 
this scenario. This means that there are no relevant Poisson processes which 
are not used in the maximal process. Let / mi„ be the index set of all relevant 
Poisson processes for (x, G) which are not used in the minimal process.
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Figure 19: On the left hand side is the configuration of the minimal process, 
on the right hand side the configuration of the maximal process. The lighter 
shaded grains are non-perpetuated, the darker shaded grains are perpetuated. 
Suppose we have a potential death time for the thickly outlined grain. It 
dies in the minimal process, as the two conditioning points which it covers 
are covered by perpetuated grains in the maximal process. In the maximal 
process it is not allowed to die because removing it from the minimal process 
would uncover a conditioning point. The maximal process has already three 
perpetuated grains and thus no unused Poisson processes. We join the thickly 
outlined grain with the two perpetuated grains intersecting it.
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In the above scenario each of the perpetuated germ-grain pairs which have 
an index in 7min is enlarged by (x, G). We say that a germ-grain (x ltGi) is 
enlarged by a germ-grain pair (1 2 , G 2) if we replace it by the germ-grain 
pair (X\,G), where G is such that X\ © G =  (xi © G i) U (12 © G2). The 
motivation for this procedure is to ensure that conditional on the underlying 
process U, the minimal and maximal process sandwich between them the 
realization of X  regardless from how far in the past X  is started, a more 
detailed motivation is given in the next Section 6.5.
Here is a summary of the algorithm perpetuate:
perpetuate ( - i j ,  ymin, ymax, / )  :
IT 4—  index-set o f relevant Poisson processes o f (x ,G )
11 4—  U {i :  i 6  Ir and Pi not used in ymax}
12 4— U{i : i e / r and not used in ymin} 
i f  ( /1  ^  0 ) then
index(x,G ) 4— min{* : i € 7i}
7 4— 7 U {index(a;, G )} 
e lse
y m“ 4 - y m“ \ { ( x , G ) }
in  ymax enlarge germ-grain pairs with index e  h  by (x, G) 
return (ymin, ym“ , 7)
Finally let —U be an incident time of the j th Poisson process. We use 
the algorithm perpet .death (—U, ymm, ymax) to perform the following proce­
dure. If there is no perpetuated germ-grain pair with index j  in the maximal
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and the minimal processes, we have no changes in the configuration of theses 
processes.
Suppose there is a perpetuated germ-grain pair (x, G ) with index j  both 
in the maximal process and in the minimal process. Then we delete the 
germ-grain pair from the maximal process if its removal from the minimal 
process does not uncover any conditioning point and vice versa for the min­
imal process. Thus we update the minimal and the maximal process as in 
the case when — U is a death time.
If there is a perpetuated germ-grain pair (x, G) with index j  in the maxi­
mal process which does not belong to the minimal process, then the minimal 
process does not change. We remove the pair from the maximal process, if 
adding the pair to the minimal process does not cover any additional condi­
tioning point in the minimal process. We set
y m in ( -T )  _  y m in ( - T )
y m « (- T)\{(x , G) }  if N c(y>rmin(—T) U{(*,G)})
v max(—T) _
otherwise.
Here is a summary:
perpet .death( —t», j/min, î/max, / )  : 
i f  j  € /  then
i f  (x, G) of index j  € j/min then 
pdeathmax = FALSE
pdeathmin = FALSE
i f (jV‘ (ym“ \{(*,G)}) = Nc(ymtx)) then
pdeathmin = TRUE
i f (N C(ymi„\ {(l  G )})  = N c(ymm)) then
pdeathmax = TRUE
i f pdeathmin then
ymin i_  y mla\ {(x ,G )}
i f pdeathmax then
/ <- A0>
e lse
i f  (7Vc(j/min U {(x, & )}) =  Nc(ymin)) then
V“"*« -ym “ \{ (* ,G !)}
I <- AO}
return (ymin, ymax, / )
Combining all previous steps we obtain the algorithm BooleanEvo:
BooleanEvo (Z ( [ -T , 0]); Pj([-T, 0]), ¿e{i... *}; T ; C):
(ymin,y max, / )  «— B ooleanln itiaK C , Z_x) 
fo r  i =  1 to  \T\
i f  ( — U b ir th  time) then
(j/min,y max) <- b ir t h i - t j ,  ymin,{/max) 
i f  ( —ij death time) then
death.max) <- death ( - t j ,  ymin,j /max) 
i f  (death.max = FALSE) then
(ymin,y m“ , / )  <- perpetuate( —f*, ym,n, ymax, / )  
i f  ( — incident time o f Pj) then
(ymin,y max, / )  « -  p erp et.d ea th (-t j, ymin,y m“ , / )  
return(ymin, ymax)
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If y0max(_T) =  ym1»(-T)j ^ en  ^ jg  configuration is a sample of the condi­
tional Boolean model. If maximal and minimal process differ at time 0, we 
choose a new starting time —5  <  — T  and repeat above algorithm exchanging 
5  for T. Recall that we have to extend backwards in such a way that we 
reuse the same realization of Z  and of the k Poisson processes on [—T, 0]. The 
algorithms which carry out the extension backwards are called Z-Extend and 
Pois-Extend. We proceed to extend backwards in time until minimal and 
maximal process coalesce; if they coalesce we sample the configuration of the 
minimal process at time 0. The following pseudo-code provides a summary 
of the algorithm:
C F T P -C o n d it io n a lB o o le a n (—T , C )  :
Z ( [ - T ,0 ] )  < - Z -E x te n d (p , —T )  
f o r  i =  1 t o  k
Pj([—T ,0 ]) «— P o is -E x te n d (— T )
T  <— o r d e r e d  in c id e n t  tim e s  o f  Z([—T, 0 ]) , Pj{[—T,
B ooleanE vo (.Z([—T,0])-, Pj([-T, 0)),,e{i...*}; T; C)
i f  ym,n =  ymtx th en  
r e tu r n  (y min) 
e l s e
C F T P -C o n d it io n a lB o o le a n (— 2T, C )
6.4 Properties of the C FTP Algorithm
The following relations are invariants over the course of the algorithm:
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Lemma 6.5
yrmin(—T) _< y _max(-T) /or  any _  t 6 [_T , 0], (48)
P roo f: The relation (48) holds for the initial configuration of the minimal 
and the maximal process at time — T. Whenever a germ-grain pair dies in 
the maximal process it dies (subject to its existence) in the minimal process 
as long as T min X y m“  immediately before the time of death. Analogously, 
whenever a germ-grain pair is perpetuated in the minimal process it is also 
perpetuated in the maximal process. Thus the initial relation between the 
minimal and the maximal process is preserved. □
Lem m a 6.6 The maximal process always covers all conditioning points in 
C.
P roo f: In the initial configuration o f  the maximal process all conditioning 
points are covered. Assume the removal of a germ-grain pair in the maximal 
process would uncover a conditioning point. Either this pair exists in the 
minimal process, in which case its removal from the minimal process will 
also uncover this conditioning point, or it does not exist in the minimal 
process, in which case the conditioning point is not covered in the minimal 
process. In neither case do we remove the pair from the maximal process. 
Thus a conditioning point is never uncovered in the maximal process. □
Lemma 6.7 Let —S < —T, then for —t € [—T, 0]
y m in (-T ) y m in (—S) y m a x (-S ) ^  y m a x (-T )
P roof: Note that the second inequality follows from Lemma 6.5. Recall 
that we derive y min(_s) and y max(-s) from a realization of Z  on [—S', 0] 
which is obtained by extending Z([—T, 0]) backwards in time. Thus for 
- t  6 [—T, 0], all four processes y j f ' A  K r (~T\ K 3“ (~S) and y ” ax(- T) 
are based on the same realization of Z. Furthermore note that for all four 
processes the times in [—T, 0] when transitions might occur are identical.
We first show that the inequalities in (49) hold for —t =  —T. What 
are the configurations of ^  and Both configurations will
contain all germ-grain pairs in Z_T. Additionally they might contain some 
perpetuated germ-grain pairs. In these perpetuated pairs are germ-
grain pairs of Z([—S, -T)) .  In Y™^~S^  the perpetuated pairs are either 
virtual germ-grain pairs, original germ-grain pairs of Z([—S, —T)) or enlarged 
germ-grain pairs o f Z([-S, - T ) ) .  In either case any perpetuated germ-grain 
pair will have an induced set which lies within a disc of radius 2 centred at the 
appropriate conditioning point. Now let us compare these configurations with 
the initial configurations YH'^~t  ^ and y ^ n(~7’). The initial configuration of 
the minimal process yJj£n' -TJ consists only of the germ-grain pairs in Z -t
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and does not have any perpetuated germ-grain pairs. Thus we have that
V m in (-T) , V in in (-S|I  _rp I ___'J' )
which is the first inequality in (49) for time —t =  —T. The initial configura­
tion of the maximal process consists of the germ-grain pairs in Z_T
plus a virtual germ-grain pair for each conditioning point. Recall that the 
induced set of any virtual germ-grain pair is a disc of radius 2 centred at the 
appropriate conditioning point for that perpetuated germ-grain pair. Thus 
any of the perpetuated germ-grain pairs in is covered by virtual
germ-grain pairs o f  It follows that
V " l* x (  —S) , y lM x ( —T)I  I  _ rf  )
which is the third inequality in (49) for — t =  — T. Note that for — t € 
(—T, 0] any germ-grain pair which is born in y™ n<-s) and y™“ !-5 ) ¡s aiso 
born in y™raf_T) an(i ymax(-T) an(j vjce versa Now consider a potential 
death in the time interval [—T, 0). Recall that the acceptance of a death 
for yD “ (_s) depends on the current configuration S* of the minimal
process immediately before time —i. Suppose lies above y™1" '-7’).
Then if the removal of the germ-grain pair from does not uncover a
conditioning point it also does not do so in y™ ^-5 ). On the other hand if the 
removal of the germ-grain pair from y™1”!-5 ) uncovers a conditioning point it 
also does so in y™'"<-T). Therefore if the germ-grain pair dies in y™ax(~T)i it
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also dies in y™“ *_s\ whereas if a germ-grain pair is perpetuated in 
it is also perpetuated in y™ax(-T). Now let us assume that ijes
below Y ”]^ ~ TK Then if we have a death in y™nl~s) we also have a death 
in y_7n(~T) and if a germ-grain pair is perpetuated in y™ "^7^  it is also 
perpetuated in Y™'n<'~SK Thus the relation between the four processes is 
left unchanged by birth, death and perpetuation. Consequently the initial 
relation between the processes at time — t =  — T  is preserved. Lemma 6.7 
follows. □
6.5 The Target Markov Chain
In this section we construct an intermediate process ymld conditional on a 
realization of the minimal and the maximal process. We continue to prove 
that this intermediate process has the same stochastic properties as the tar­
get conditional spatial birth-and-death process X  defined in the algorithm 
MCMC-ConditionalBooleanModel. Thus we show that, although our CFTP 
algorithm never simulates X  directly, we can derive a realization of X  from 
a realization of the minimal and the maximal process.
Suppose we have a realization of y “ *x(~T) and y“in(-T), — t e  [—T, 0]. 
The initial configuration of the intermediate process is the same as the initial 
configuration of the minimal process, that is we set
V m id ( -T )  _  V m in ( -T )I _rp ------  J _rp
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N ote that thus
y m in (-T ) V m id(-T) V “ x(-T ) 
r -T
As is the case for the minimal and the maximal process, the intermediate 
process only changes at time instants given by the list T  C [—T, 0] o f birth- 
and-death times of Z  and incident times of the k Poisson processes.
Suppose — ti e T  is the birth time of germ-grain pair (x, G), then we add 
(x , G) to the intermediate process:
As this germ-grain pair is also added to the minimal and the maximal process, 
births preserve the initial relation between the three processes.
If — ti is the death time of the germ-grain pair (x ,G ), then we remove 
(x, G) from the intermediate process, if its removal does not uncover any 
conditioning point. We have
otherwise.
Assume
Y/-tnin(—T )  j  ^ m id (-T ) . yrtnax(—T)r -t i-  2  r -u -  2  i - u -
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It follows that if the removal of (x, G ) does not uncover a conditioning point 
in the minimal process then it also does not do so in the intermediate process. 
On the other hand if the removal of (x, G) uncovers a conditioning point in 
the intermediate process, then it also does so in the minimal process. Thus 
whenever (x , G) dies in the maximal process it also dies in the intermediate 
process; whenever it is perpetuated in the intermediate process, it is also 
perpetuated in the maximal process. Analogously, whenever (x, G) dies in 
the intermediate process it also dies in the minimal process; whenever it is 
perpetuated in the minimal process it is also perpetuated in the intermediate 
process. Hence the initial relation between the three processes is preserved.
If (x, G) is perpetuated then we need to assign an index to it which 
specifies the Poisson process used to supply the potential death times. We 
use the following rule. If there are any relevant Poisson processes for (x, G) 
which are not used in the maximal process at time tj_, then we assign the 
smallest index of these processes to (x, G). This is the same index we assign 
to (x ,G ) in the maximal process. If there are no such Poisson processes 
then we use the smallest index of the relevant Poisson processes which are 
not used in the intermediate process. Note that if (x, G) is perpetuated, 
then there is at least one relevant Poisson process which is not yet used in 
the intermediate process. Recall that if there is no relevant Poisson process 
for (x, G) which is not used in the maximal process at time — U—, then we
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use (x ,G ) to enlarge each of a set o f perpetuated germ-grain pairs in the 
maximal process. This set comprises the pairs which have the index of a 
relevant Poisson process for (x , G) which is not used in the minimal process 
at time —U—. Now if -< y_” ld_('T) then any Poisson process not
used in the intermediate process is also not used in the minimal process. 
As a result the maximal process will contain a perpetuated germ-grain pair 
(x', G') which covers (x, G) and has the same potential death times.
We use the algorithm indexed to perform this task of assigning an index:
indexmid((x, G), j/mid, ymax, / )  :
Ir «— in d e x -s e t  o f  r e le v a n t  P o is s o n  p r o c e s s e s  o f  (x , G) 
I\ «— U { i  : t e  Ir and P i n o t u se d  in  y max}
I 2 «— U {i : t G I T and P i n o t  u se d  in  i/m,d} 
i f  ( / 1  ^  0) th en
in d e x (x , G) «— m i n { i : t G / 1 }  
e l s e
in d e x (x , G) «— m in {» : i G I2 )
I  i— I  U { in d e x (x ,  G )} 
r e t u r n ( / )
Finally, if — U is an incident time of the j th Poisson process then we 
perform the following procedure. If there is no perpetuated germ-grain pair 
with index j  in the intermediate processes, we have no change in this process.
Suppose there is a perpetuated germ-grain pair (x, G) with index j  in the 
intermediate process. Then we delete the germ-grain pair if its removal from
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the interm ediate process does not uncover any conditioning point. W e set
r -U
m id(-T) _
y_njid(- T )\ {(X) G )} if 7Vc(y_nj|d(-7-)\{(l)  G ) } )
=  7vc( y ” ‘i (_T))
I y™ l(_T) otherwise
Analogous to the case when —ti is a death time we find that if
yrmin(—T*) y m id (—T)
—t*— — ti
, V m ax(-T ) 
2  I - t i -  .
then
y m in (-T ) y m id (-T )— tj -- ~t%
y m a x ( - T )
The following pseudo-code summarizes how we obtain y m,d on the time in­
terval [-T,0]:
In te rm e d ia te  (Z [—T, 0]; P j [ - T ,  0], je {i....*}; V™t ,o]'> T\ C ) :
ynud j_ ».min
I  <- 0
fo r  »= 1 to  |T|
i f  — ti b ir th  time then
(x, G) <— germ-grain w ith  b ir th  time — U 
ymid <_ ymid U {(x ,G )}  
i f  — U death time then
(z, G ) <— germ-grain w ith  death time — ti 
i f  ( N c(ymid) =  N c{ymid\ { ( x , G ) } j )  then 
ymid <- ymid\{(x,G )} 
else
I  4 -  I l i  {indexmid((z, G ) ,  yrold, i f t “ , / ) }  
i f  — U inc iden t time of Pj then
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i f  (x , G) € ymid and (x, G) has index j  then 
i f  (AT% mid) =  W % mid\{(a ;,G )})) then 
ymid ymid\ {(x ,G )}
i  «- AO'}
return (¡/mid)
Figure 20 shows a sample of the maximal, the minimal and the intermedi­
ate process at a time before the three processes have coalesced. Note how the 
intermediate process is sandwiched between the minimal and the maximal 
process.
The intermediate process satisfies the following relations with the minimal 
and the maximal process.
Lem m a 6 . 8  Given the partial order X, the intermediate process Y m,d con­
tinues to lie between the minimal and the maximal process as long as it does 
initially:
y m in ( -T )  d  y m id ( - T )  y m ax(-T ) ^  £  [ _ T j  Q] , /
y ™ n(“T) x  y ™t {~t)  x  y ^ x(_T). (50)
P roo f: As argued in the description o f the intermediate process if the 
intermediate process lies between the minimal and the maximal process im­
mediately before a birth time, a death time or an incident time, then it will 
also do so immediately after this time. Thus the initial relation is preserved.
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maximal process
Figure 20: Illustration of maximal, minimal, and intermediate processes at 
a stage before coalescence has been achieved. The conditioning points are 
displayed as crosses. The germ intensity n is 40 and the grains are discs of 
radius 0.1. The darker shaded grains are non-perpetuated grains which cover 
a conditioning point;-the lighter shaded grains are perpetuated grains. Note 
that the maximal process contains virtual grains of radius 0.2. This figure is 
taken from [75].
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Note that we make use of the fact that for each perpetuated germ-grain 
pair in the intermediate process there is a perpetuated germ-grain pair in the 
maximal process which covers the pair in the intermediate process and has 
the same potential death times. □
Lem m a 6.9  For all —t G [—T, 0]:
y m in ( - T )  y m in ( -S )  y in id ( -S )  y m a x ( - S )  y r a a x ( - T )  ^5-]^
P roof: The lemma follows from Lemmas 6.7 and 6 .8 . □
We now show that Y mid has the correct distribution when viewed on its 
own.
Lem m a 6.10 The process —£ g [—T, 0] has the same stochastic
properties as the conditional spatial birth-and-death process X  produced by 
the algorithm M C M C -ConditionalBooleanM odel and thus converges to the 
target conditional Boolean model.
P roo f: The initial configuration of P ” 'd at time —T is the list of germ- 
grain pairs in Z _T. Whenever a germ-grain pair is born in Z  it is also born 
in Y mid, so y mld has the correct birth-rate. Whenever a germ-grain pair dies 
in Z, it is a candidate for death in Y mld. It is then perpetuated if and only 
if its removal uncovers any conditioning point, and its perpetuation uses a 
unit rate Poisson process to discover a sequence of further candidate death
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times, at each of which the germ-grain pair is perpetuated if and only if its 
removal uncovers any conditioning point. Thus the death rate is unit death 
rate per grain, except that transitions which uncover conditioning points are 
prohibited.
It follows that birth and death rates for Y m,d are the same as for the 
original X  produced by the algorithm MCMC-ConditionalBooleanModel. In 
Theorem 6.3 we have shown that X  converges to the conditional Boolean 
model and so the lemma is proved. □
6.6 Proofs of Requirements for C FTP
We will now show that the requirements of Theorem 5.2 are satisfied by our 
CFTP algorithm. We first show that U has the properties of an underlying 
process.
Lem m a 6.11 A Markov chain X  whose equilibrium distribution is the con­
ditional Boolean model, can be realized as an adapted functional of the un­
derlying process U consisting of the process Z  and k Poisson processes.
P roof: The process X  can be realized as an adapted functional of U using 
MCMC-ConditionalBooleanModel. The algorithm starts X  in g(U -r) =  Z -t - 
As Z is started in equilibrium it follows that {g(U -t), — t <  0} is time- 
homogeneous. Furthermore, we have shown in Theorem 6.3 that the process 
X  converges to the conditional Boolean model. p
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The following lemmas show that the bounding process which is defined 
through the minimal and the maximal process satisfies the necessary require­
ments.
Lem m a 6.12 The bounding process Y  defined by
y - t  _  |l z  E :  y_msin(“ T) X L j  r™Jax(-T)}.
is an adapted functional of U. Moreover, Y  satisfies the funneling property: 
y - t - u <- y - T  j or all _  u < o and -  T  <  - s  <  0 
and the sandwiching property:
X l l ^ Z - r )  e Y lJ  for all -  T  <  0 and -  T  <  - s  <  0.
P roof: The algorithm BooleanEvo developed in Section 6.3 shows that 
the minimal and the maximal process can be produced as adapted functionals 
of U. Dito follows for the bounding process. The funneling property follows 
from Lemma 6 .8 . For the sandwiching property recall that Y™d^ ~T  ^ =  Z_r  
and furthermore that the intermediate process has the same stochastic prop­
erties as X . Therefore it is sufficient to show that y rn,d satisfies the sand­
wiching property. But this follows from Lemma 6.8 after observing that
v mln ( - T )  
I - T X
v -mid(-T)
I - T =  Z—T X v m “ ( - T )i - T
□
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Lem m a 6.13 If the bounding process becomes a singleton it remains a sin­
gleton, that is if Y l ?  is a singleton, then is a singleton for all —s <  
- u  <  0 .
P ro o f: If the configurations of the minimal and the maximal process 
coincide at time — s, then the acceptance rule for deaths in the minimal 
process is the same as in the maximal process. Hence if
r _T<-r) =  F_m“ (- r) for some -  s e [ -T , 0],
then
y m in ( - T )  =  y _ m a x (-T ) f o r  _ „ e  | _ S j Q j.
□
Lem m a 6.14 The bounding process coalesces in almost surely finite time, 
that is
Tc  =  inf{T  >  0 : Yq T is a singleton} < oo almost surely.
P roo f: We need to show that minimal and maximal process coalesce 
almost surely. The proof follows a similar argument as in Lemma 6.2. Let 
Z\, . . . ,  zic be the conditioning points. Fix positive t, S, and set
Ai — | point Zi is covered at time t +  S by a
non-perpetuated germ-grain pair itself born in [t,< +  <5]} .
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The FKG inequality [51, Theorem (2.4)] applies to the events A i, . . .  and 
so we have
p( n ^ )  >  n * * > -
On the other hand we can find p > 0 such that P (A ) >  p for all i. It follows
Now suppose that at time t +  6 the conditioning points are all covered 
by £ <  k non-perpetuated germ-grain pairs, so that f|. A  holds. By sym­
metry considerations, the memoryless property of the Exponential distribu­
tion, and the fact that there can be at most k perpetuated grains cover­
ing C =  { z i ,. . . ,Z k } ,  we deduce that the probability of each of the £ non- 
perpetuated grains lasting longer than all of the r <  k perpetuated grains 
is
It follows that there is a positive probability that at time t +  6 +  t for fixed 
positive e the conditioning points are covered in the maximal process only 
by non-perpetuated grains: moreover the covering event may be refined so 
as to be independent of events prior to time t. Therefore a Borel-Cantelli 
argument shows that with probability one there is sufficiently large but finite 
t such that the conditioning points are covered in the maximal process only 
by non-perpetuated grains. But then there can be no perpetuated grains in 
the maximal process, and exactly then we may deduce that maximal and
that p (fii  A )  is positive.
> 0 .
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minimal processes coalesce. □
The above work shows that the full algorithm does indeed produce a 
perfect sample of the conditional Boolean model. Figure 21 shows such 
a perfect sample. Nine conditioning points were placed in a unit square 
window. The underlying germ intensity of the Boolean model is n =  40 and 
the grains are discs of radius 0.1. The sample was produced on a computer 
(DEL 1486-DX2, 66 MHZ, 16 MB RAM) running MS-DOS in three and a 
half minutes.
6.7 Extensions and Conclusions
6.7.1 A Poisson Variable Approach
The developed CFTP algorithm not only allows us to sample a conditional 
Boolean model but also gives some information about the processes involved. 
Lantuejoul drew our attention to the following example. Suppose we have 
a stationary Boolean model with intensity n whose primary grains are discs 
of unit radius and which is conditioned to cover a single conditioning point. 
Then the number of grains which cover the conditioning point is a condi­
tional Poisson variable of mean 7r/r. In particular, the probability that the 
conditioning point is covered by exactly one grain is equal to
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Figure 21: Perfect simulation of a conditional Boolean model with constant 
germ intensity [i =  40 and grains of radius 0.1. The conditioning points 
are displayed as crosses. Non-perpetuated grains which cover conditioning 
points are shaded dark; the shading of perpetuated grains is lighter. This 
figure is taken from [75].
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where AT is a Poisson variable of mean Try.. In our CFTP algorithm the event 
that we sample a Boolean random set in which the conditioning point is 
covered by a single germ-grain pair can occur in two cases. In the first case 
the configuration Z0 does not cover the conditioning point, which occurs with 
probability exp(—7r/x). Then the CFTP algorithm ensures that the covering 
point is covered by a single perpetuated germ-grain pair. In the alternative 
case the configuration Z0 covers the conditioning point with a single germ- 
grain pair, this happens with probability 7r/xexp(—7rp). Then the CFTP 
sample will cover the conditioning point with a single germ-grain pair if and 
only if it is not covered by a perpetuated germ-grain pair at time 0. Let 
—S be the most recent incident time of the Poisson process supplying the 
perpetuation times and let N -t denote the number of germ-grain pairs in 
Z_t covering the conditioning point. There will be no perpetuated germ- 
grain pair at time 0 if AL, does not hit 0 for — t e  [—5,0]. Thus we have
P(iV =  1 | N  >  l )  =  exp(—7rp )(l -I- 7T/x P(N -t i1 0 for — t 6  [—S, 0])),
and so
0 ,o , - 1 6  , - * „ ] >  .
The above quantitity can be related to queuing theory.
P roposition  6.15 If an M/M/oo queue (in equilibrium) is started in a busy 
period, then the probability that the busy period is longer than a unit mean
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Here X A C X b means that whenever there is an immigration in X A then 
there is also one in X g  and whenever there is a death in X A then X B also 
suffers a death. The equilibrium distribution of any such process X A is a 
Poisson process of mean A,4 .
If we consider a conditional Boolean model we can interpret the process 
X A as the time-evolving number of germ-grain pairs whose grains cover all 
conditioning points in A.
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Using the Möbius inversion formula [7] we can construct independent im­
migration-death processes Ya of birth rate pa and unit death rate such that
X b =  £  (52)
A-.BCA
In the case of a conditional Boolean model the process Ya describes the num­
ber of germ-grain pairs whose grains cover all conditioning points in A, but 
no conditioning point which is not in A. Note that some o f  the processes 
Ya might have zero birth rate. In the conditional Boolean model this cor­
responds to a set A o f conditioning points which cannot simultaneously be 
covered by a single germ-grain pair.
The equilibrium distribution of (X j* ,) ,. . . ,  -X{xt}) is the unconditional 
correlated Poisson distribution. We can derive the conditional distribution 
through perpetuation. For each A C S  such that /  0 we add an indepen­
dent unit rate Poisson process Za to supply perpetuation times.
Now, we define the process Ya to have births in synchrony with YA, but 
special consideration is given to deaths which would lead to Ya =  0. Namely, 
if such a death would cause X [Xi) =  0  for some xt € A , we have perpetuation: 
the corresponding particle is allowed to survive till the next incident of Za - 
Thus perpetuation takes place if otherwise
yA(t~) = i, VA(t) =  o
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and there exists Xi 6  A  such that
Vb (<) =  0 for all B  ^  A with Xj € B.
In the example of a conditional Boolean model with two conditioning points 
zi tz2, say
i W , ) ( * - )  =  i-
Then the germ-grain pair whose grain covers both x t and x 2 is allowed to 
die at time t if
> 0 and *W (< ) > o.
In other words the germ-grain pair whose grain covers both conditioning 
points is allowed to die, if there is at least one germ-grain pair which covers 
Z\ (but not z2) and at least one germ-grain pair which covers z2 (but not z,). 
Now define
x B =  e  y*-
A-.BCA
Then the equilibrium distribution of X  =  (X j* ,} ,. . . ,  X (It}) is the correlated 
Poisson distribution conditioned to be positive.
Similarly to the conditional Boolean model we can now define a par­
tial order on the state-space such that the acceptance rule for deaths is 
anti-monotone. We can then construct a dominated, anti-monotone CFTP 
algorithm which uses the independent immigration-death processes Ya and 
Poisson processes Za ,A  C C as an underlying process. A realisation of the
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conditional Boolean model can be derived as follows. For each A C  C we 
sample Ya primary grains subject to the condition that the sampled grain is 
large enough to cover all conditioning points in A. For each sampled grain 
S we then independently sample the associated germ uniformly on the area 
{y € W  : Xi € (y © E) V xt € A}.
One difference between the Poisson random variable approach and the 
approach chosen for the conditional Boolean model is the number of Poisson 
processes supplying potential death times. For the Boolean model the num­
ber of Poisson processes was equal to fc, in the setting here we can have up to 
2fc — 1 Poisson processes. The increased number of Poisson processes will lead 
to a computationally more expensive administration but on the other hand 
might reduce the time till coalescence of minimal and maximal process. It 
would be interesting to find conditions when the runtime reduces sufficiently 
to justify the increased administration cost.
Poisson variables are one-dimensional and thus the approach using cor­
related Poisson variables is simpler than the conditional Boolean model 
method. This simplification allowed Kendall and Cai [17] to verify their 
CFTP implementation for correlated Poisson variables by applying A ttests 
to the output. As the CFTP algorithm for correlated Poisson variables is 
strongly related to the CFTP algorithm for conditional Boolean models, this 
also supports the confidence in the latter algorithm.
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6.7.2 Further Extensions and Conclusions
Recall that we have conditioned the Boolean model to cover a set of points 
with grains. We could easily alter the condition to include the number of 
grains which cover a particular conditioning point. A more interesting condi­
tion would include connectivity constraints. This is a much harder problem 
for the following reason. In the case of the covering condition k Poisson 
processes are sufficient to supply all required perpetuation times. However, 
when imposing a connectivity constraint the number of required perpetua­
tion times is not bounded above by the number of incident times of a fixed 
number of Poisson processes.
As a further extension we could consider a non-Poissonian process as an 
underlying germ process. In particular, we can combine the CFTP methods 
for locally finite point processes presented in [73, 74] with the perfect simu­
lation method developed in this chapter and produce conditional germ-grain 
samples for locally finite germ processes.
The techniques used in the presented perfect simulation algorithm differ 
from the dominated CFTP methods developed for point processes in that we 
used perpetuation of life times whereas the latter use thinning o f births.
More important is the novelty of implementing anti-monotone CFTP us­
ing a minimal and a maximal process on an augmented state space. This 
choice allowed for an efficient representation o f the bounding process which
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is crucial to the practicality of CFTP. Theorem 5.2 gives a lot of freedom 
when choosing the bounding process. This freedom can and should be ex­
ploited to produce efficient representations of bounding processes and thus 
practical CFTP algorithms.
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7 Fill’s Interruptible Algorithm
In Section 5.5.4 we described how an impatient user might introduce a subtle 
bias if using CFTP incorrectly and aborting long runs. We now present 
the perfect simulation algorithm developed by Fill [37] whose run time is 
independent of the state sampled. Thus a bias caused by aborting long runs 
cannot occur in this algorithm; the algorithm is interruptible.
In this chapter we first introduce Fill’s interruptible algorithm in the finite 
state space setting for which it was orginally [37] developed. Besides being 
interruptible, Fill’s algorithm is of great interest as it is an alternative perfect 
simulation method based on an approach different from CFTP. Although 
Fill’s algorithm is usually presented as a version o f rejection sampling, it 
originates from the concept of strong stationary times and duality developed 
by Diaconis and Fill [31]. In Section 7.2 we present the theory of strong 
stationary times and explain its relation to Fill’s interruptible algorithm. 
Then, in Section 7.3, we develop an extension of Fill’s algorithm to a point 
process example on a continuous state space. This section is a revised version 
of the presentation in Thonnes [140]. The final section reports on further 
extensions of Fill’s algorithm.
7.1 The Algorithm for Finite State Spaces
Suppose we have a finite, partially ordered state space (E , < ) which possesses 
a minimal element 6  and a maximal element 1 such that 0  < x  <  1 for all
x  € E.
Now, consider an ergodic Markov transition matrix P  with stationary 
distribution n. We assume that n(x) >  0 for all x  € E. In accordance with 
the definition in (16) on page 67 we define the time-reversal P  o f P  as
*(.y) P(y,x)P (x ,y )  = x ,y  e  E.n(x)
Let P N denote the iV-step transition matrix of P  and P N the time-reversed 
N -step transition matrix.
Assume that the time-reversal transition matrix P  is monotone. Then, 
following Proposition 4.12, for any x ,y  € E  with x <  y there exists an 
upward kernel K(XtV) with
P(y,y')  =  £  P (x ,x ')K Xty(x',y').
x ' € E
We require that we can simulate transitions from the measure K(XtV)(x',-) 
whenever x < y and P (x , x') >  0 . If there is a monotone transition rule /  
for P  then Remark 4.13 on page 76 shows how to sample from K(x<v){x\ ■).
We can now define Fill’s interruptible algorithm for the finite, monotone 
setting. Like any rejection sampling procedure Fill’s algorithm proposes a 
sample which is then accepted or rejected with an appropriate probability.
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The algorithm consists of three steps: the first step samples from the /V-step 
transition matrix P N(6 , •); the second and third step are designed such that 
this sample is accepted with the appropriate probability. Let X  be a Markov 
chain with transition matrix P. Then the algorithm runs as follows:
(1) Proposal step: Start X  in 6 and simulate it for N  steps. Record the 
obtained trajectory (Xo =  6 , . . .  ,X n =  z). The state X n =  z is the 
proposed sample state.
(2) Reversal step: Reverse the obtained trajectory in time leading to the 
trajectory
(X0 =  z, Xi , . . . ,  X N = 6 ) =  (XN =  z, X N. U .. . ,  X„ =  6).
(3) Rejection sampling step: Together with the time-reversed trajectory use
the upward kernels K(XtV) to simulate a second Markov chain Y  for N  
steps. The initial state of Y  is set as Yo =  1 and Yk is drawn from
K {Xk- l,Yk- l)(Xi‘ > ') for k e  { 1 , . . . ,  N }.
If V)v =  6 then the proposed sample z is accepted, else it is rejected. 
If a proposed state is not accepted, the number of transitions N  is 
doubled and the above three steps are repeated independently from the 
previous run.
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We adopt the pseudocode notation to describe the algorithm. The algo­
rithm MarkovKz) draws a sample from P(x, •) and Markov2(y, x, x') draws 
a sample from K(XiV)(x', •).
R e je c t io n S a m p lin g (N ) :
X q i —  0
f o r  k =  1 t o  N
Xk <— M arkovl(a:fc_i)
f o r  k = 0 t o  N
Xk  ^ Xpi/—k
i/o <- 1
f o r  k = 1 t o  N
y k < - M a rk ov 2 (y *_ i,x t_ i, i * )
i f  ( y N =  6) 
r e t u r n ( x n )  
e l s e
R e je ct io n S a m p lin g (2 N )
Fill’s algorithm draws a state z from P N(6 , •) and proposes it as a sample 
of 7r(-). The sample z must then be accepted with probability
1 n{z)
c p N(6 ,zy
where c is an upper bound on the ratio
P N(6 ,z)'
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According to the definition of P  and due to its monotonicity we have that
7f(z) _  7r(0) <  7r(0)
P N(0,z) P N(z, 0) _  P N(i,b )'
Thus
tt(6 ) 
p n ( 1 , 6 )
is a valid choice for a rejection sampling procedure.
The following lemma [37, Lemma 7.4] shows that, because the upward 
kernels K x y are used to produce Y, the probability of Tjv =  6  is equal to
1 tt( z )  =  P N ( i , 0 )  tt( 6 )  =  PN(i,6)
c P N(0 ,z )  7r(0 ) P N(zt0) P N(z, 0 ) ’
whence the rejection sampling procedure is carried out correctly.
Lem m a 7.1
r ( ? N =  6 1 x0 = z, xN =  6 ,  f 0 =  i ) PN(i,b)PN(z,by
P roo f: We follow the proof in Fill [37] filling in some details.
For now, assume we have a P-trajectory (X 0 =  xo ,. • ■, X n =  xn) and we 
produce a trajectory (Vo =  1 , • • -,Yn ) by sampling Y^+i from K ik yk(xk+1, •) 
for k =  0 , . . . .  N  — 1. Then
p ( n + i  =  y', xk+l = x '\  Yk =  y ,X k =  x )  =  P(x, x ')K x,v(x', y') 
and so
P(i*+i =  y '\ Y k =  y ,X k =  x ) =  P (x ,x ')K Xiy(x',y') =  P (y ,y ').
x 'eE
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Thus Yk+i is independent of X k, and Y  is marginally a Markov chain with 
transition matrix P. Moreover, as K (IiV) is an upward kernel, V*+i >  Xk+i 
for all k € { 0 , . . . ,  N  — 1 } because >  X 0 .
In Fill’s algorithm the trajectory (Xo =  z , . . . ,  X n =  6 ) is produced by 
reversing a P-trajectory in time. But
n^Pte-i.si) = n£i p j x u x i - x )
P N(0,z) P N(z, 6 )
and thus the distribution of the time-reversed trajectory is the same as of a 
P-trajectory which is conditioned to start in z and end in 6 . Thus
P(y „  =  o|x„ =  =  6 , r 0 =  l )  =  g M ,
where the dominator is due to the fact that we use a P-trajectory which is 
conditioned to start in z and end in 0 . □
The unconditional probability of acceptance is
1 _  P N( i,0 ) =  P Af(0 ,i)
C  7T ( 0 )  7 r ( l )
which due to the ergodicity of P  converges to one as N  tends to infinity. It 
follows that the algorithm terminates almost surely.
Here is a simple example which illustrates Fill’s interruptible algorithm.
E x a m p le  7 .2  (S im p le  R a n d o m  W a lk )  C onsider the sim ple random walk
X  from  Exam ple 5.1. Recall that X  lives on the state space E  =  { 0 ,1 ,2 }
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and can be simulated using the transition rule
m a x{j — 1,0} if U =  —1
n m  =  {
m in {j +  1, 2 } ifU  — 1,
where U is an independent Bernoulli random variable taking value 1 with 
probability p and value —1 with probability q =  1 — p. The chain X  is
o f P. Moreover, the transition rule f  is monotone with respect to the natural 
ordering < , thus P  is monotone. The maximal element o f the state space 
is 2, the minimal state is 0. To apply Fill’s algorithm we need to sample
4-13 describes how we can sample from these upward kernels. Consider the 
conditional distribution of U given that f {i ,U )  =  i'. Clearly, U =  —1 if 
i' =  max{i — 1,0} and U =  + 1 if i' =  min{i +  1 ,2}. Thus
where I  denotes the indicator function. Fill’s interruptible algorithm now 
runs as follows. We start with some initial value for N , say N  =  2 and 
perform the three steps of the algorithm.
(1) Proposal step: We sample two independent copies o fU , say U\ =  1 and 
Ui =  - 1 .  We then start X  in 0 and run it for two steps in accordance
time-reversible and thus we can use f  to sample from the time-reversal P
from the upward kernel K ij(i',-)  whenever j  > i and P (i,i')  >  0 . Remark
l ( j '  =  m a x {j — 1, 0 } )  if i' =  m ax{i — 1 , 0 } 
l ( j '  =  m in {j +  1, 2 } )  if i ' =  min{i +  1 , 2 } ,
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with the sampled Bernoulli random variables. We thus produce the 
trajectory
(X 0, X u X 2) =  (0 , 1, 0 )
and propose the state 0 as a sample from ir.
(2) Reversal step: We now reverse the trajectory in time producing
(X 0, X u X 2) =  (0 , 1 , 0 ).
(2) Rejection sampling step: The time-reversed trajectory specifies the up­
ward kernels which we use to sample a trajectory o fY . We set Vo =  2 
and draw from K ^ y ^ X k + u  •) for k =  0,1. This produces the 
following trajectory
(Y0, Yu Y2) =  (2, 2, 1).
As Y2 ^  0 we cannot accept 0 as a sample from tt. We double the run time 
that is, we set N  =  4 and independently repeat above three steps:
(1) Proposal Step: We sample four independent copies of U, say U\ =  —1, 
U2 =  1, i/3 =  l  and Ui =  — 1. We again start X  in 0 and produce the 
trajectory
(X 0, X u  X 2, X 3, X A) =  (0, 0, 1, 2, 1).
Thus we propose the state 1 as a sample from rr.
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Figure 22: Illustration of Example 7.2. The left hand side shows the first 
iteration, the right hand side the second iteration of Fill’s algorithm. X  (gray 
lines) evolves from left to right along the time-axis, Y  (dashed lines) evolves 
from the right to the left. The first iteration is not succesful as the path of 
Y  does not meet the path of X  at time 0. The second iteration is succesful, 
the path o f Y  meets the path of X  at time 0.
(2) Reversal step: We reverse the trajectory in time producing
(X 0, X u * 2, X 3, X 4) =  (1, 2 , 1, 0 , 0 ).
(2) Rejection step: We set Y0 =  2 and draw V*+i from the upward kernels 
specified by the time-reversed sequence, producing the trajectory
(Y0, Yu Y2, Y3, Y4) =  (2 , 2 , 1, 0 , 0 ).
This time Y\ =  0 and thus we accept 1 as a sample from n. Figure 22 is an 
illustration of the above example.
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7.2 Strong Stationary Times and Strong Stationary 
Duality
In this section we discuss the concept of strong stationary times and strong 
stationary duality as developed by Diaconis and Fill [31] and summarize how 
Fill’s interruptible algorithm relates to this theory, see also [37].
7.2.1 Strong Stationary Times
Let P  be an ergodic transition matrix with stationary distribution f  on a 
discrete state space E. Suppose X  is a Markov chain on some probability 
space (Q, T , P) with initial distribution 7r0 and transition matrix P .
Definition 7.3 (Strong Stationary Time) Let T  be a randomized stop­
ping time for X . We call T a strong stationary time, if
1. X x  ~  tt and
2. X T and T  are independent.
Above two conditions are equivalent to
C(Xn \T =  n) =  tt.
Definition 7.4 Let 7r„(-) be the distribution of X  at time n. Then 
sep(n) =  sep„0(n) =  m ^ c [ l - ^ ] ,
is the separation of X  at time n € N.
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Notice that 117rn — 7r11 < sep(n).
Aldous and Diaconis [3, Proposition 3.2] show that
1. if T  is a strong stationary time then
sep(n) <  P (T  >  n), n >  0, (53)
2. there exists a minimal strong stationary time Tm-,„ such that 
sep(n) =  P{Tmin >  n), n >  0.
A minimal strong stationary time is also called a time to stationarity.
7.2.2 Strong Stationary Duality
We now construct a dual process X* of X  which is an absorbing process 
whose waiting time to absorption is a strong stationary time for X .
The basic set-up is as follows: Suppose we have an absorbing Markov 
chain X* on the state-space E* with initial distribution 7rJ and transition 
matrix P* and furthermore, a function A : E* x E  —> [0,1]. The aim is now 
to find a coupling (X*, X )  of X* and X  such that the function A is a link
D efinition 7.5 (Link) The function A : P* x P  —> [0,1] is called a link for  
the chains X  and X* if
(54)
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A
X - ~ ( n - 0,P ' ) X  ~  (ir0l P)
( X ' , X )
Figure 23: The basic set-up of strong stationary duality.
E xam ple 7.6 (Set-valued dual) Suppose X ’  lives on the space of subsets 
of E and the A is defined as a truncation of the stationary distribution of n:
where H(x ' )  =  n(x). The dual X * is then called a set-valued dual.
If we can find a coupling of X  and X * such that A is a link then we can 
show that X * is a dual of X  and moreover, we can construct a path of X * 
given a path o f X . Thus we can check whether X  has reached stationarity 
by checking whether X * has reached absorption.
We will first give a formal definition of a dual process and then state 
conditions on P*, itq and A such that we can find a coupling which satisfies
(54). We then show how to construct this coupling and finally explain how 
to sample a path of X * given a path of X.
A(x*, x)  =
x  e x*
0 otherwise,
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Let IJ denote conditional independence, that is
X  H  Y  \ Z  if C {X  | Y, Z) =  C (X  | Z).
The notation is due to Dawid [28] who studied the notion of conditional 
independence in a systematic fashion; [29] gives a formal treatment.
D efin ition  7.7 (Strong stationary dual) Let X * =  (X*)„>o be a stochas­
tic process on (fi, T, P) taking values in the discrete state space E ". Assume 
that X * has an absorbing state oo. We call X * a strong stationary dual for  
X  if for all n >  0
Diaconis and Fill [31, Theorem 2.4] show the following result.
T heorem  7.8 (S trong stationary tim es and strong stationary dual)
(a) Let X * be a strong stationary dual for X  and T  be the time to absorption 
in oo for X *. Then T  is a strong stationary time for X .
(b) Let T  be a strong stationary time for X  and let E* =  No U {oo }. Define
n i f T > n ,
Then X * is a strong stationary dual for X  and T  is its waiting time until 
absorption.
(55)
(56)
oo otherwise.
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AX „-i
P
A
Figure 24: This illustration of the relation between X  and its dual X * is 
taken from [31].
Note that (b) is not the only way to construct a strong stationary dual, for 
any strong stationary time there are many strong stationary duals.
Before we construct the desired coupling, consider the following implica­
tions of the Definition 7.5 of a link. We have
C(Xn i * ;  =  **) = A (* V ) (57)
and H | (58)
The conditional independence structure (55) of a strong stationary dual im­
plies
II * ¿ - 1  | * » - ! •  (5 9 )
The following theorem, which is [31, Theorem 2.17], states the conditions 
we need to impose on 7rJ, P ’  and A to guarantee the existence of a coupling 
(X * , X ) which satisfies (57) -  (59).
Theorem  7.9 There exists a coupling (X * , X ) of X* and X  which is itself
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a M arkov chain and satifies the equations (57) -  (59 ) i f  and only if
(60)
A P P* A. (61)
(7Tq, P") is then called algebraically dual to (7r0, P ) with respect to the link A.
Note that if equation (61) holds and equations (57) -  (59) are to be satisfied, 
the coupling needs to satisfy
?(*■„_, =  x  | = x \ X n =  y)  =  \{x ' , x )P (x ,y )/ A {x , ,y)  (62)
where A  =  P*A =  AP. For each (i* ,y ) 6 E* x E  let p(y*,x|x*,y) be 
any distribution which has the marginals given in (62) and (63). We can 
easily construct such p(y*, x\y, x ’ ) by for example taking the product of the 
marginals given in (62) and (63). Assume that equations (60) and (61) hold, 
then we can use p(y*,x\y, x*) to define a coupling which satisfies equations
(57) -  (59) as follows. The initial distribution is given by
n 0(x * ,x )  =  n0(x’ ) A(x*,x) (64)
and the transition matrix is defined via
Q ((z* ,z).(j/* .i/)) =
A (x' ,y)  p(y, ,i|x, ,y) 
A(x*, x)
(65)
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Now that we have found the desired coupling we can produce a path o f X* 
given a path of X  such that the resulting bivariate path is a path of the 
Markov chain with initial distribution flo and transition matrix Q:
1. Sample according to C(X q \ X 0).
2. For n >  1, sample X* from C ( x „  | (A ^ ,X 0) , . . . ,  -Xn-i), A „) .
Definition 7.10 (Sharp  dual) The dual X * o f X  is called sharp if its time 
to absorption is a minimal strong stationary time of X .
Here is a simple condition [31, Remark 2.39] for the sharpness of a dual.
Lem m a 7.11 Assume we have a state y € E such that for all non-absorbing 
y* e E * either 7r*(y*) =  0 or else A(y*,y) =  0. Then the dual X * is sharp.
P roof: As [31] omits a proof, we present the proof here. As 7r„ =  7r* A we 
have that
tt„(y) =  J2nn(y*)My'>y) = K(°°) n(v) = * ( v ) P ( T *  < n ) ,
V*
where T* is the random time till absorption for dual X*. Then 
sep(n) > 1 -  =  1 -  P(T* <  n)
*(v)
and thus with (53) sep(n) =  P(T* > n), which means the dual is sharp.
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7.2.3 The Algorithm and Strong Stationary Times
We return to the setting of Section 7.1 and follow [37, Section 9] in showing 
how Fill’s interruptible algorithm is based on the theory of strong stationary 
times and dualtity. The agorithm essentially accepts a state drawn from 
P N(6, •) as a sample from 7r if a strong stationary dual X * of X  has reached 
the absorbing state at time N. It follows that the sample has the equilibrium 
distribution 7r.
We start by constructing a sharp set-valued dual X * for the Markov chain 
X  and then show how the dual X ‘  is used within the interruptible algorithm. 
Suppose /(•, U) is a monotone transition rule for the time reversal P  of the 
transition matrix P. Let E * denote the collection of non-empty order ideals 
in the partially ordered state space (E, < ). A subset x* of E  is an order ideal 
in E  if for any x e  x* and y <  x it follows that y e  x*.
The chain X  is started in the minimal state and thus has the initial 
distribution no =  <5q, where Sz puts unit mass on x. We start the dual X * in 
{6 } and thus set
no =  ¿{S}-
We now define the link A. For x* € E * let H(x*)  =  £ i€i. n(x ) then the link 
A is defined as
A(x*, x)
n(x)/H (x*) if x e x*
0 otherwise.
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Now define
<=•(*'.»') -  § [£ }< • ( / ( » • ,< ')  =  * • ),
where f ( y \ U )  =  { f { y , U )  : y e  y * } .
Fill [37, Lemma 9.5] shows that P* is a transition matrix on E ’  and that 
(7Tq, P*) is algebraically dual to (n0, P)  with respect to the link A. Let X * 
be the Markov chain with initial distribution 7rJ and transition matrix P*. 
Then X * has an absorbing state which is the order ideal E.
Fill continues to show in [37, Lemma 9.7] that the initial distribution 
n 0 =  <5(o,jo}) and the transition matrix
Q ((x * ,x ),(y* ,y )) =  ^ M p ( / ( y , i / ) = s ,  f ( y ' , U )  =  x ’ )
defines a coupling ( X ' , X )  o f X  and X * on the bivariate state space {(x*, x) e  
E * x  E  : x  € x*} which satisfies (57) -  (61). Thus X * is a strong stationary 
dual of X.  Moreover, by applying Lemma 7.11 with y =  1, we can show that 
the dual X * is sharp. As we have seen earlier we can now sample a trajectory 
of X * given a trajectory of X  such that the resulting bivariate trajectory is 
a trajectory of the coupling {X", X) .
But how is this dual X ’  used in the interruptible algorithm? In the 
proposal step we produce a (710, P)-trajectory
(Ao, X u . . . ,  X N) =  (x0 =  6, x lt . . . ,  x N).
Given this trajectory we can simulate a (irj, P*)-trajectory such that the
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resultant bivariate trajectory is a (n 0, Q)-trajectory as follows. First observe 
that
£ ( ^ | ( X 0* , X o ) , . . . , W - 1.^ n - l ) ,X „ )  =  P ( X n. u X n)------- '
Now, we set X q =  {6 } and sample X* =  x* with probability
^ -n - l ) '  {x n< ^ n ) )  f ( x n > U )  =  X „ _ i ,  f ( x n, U) =  Xn - 1 ^
P(xn—lixn) P{xnixn—l')
=  p ( / ( * ; ,  u) =  |/ ( * » ,  t /)  =  * . - i )
Suppose that for n G { 1 , . . . ,  TV}, the random variable U„ has the distribution 
which is the conditional distribution of U given f ( x n,U) =  x „_ i. Then
Q  1» *11- 1)1 *^ n))
^ ( X f i —li Xn)
Thus if (U i , . . . ,  Un ) =  (til,. . . ,  « * }  then
x ;  =  {y € « : / ( » ,  6 .) e x ; _ , }  for n  >  1.
It follows that
x ; =  [ y  e E : f ( -  - • (/(/(y, ti„),tin_i)-- ),ti,)=6}.
Due to the monotonicity of /  we have that X* has reached absorption, that 
is X* =  E, if and only if i G X*. Let
T  =  min{n >  1 : X * =  E},
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Now, the rejection sampling step in Fill’s algorithm determines whether 
T <  N  by checking whether
Ÿ N  =  / ( • • • / ( / ( î . * A f ) > Û N - l )  • • • ) . * ! )  =  Ô
and hence whether X*N =  E. Thus Fill’s algorithm is a very efficient pro­
cedure to check whether at time N  the sharp set-valued dual X * of X  has 
yet reached its absorbing state. It follows that the algorithm samples X  at a 
strong stationary time N.  The obtained sample has the equilibrium distribu­
tion 7r and, furthermore, it is independent of N  which makes the algorithm 
interruptible.
R em ark 7.12 Fill’s algorithm doubles N  after each iteration. The reason 
for this procedure is the following. If we would increase N  by one in each 
iteration, the total number of forward transitions would be £ * = 1  & which is 
of order T2. The time-doubling procedure avoids this time-squaring increase 
in total number of transitions.
To illustrate how the dual process X * relates to Fill’s algorithm consider 
again the simple random walk in Example 7.2.
Exam ple 7.13 (S im ple R andom  W alk). Recall that X  lives on the state
then T  is a m inim al strong stationary tim e o f  X .
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space E  =  { 0 ,1 ,2 }  and that the following fu n ctio n  is a transition rule f o r  P :
f'U ,u)
max{j — 1 ,0 } if U =  — 1
min{j +  1 ,2 } ifU  =  \,
where U is an independent Bernoulli random variable with success probability 
p. We have already seen that U =  — 1 given f (i ,U)  =  max{i — 1,0} and 
U =  +1 given f ( i ,  U) =  min{i +  1,2}. In the first iteration of the algorithm 
we produced the trajectory
(X0, X u X 2) =  (0, 1, 0)
Thus
and so
U\ =  —1 u 2 — + 1
X\ =  (i e (0 ,1 ,2 } : /( i ,u i )  =  max{i -  1 ,0 } £ {0 }}  =  {0 ,1 } and
X 2* =  { t €  { 0 , l ,2 } : / ( * ,u 2) =  min{t +  l , 2 } 6 { 0 , l } }  =  {0}.
As the dual process X * has not yet reached absorption, the algorithm correctly 
does not yet sample X . In the second iteration of the algorithm we sample 
the trajectory
(X 0, X u  X 2, X 3, X 4) =  (0, 0, 1, 2, 1),
which leads to
(ult u2, u3, «4) =  ( - 1 . - 1. - 1. + 1)-
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Therefore
X [  =  {i € {0 ,1 ,2 } : f ( i ,  Ui) =  max{i — 1, 0} € {0 } }  =  {0 ,1 }
X ;  =  {» € {0 ,1 ,2 }  : / ( i ,  u2) =  max{t — 1 ,0} € {0 ,1 } }  =  {0 ,1 ,2 }
and thereafter
X '  =  {0 ,1 ,2 } f o r n e  {3 ,4 }.
Thus in the second iteration we have sampled X  at a strong stationary time 
and thus can accept the sample as a sample from n.
7.3 An Example from Point Process Theory
In this section we show how Fill’s algorithm can be used to produce exact 
samples of the penetrable spheres mixture model and associated processes, 
thus generalizing Fill’s algorithm to a continuous distribution. This section 
is based on [140],
Haggstrom, Van Lieshout and Mpller [54] were the first to notice that 
the penetrable spheres mixture process can be sampled using a monotone 
Gibbs Sampler. They consequently developed a monotone CFTP algorithm 
for this setting. We use a similar partial order as in [54] and exploit the 
monotonicity of the Gibbs Sampler to define a perfect simulation method 
based on rejection sampling.
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We begin by describing the penetrable spheres mixture model and its 
associated processes. We then develop a Fill-type perfect simulation method 
for this model and finally compare it with the analogous CFTP algorithm in 
[54].
7.3.1 The Penetrable Spheres Mixture Model
Let W  C R“* be a bounded Borel set and let f2 denote the space of all finite 
point configurations in W  without multiple points. The penetrable spheres 
mixture models model, see [56, 125, 126, 147], is a point process with two 
types of points, X  and Y, on the product state space Cl x il. The joint density 
of (X , Y) with respect to the product measure of two independent unit rate 
Poisson processes on W  is given by
/ ( * , » )  =  «m ix Pl(X) 1  { « « , ) > * > ,  (6 6 )
where x  and y are point configurations and n(x) is the number o f points in x. 
The factor a mix is the normalising constant, Pi, 02 >  0 are model parameters 
and d(x,y)  denotes the shortest distance between a point in x  and a point 
in y. In the mixture model points of different type interact with each other 
via the constraint that points of different type must never be as close as R. 
Figure 25 on page 240 shows samples of the mixture model and illustrates 
how this constraint is satisfied.
The conditional distribution of X  given Y  is a homogeneous Poisson
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process of intensity of Pi on VP\(K ©  B).  Here B  is a sphere of radius R 
and © denotes the Minkowski addition. Similarly, Y  given X  is a Poisson 
process of intensity /32 on V^\(A' © B).  The mixture model is related to two 
other point processes, the area-interaction process, see (3) in section 2.2.2, 
and the continuum random-cluster model as described below.
The marginal distribution of X  is an attractive area-interaction process 
[54, 147] whose density with respect to a unit-rate Poisson process on W  is 
given by
Pi(x) =  a , /?r(l) exp
Recall that Al denotes the Lebesgue measure on R'*; the normalizing constant 
of the density pi(-) is given by a j. An analogous result holds for the marginal 
distribution of Y  with the roles of Pi and pi exchanged.
The continuum random-cluster model [19, 77, 95] is specified by its den­
sity
P2 (z) =  a 2 AS( l)7r (l) (67)
with respect to a unit-rate Poisson process on W . Here a 2 is the normalizing 
constant and A2)72 >  0 are model parameters. We use c(z) to denote the 
number of connected components of z ©  G, where G  is a sphere of radius S. 
As shown in [54], for the symmetric penetrable spheres mixture process, that 
is when Pi =  p2, the superposition o f the two types of points Z =  X  U Y  
is a continuum random-cluster model with radii 5  =  R/2 and parameters
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A2 =  /?! =  /?2 and 7 2  =  1 /2 .
We mentioned earlier that the conditional distributions of X  and Y  are 
Poisson processes, which are easy to sample. Hence Gibbs sampling allows 
for an easy simulation of the mixture model, see [54, 95]. Given a sample of 
a symmetric mixture model, a sample of an attractive area-interaction model 
can be obtained by marginalising whereas a continuum random-cluster model 
with parameter 7  =  1/2 can be obtained through superpositioning.
The following three sections define the three steps in our Fill-type algo­
rithm: proposal, time-reversal and rejection sampling step.
7.3.2 The Proposal Step
In the first step of the rejection sampling algorithm we simulate a Markov 
chain, whose stationary distribution is the target distribution. Gibbs sam­
pling is an easy way to obtain such a Markov chain for the penetrable spheres 
mixture model. We use the same Gibbs Sampler as [54]. Let (x0, yQ) be an 
arbitrary point pattern in fi x il, then a single step of the Gibbs sampler is:
G ib b s S a m p lin g l(( i0, j/o)) :
t/i ~  P o is so n C /^ ) on W \ ( x o ® B )  
i i  ~  P o is s o n ( /? i )  on W \(j/i ©  B )  
r e tu r n  ( ( i i , y i ) )
Note that the Gibbs sampler does not actually use y0 at all; it is included
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in the function argument o f GibbsSamplingl for the sake of completeness. 
The equilibrium distribution of the resulting Markov chain does not depend 
on the order in which we update, hence we could also use:
GibbsSampling2((xo, yo)) :
X\ ~  P oisson (^ i) on W\(yo © B) 
2/i ~  P oisson f/^ ) on W\(xi 0  B) 
return ((xi,2/i))
Here it is Xo which is not being used.
In the rejection sampling algorithm we will iterate GibbsSamplingl a 
fixed number of times and use the result as the proposal sample. Within 
one iteration of the Gibbs sampler we have two transition steps, that is the 
actual sequence of point patterns is as follows:
(zo.yo) —> (zo.yi) —» (iii yO-
Let px(x'\y) be the density of a Poisson process of intensity on W \ [ y ® B ]  
and similarly, let py(y'\x) be the density of a Poisson process of intensity (h on 
W\[x©i?]. Then the first transition is made according to the transition kernel 
density pvo(y\ Xo) and the second transition is made according to  pl0(x| yi). 
Detailed balance holds that is,
f ( x , v )  Pv(y'\x) =  f (x ,y ' )  Py-(y\x) and
f {x ,  y) px(x'\y) =  f { x ' , y) Pi<(x|y).
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Lem m a 7.14 For both Gibbs Samplers GibbsSamplingl and GibbsSamp- 
ling2 the whole state space is a small set and thus the Gibbs chain is positive 
Harris recurrent and moreover uniformly ergodic.
We show the result for GibbsSamplingl, the result follows analogously for 
GibbsSampling2. Assume without loss of generality that the window W  has 
unit area. For any starting point (x0,j/o) we have a positive probability of 
at least exp(—(/?i +  /?2)) that one iteration of the Gibbs Sampler yields the 
empty point pattern (x\,y\) =  (0,0). Let g denote the distribution of a 
stationary unit-rate Poisson process. Then, if
P ( (x ,y ) , B )  =  [  py(y'\x)px(x'\y')dg(x', y')
J  B
denotes the transition kernel of GibbsSamplingl, then we have for all (x, y) 6
fi x
P2((x,y), b ) >  e x p ( - ( /3 i  +  & ) )  [  My'W)Mx'\y')dg{x',y')  =  v(B).
J  B
It follows that the state space of the Gibbs chain is a small set. The lemma 
follows with Proposition 4.6. □
As pointed out earlier, Fill’s idea requires that the transition kernels used 
have appropriate stochastic monotonicity properties. Consider the following 
partial order on x il introduced in [54]:
D efinition 7.15 Let ii2 =  il x Cl. We call
(z, y) <n» (*'. y') */ x C x' and y D y'.
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Both GibbsSamplingl and GibbsSampling2 are monotone with respect 
to the partial order in Definition 7.15 as we can define monotone transition 
rules for both Gibbs Samplers. Consider f\ : Cl2 x  f2 —> il2 and / 2 : fi2 x ft —> 
Q2 such that
/i ( (x , i /) ,Z i )  =  (Zi \ [y ©  B], y),
/ 2( (x ,j/) ,Z 2) =  ( i , Z 2 \ [ i e B ] ) ,
where Zj is a Poisson point process on W  with intensity ¡3j , j  =  1,2. These 
functions specify monotone transition rules since
£ ( / » ( ( * , » ) ,  Z i ) )  =  P x (-1y)
C(M(x,y) ,  z 2) )  =  Py(- I x).
and furthermore if Zj is a realisation of Zj then
f j ( {x ,y ) ,Z j )  < nj f j((x' ,y') ,Zj)  whenever (x,i/) < &  (x',y'). (68)
In the following we use the above transition rules whenever we perform 
GibbsSamplingl or GibbsSampling2.
In contrast to Fill’s setting, the Markov chain here is defined on an un­
countable state space which, although it has a partial order <& ,  does not 
have a unique maximal or minimal state with respect to this partial order. 
Instead Haggstrom et al. [54] call an element (x, y)  € fl2 quasimaximal, if
x ® B  3  W  and y =  0.
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Similarly, the element (x, y) € G2 is quasiminimal, if 
x =  0 and y  © B 3  W.
Although these states are not unique maximal and minimal states, Hagg- 
strom et al. [54] show that they serve as effectively maximal and minimal 
states. If we use the transition rules f\ and ¡2  to couple transitions, then 
after one iteration of the sequential Gibbs Sampler a path started from a 
quasimaximal state will lie above the path started from any other state. 
Similarly after one iteration o f the sequential Gibbs Sampler a path started 
from a quasiminimal state will lie below the path started from any other 
state. Thus the concept can be used to define a monotone CFTP algorithm.
In the following we equip a suitable projection of the state space G2 with 
a slightly partial order X. This allows us to define elements which are (albeit 
not unique) maximal or minimal in the usual sense.
D efinition 7.16 (Partial O rder) We call 
(x, y) X (x', y') if x  ® B  C x' © B and y ® B  D y' © B. 
Now, suppose (x, y) <  (x'y1) then
f j { ( x , y ) , Z j )  <  } j [  (x ',j/'),2 i )  for j  =  1,2
and thus both GibbsSamplingl and GibbsSampling2 are monotone with 
respect to ■<. Furthermore, an element (x, y) € G2 is maximal, if
x © B  D W  and y © B  =  0.
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Similarly the state (x , y) 6 Q2 is minimal, if
x  © B =  0 and y © B D W.
Note that a ^-minimal element is <fp-quasiminimal and a ^-maximal ele­
ment is <nJ-quasimaximal.
In the proposal step of our algorithm we start in a minimal state and run 
N  iterations of GibbsSamplingl. The time-reversal step then reverses the 
obtained trajectory; the next section examines the properties of the time- 
reversed trajectory.
7.3.3 T he Tim e-R eversal S tep
Suppose we run N  iterations of GibbsSamplingl and thus obtain a realisation 
of the sequence (X k, Yk)k=0. In the time-reversal step of our algorithm we then 
reverse the obtained sequence o f  point patterns in time that is, we set
X k =  X N_k and Yk =  YN„ k.
In this section we will prove a result about the distribution of this time- 
reversed sequence, which will be essential when showing that the developed 
algorithm samples the correct target distribution. Fill uses an analogous 
result but without proof, see Section 7.3 in [37]. We include a proof, as the 
result is unfamiliar in the context of point processes. Let f ( x , y )  denote the 
density of the mixture model given in (66).
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D efinition 7.17 Let px(x'\y) andpv(y'\x) be the time-reversal of the transi­
tion kernel densities px{x'\y) and py(y'\x), that is
for arbitrary x ,y  such that f ( x , y )  > 0 .
Note that an easy calculation shows that px(x'\y) =  px(x'\y) and pv(y'\x) =  
pv(y'\x): in this case the components of the Gibbs Sampler are time-rever­
sible, which is not generally required for Fill’s method. However it should be 
noticed that the Gibbs Sampler chain itself is not reversible: GibbsSamplingl 
and GibbsSampling2 stand in duality.
Let the time-reversed N -step transition density be given by
PN((xN,yN) | (x 0,2 /o )) =  J Pio^AVo) PioivA^i) *  ” • * Pi*-,(iAr|j//v-i)
Lem m a 7.18 Let (A*, Yk)o be the chain produced by N  iterations of Gibbs­
Samplingl started in (A 0, Yq). We reverse the sequence in time and ob­
tain the sequence (Xk,Yk) {f . Then, conditional on (A 0,Vo) =  (q ,r ) and 
( X n ,Yn) =  (s,t) ,  the time-reversed sequence (X k,Yk)o has the density
[ ^ ( ( s . t )  | (g ,r ))] 1pq(x\\r) pr(j/i|x,) ••• P*w_,(s|yw-i) Piw_ ,(<!«)• (71)
In other words, given the state at time 0 is (q, r) and the state at time N  is 
(s , t ), the time-reversed sequence is distributed like a sequence produced by
and pv(y'\x) = f (x ,y ' )pV'(y\x) .
f ( x , y )  m
xPv*-,(2/Jvli Ar)d0(i i>i'i) ’ • - i / A r - i ) - (70)
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the time-reversal kernel densities and conditioned to start in (q, r)  at time 0 
and to end in (s , t) at time N. Note that the time-reversed N-step transition 
density specifies the distribution of the output produced by N  iterations of 
GibbsSampling2 .
P roo f: Let hj(-, •) be the density of (Xj,Yj).  The time-reversed sequence 
(Xk, Yk)o has the same density as the original sequence which is
hN( {xn,yn)£  )
=  M z o .i /o ^ o fa iW P z o fc ili /i)  ’ • ■Pyjv-,(2/Jv|z/v-i)p*K_1(xjv|PAr)-
Substituting the time-reversal kernel densities for the transition kernel den­
sities this density becomes
/> "( S') =
X ••• X Py„(yN-i|a:Ar-i)Pzw(a:N-i|PN)- 
Substituting xk and yk for xjv-*  and y^-k and reordering leads to
hN( ( x n,yn) X )  =  fto (» ilw »)fa (y il» i)ft . fe lP l)
X • • ■ x piw_, (x ^Ipat- i)Pw„_ i (PatIxat).
If we now condition on (X 0, Vo) =  (9 , r) and {X^,  Yn ) =  (s, t), the conditional 
density of the time-reversed sequence is
hN((xn,yn)X | (X 0,Yo) =  ( q ,r ) , (X N,YN) =  (a,t ))
=  pN((s , t )  | (g ,r )) * P,(xi|r)pr(y i| i i ) " -p iw. 1(s|i/w-i)Piw_i(i|s).(72)
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□
We make some further statements, which we will need when we prove 
that our algorithm produces exact samples of the mixture model.
Let pN ([x n , yw)|(x0, y0)) be the /V-step transition density of GibbsSamp- 
l in g l, that is
PN((x n ,Vn ) | (x0,yo)) =  j  P y o i V i M  P x 0 ( x i \ y i )  x ••• x pyw i(yAr|x^_i)
xPxN_, (xN\yN)dg{xu Vi) ■' • dg(xN- i , y N-i) .
Due to detailed balance we have that
f ( x 0,y0) pN{ (x N,y N) | (x0, j/o)) =  f ( x N,yN) pN((x0,y0)\(xN, y N)).  (73)
Now let Zg be a minimal pattern and zj be a maximal pattern, then as a 
result o f the monotonicity of GibbsSamplingl and GibbsSampling2
PN(*i|*o) <  pN(zj|(x0,yo)) for any (x0,y0) t  ¿6 and
PN{zb\z i)  < PAf(zft|(®o»i/o)) for any (io,i/o) ^  «i- (74)
After obtaining the time-reversed trajectory of our Markov chain, we 
simulate a second Markov chain, whose final state will be used as criterion 
for accepting or rejecting the proposed sample. The next section constructs 
this second Markov chain.
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7.3.4 The Rejection Sampling Step
We now describe the Markov chain on which we base the decision whether to 
accept or reject the proposed sample. The evolution of this second Markov 
chain is dependent on the evolution of the time-reversed trajectory. Suppose 
we have the following transitions in the time-reversed trajectory
Let (i>o,wo) be a starting pattern of our second Markov chain, such that 
w0 ©  B  C  y0 © B. One iteration of the acceptance algorithm is then defined 
as follows:
Acceptance((u0,u'o)>(io> 2/o ) ,( ii ,j/ i)  ) : 
f \ ~  Poisson(/?i) on (j/o © B) (~l W  
{¡i « -  [ i i  U f i  ] \ [ w0 ® B ] 
tix <- j/i \ [ fii © B ] 
return (vi,u>i)
Note that this algorithm does not make use of the point pattern vq. Also 
note that W\ © B  C yx © B,  so that we can apply the above algorithm 
iteratively.
We designed the acceptance algorithm such that the first transition is 
made according to the conditional distribution of the f i( (vo,ti0), Z x) given 
/i(( id ,f io ),Z i)  =  (¿i, j/o) and the second according to the conditional distri­
bution of the transition rule fi(,(vi,ti0), Z?) given f i { { x x, yo), Z^) =  ( i i ,  yi).
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Hence the transitions of our second chain are made according to the upward 
kernel density of the transition kernel defined by px(x'\y) and py(y'\x) as in 
Proposition 4.12; see Remark 4.13.
The acceptance algorithm was chosen such that the rejection sampling 
algorithm has the appropriate acceptance probability. T o  show this we will 
need the following result about the distribution of the output produced by 
N  iterations of Acceptance. Suppose the sequence (A*, was produced 
by running N  iterations o f GibbsSamplingl and reversing the obtained tra­
jectory. Let (q, r) be the state at time 0 and (s, t) be the state at time N  of 
this time-reversed sequence. Using this sequence we run N  iterations of the 
acceptance algorithm and produce the sequence (Vi, Wk)o-  The distribution 
of (Vn , W n ) is given as follows, in a simple consequence o f Lemma 7.18.
C orollary 7.19 Let (Vo, Wb) =  ( « 1, 1*2) be a valid starting pattern for the 
acceptance algorithm and let (V/v, Wn ) be the output produced by N  iterations 
of Acceptance. Conditional on (Ao,Vo) =  (9 , r) and (X n ,Yn ) =  (s , t ), 
(Vn , W n ) is distributed according to
pN[(v N,WN) | ( « 1, 1*2))
p"\( (M ) |(9 ,0 )
P roof: Assume that the transitions in the time-reversed sequence are made 
according to the time reversal kernel densities px(x'\y) and pv(y'\x). As the 
transition kernel densities coincide with their time-reversals, we have that
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1. X;t+i is a Poisson point process of intensity /ft on W  \ [ Yk © B ] and
2. Yk+l is a Poisson point process of intensity /ft on W  \ [ X*+i ©  B  ].
The acceptance algorithm chooses Rk+i as a Poisson point process o f intensity 
/ft on (Yk © B) n  W . Due to the independence properties of the Poissson 
point process it follows that Vk+\ is a Poisson point process of intensity Pi 
on VP\ [ Wk © B  ]. Now, as
Wk © B  C Yk ® B ,  we have -Vt+i © B  C V*+i © B  
and so
W'lt+i =  f^c+i \ ^*+1
is a Poisson point process of intensity f t  on IV \ [ Vk+i © B  ]. In other words, 
the transitions
(Vk,w k) — * (Vk+i,w k)
are distributed according to pyk (v | Wk) and the transitions
(Vk+l,w k) — > (Vk+uw k+l)
according to Pwk{w | V/t+i)- As shown in Lemma 7.18, conditional on 
(Ao.Vo) =  (q,r)  and ( X N, YN) =  (s,t)  the transitions of the time-reversed 
sequence are made according to the time-reversal kernel densities. Hence 
conditional on (q,r) and (s, t) the 7V-step transition kernel density of the
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acceptance algorithm is given by
pN((vN,wN) | (u i,n 2))
PN((s , t )| (g,r) )
where the denominator is due to our condition. □
7.3.5 The Rejection Sampling Algorithm
Following Fill’s program we combine the algorithms of Sections 7.3.2 -  7.3.4 
to a rejection sampling algorithm as follows. We first determine a minimal 
pattern (zu z2) =  zg, that is we set Z\ =  0  and choose z2 deterministically 
such that z2® B  D W . We will use zg as the starting pattern for the proposal 
algorithm. We then set z-x =  (z2, Zi), which leads to a maximal pattern. This 
will be the starting pattern for the acceptance algorithm. Note that as z\ =  0, 
the pattern z, is always a valid starting pattern for the acceptance algorithm. 
Throughout the following we keep the above patterns fixed. Note that the 
rejection sampling algorithm will not actually depend on the choice of z2 as 
the proposal algorithm only makes use o f the first component of the starting 
pattern and the acceptance algorithm only of the second one, see the remarks 
made when describing the algorithms. The rejection sampling algorithm is 
then defined as follows:
R e je c t io n S a m p lin g (W ) :
(xo,yo)  <- Zo
f o r  k = 1 t o  N
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{ x k , V k )  * -  G ib b sS a m p lin g l( x k - i , y k - i )  
f o r  k = 0 t o  N
(xk,yk) (XN-k,VN-k)
(v0,w 0) <- 2 j 
f o r  k = 1 t o  N
(v k , W k ) 4 -  A c c e p ta n c e ( (v * - i ,  w * - i) ,  ( x * - i ,  y * - i ) .  ( i * ,  y * )) 
i f  { ( v N , w N )  =  z 6) 
ret\irn(.(xN,y N)) 
e l s e
R e je ct io n S a m p lin g (2 A D
Note that if a sample is not accepted, the following run of the Markov 
chain is independent of the previous runs.
If we use conventional MCMC, we just iterate GibbsSamplingl (say) 
N  times and assume that the produced sample has the stationary distribu­
tion. The reversal and acceptance step in our algorithm ensures that the 
sample actually has the stationary distribution. As in the finite case the 
algorithm is a form of rejection sampling: the proposal algorithm proposes 
a sample from the IV-step transition density pN(- | 25) and the acceptance 
algorithm accepts it with an appropriate probability. Having obtained a 
sample (x, y) from pN(- \ 25), we wish to accept it as a sample from /  with 
probability f ( x ,  y) \(c pN((x, y) \ 25)), where c is an upper bound on the ratio 
f (x ,  y) \ pN((x ,y )  I 2q). Due to detailed balance (73) and the monotonicity 
of the Gibbs sampler (74)
f {x ,y )
pN{(x,y)\z0)
f ( z a) < / ( * a)
~ PN(zb\ziY
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So we can use c =  /(¿a ) \ PN izo\z\) and hence we want to accept (x, y) with 
probability
f(x,y) i o) =  pN(2oki)
pN((x, y) l-^ o) c p^ oKz . p )) / ( zo) p ^ oK^.p) ) ’
But the acceptance algorithm accepts the sample exactly with this probabi­
lity as the following lemma shows:
Lem m a 7.20 The probability that the acceptance algorithm accepts a pro­
posed sample (x , y) that is
p((vN,wN) =  zd | (x0,y0) =  (x,y) ,  (x n ,Vn ) = ¿a- (vo,u>o) =  zi)  
is equal to
PN(zd\zi)
P *(zdl(x .P )) ’
P roof: This follows directly from Corollary 7.19 using (x0,yo) =  (x ,y), 
(x„, yn) =  z6, (v0, w0) =  z\ and (vN, wN) =  zd. □
Lem m a 7.21 The number of iterations I  (which will be random) needed by 
the rejection sampling algorithm to produce output is finite with probability 
one.
P roof: The unconditional probability of acceptance is
-1  _  PN{zb\z0  _  P ^ i N )
■  / ( zo) / ( zi) '
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Due to ergodicity the above expression converges to one as N  -> oo. There­
fore the probability of output at the j th iteration given no prior output con­
verges to one for j  —> oo. □
7.3.6 Simulation
We implemented the rejection sampling algorithm in a C program to demon­
strate that the exact sampling of the penetrable spheres model with this 
algorithm is feasible in practice. Figure 25 shows some samples of the pene­
trable spheres mixture model obtained through the new algorithm. We use 
the same display as Haggstrom et al. in [54]. The first type of points is pic­
tured as a dot, the second type is pictured as a cross. The circles show the 
area around a point in which no point of the other type is allowed. Note that 
for a larger value o f /3 phase transitions seem to begin to occur and one of the 
components dominates. The implementation o f our algorithm also enables 
us to compare it to the analogous algorithm using CFTP in [54] with respect 
to memory and expected number of transitions needed.
Fill [37] shows that for a finite Markov Chain a naive implementation 
of the algorithm needs more memory than the analogous algorithm using 
CFTP if used with a seeded pseudo-random number generator. Similarly, 
our algorithm will also need more memory than the CFTP algorithm in [54]. 
The CFTP algorithm only needs to store the seed used at each time step;
Figure 25: Realisations of the symmetric mixture model with 0  =  30, R =  0.2 
(top left), 0  =  80, R =  0.2 (top right), 0  =  100, R =  0.1 (bottom left), 
0 — 200, R  =  0.1 (bottom right). The circles indicate the area in which no 
point of the other type is allowed. This figure is taken from [140].
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it can then reconstruct the Poisson processes which were used at this time 
step in the previous iteration. For Fill’s algorithm however, we need to store 
the whole time-reversed trajectory, because the seed used at each time-step 
does not provide enough information to reconstruct the configuration of the 
time-reversed trajectory at this time-step. See also the code of the programm 
Perfectsim  in the Appendix A3.
In the case of a reversible finite state space Markov chain, Fill derives an 
upper bound on the expected number of Markov transitions, which is smaller 
than the bound on the expected number of transitions given by Propp and 
Wilson [111] for CFTP. Both bounds rely strongly on the assumption of hav­
ing a finite state space. At present there are no bounds on the number of 
expected transitions for the algorithm in [54]. Thus in order to compare the 
number of iterations I  needed for our algorithm with the number of itera­
tions needed for CFTP we performed some simulation experiments. As with 
CFTP we started each simulation with one iteration of the Gibbs Sampler 
and increased the number of Gibbs Sampler iterations by a factor of two if 
the proposed sample was not accepted. Figure 26 shows the Monte Carlo 
estimates of the expected number of iterations I  o f the Rejection Sampling 
algorithm. To enable the comparison with the Monte Carlo estimates in 
[54] we plotted the average number of iterations for a symmetric penetra­
ble spheres mixture model versus the parameter 0 =  log(/?i) =  l o g ^ ) .  We
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Figure 26: Monte Carlo estimates of the expected number of iterations 
needed for the symmetric mixture model as a function of 0 for interaction 
radius R  =  0.1 (top) and R  =  0.2 (bottom). This figure is taken from [140].
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found that the rejection sampling algorithm used about the same number of 
iterations as CFTP.
7.3.7 The Dual Process
In a similar fashion to Section 7.2 we can define a dual process X * for the 
GibbsSamplingl chain. Let Zj be a Poisson process on W  with intensity 
Pj , j  =  1,2, and let E2 =  { (x ,y )  6  W  : f ( x , y )  >  0 }, where /  is the density 
of the penetrables spheres mixture model. We define F  : E2 x Í! 2 —j► E2 as
F ( ( x , y ) , Z 1,Z2)  =  (Z ,\ [»© B ], Za\ [ (Z i\ [y © B ])© f l] ) ,
which is a transition rule for GibbsSampling2, the time-reversal of Gibbs- 
Sam plingl .
Suppose we start in a minimal state =  (21 , 22) =  (0 ,22) and perform 
N  iterations of GibbsSamplingl and thus produce the trajectory
( X o ,  • • • , X t f )  — (Xo =  2q , . . . , X/sf)
Now let ¿ i t  have the distribution of Z\ conditional on F( (xk, y*), Z\, Z2) =  
( it_ i , yic-i)- Then the process Zi¿  is the superposition of i*_ i and a Poisson 
process of intensity f)\ on (t/*© B )n  W.  Similarly, if ¿ 2,* has the distribution 
of Z2 conditional on F((xk, Vk), Z\, Z2) =  (xk-i, Vk-i), then the process Z2,k 
is the superposition of j/*_i and a Poisson process of intensity (52 on (xk-i  ©
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B)  D W . The dual process X * is then defined as follows:
* 0* =  K )  and
X -  =  { ( x , y ) e E 2 : F( (x,y) ,  Zuk, Z2,k) € for n € { 1 , ,  N ) .
For example, ¿ ¡ tl is a Poisson process Z  of intensity Pi on (yi ®B)C\W  and 
Z2,i =  z2. Thus
X'x =  { ( x , y ) e E 2 :Z\[y(BB)  =  zu 2j\ [ ( % ® B ] ) ® b ] =  z2}
=  { (z ,  y) e  E2 : Z  C (y ® B)  n  VP},
and so X [  =  E2 if Z  =  0 which occurs with probability exp ( -p iX L(yl © B)).
Consider an alternative method of producing an exact sample of the pene­
trable spheres mixture model. We could first produce a sample y of a Poisson 
process of intensity p2 on W . Then we produce a sample x  of a Poisson pro­
cess of intensity Pi on W.  We accept (x , y) as a sample from the mixture 
model if in (y f f iB )  =  0. This happens with probability exp(—A A i,([y©£?]). 
We will refer to this procedure as rejection sampling in the usual sense.
Now reconsider our algorithm. If we fix the run time of each iteration to 
N =  1, we would perform the following procedure. We start GibbsSamplingl 
from 25 and produce the sample ( i i ,  j/i). Then t/i is a realisation of a Poisson 
process of intensity P2 on W  and Zi is produced by sampling a Poisson process 
of intensity Pi and thinning out any point in y\ © B. This sample is then 
accepted if X* =  E2, that is with probability exp(—PiXl(Pi © B)).  But this
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is exactly the probability that a Poisson process of intensity Pi does not put 
any points in y\®B.  Thus for N  =  1 our rejection sampling algorithm is just 
rejection sampling in the usual sense. However, by increasing the run time 
N  we increase the probability o f accepting and thus get a higher acceptance 
probability than for rejection sampling in the usual sense.
One might consider using the dual process X * directly rather than Fill’s 
algorithm. However, the expressions for X* become rather complex for n >  1, 
thus using the dual process directly to check whether X  has reached station- 
arity is not practical.
7.3.8 Conclusions
This chapter shows that, as with CFTP, Fill’s rejection sampling algorithm 
is available and practical for some point processes. We have illustrated how 
Fill’s algorithm can be combined with the Gibbs sampler in [54] to produce 
exact samples of the penetrable spheres mixture process and associates. The 
output produced by the algorithm is independent of the run time of the 
algorithm. Note, however that we measure the run time in terms of Markov 
transitions and not computer time. For the penetrable spheres mixture model 
the number of points is unbounded and thus each Markov transition may need 
an arbitrary amount of computer time. Thus our algorithm is interruptible 
with respect to the number o f Markov chain steps but not with respect to
time.
Note that this application of Fill’s algorithm provides a new perfect simu­
lation algorithm for point processes. Simulation suggests that this new algo­
rithm is approximately as efficient as the analogous algorithm using CFTP. 
Our algorithm needs more memory than CFTP, but protects against bias 
caused by user impatience. This is a significant virtue: however the main 
contribution of this section is to show how one can perform perfect simulation 
for various point processes in quite a different manner from CFTP.
The Gibbs sampler used is restricted to attractive versions of the pen­
etrable spheres mixture process and related models. It would be useful to 
develop Fill’s version of rejection sampling in cases where dominated CFTP 
can be applied. In particular it would be useful to have a rejection sampling 
algorithm which can produce samples of the attractive area-interaction. One 
major difficulty is that in these case the maximal and minimal process are 
stochastically varying. At present we cannot see how to overcome this bar­
rier.
7.4 Further Extensions of Fill’s Algorithm
In this section we present some extensions of Fill’s algorithm to cases where 
we do not have a monotone transition matrix P.
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Fill’s algorithm samples a Markov chain X  when its set-valued dual X * is 
in its absorbing state, which is the order ideal which is identical to the state 
space E. Let
(X q, . . . t X  ¡sf) — (x o ,...,x w )
be a trajectory of X ,  Suppose f ( - ,U)  is a transition rule for P  and the 
distribution of Un is the conditional distribution of U given that f { x n,U) =  
x„_i. We start X '  in the initial state {x<>} and set
X'n =  { y  e  E  : /(■■■ ( / ( / ( y ,  Un),  Un- i )  • • •)> ¿ A )  =  x o } -
for n >  1. Then X * is a dual process for X.  Now, in the monotone case we 
set xo =  6 and deduce that X^, =  E  if
Yn  =  =  6 .
But what if we do not have a monotone transition rule? This case was con­
sidered by Fill (unpublished) and in a slightly different setting by Murdoch 
and Rosenthal [100]. If we do not have monotonicity, we have to check for 
each state y € E  that
f ( - - - f ( f ( v , U N) , U N- i ) - - ) , t > i )  =  * 0 .
7.4.1 F ill’s Algorithm  in the General Setting
The rejection sampling algorithm would then work as follows. Suppose the 
algorithm Markov(x) draws from P (x , •) and that CondRandom(x.y) draws
from the conditional distribution of U given f (x ,U )  =  y.
G e n e r a l F i l l ( N ) :
Xo X q
f o r  k  =  1 t o  N
x k <— Markov ( r * - i )  
f o r  k  =  0 t o  TV
i *  Z ftr-k  
yo<-  E
f o r  fc =  1 t o  N
u  «— CondRandom(i*_i,iit)  
Vk < -  im a g e { / ( j / * _ i ,u ) }  
i f  ( V n  =  {* < > }) 
re tu rn (x jv ) 
e l s e
G e n e r a lF i l l ( 2 N )
The proof of the correctness of the algorithm is similar to the proof in 
the monotone setting. Let
Fq =  im age{/(- • • /( /(• , UN), UN-i )  ■ • •), ¿A)}-
As in the monotone setting, Fill’s algorithm draws a state z from P N(x0,-) 
and proposes it as a sample of tt(-). The sample z must then be accepted 
with probability
I lifl
c P N(x0,z) '
where c is an upper bound on the ratio
* ( j0
P N(xo,zY
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According to the definition of P  and we have that
7r(z) _  7t ( x 0 )  7t ( x 0)
P N(x0,z)  p » ( z , x  o) -  P(P0N =  *<))'
Thus
7t ( x 0)
c "  P(F0"  =  Xo)
is a valid choice for a rejection sampling procedure. The sample z then has
to be accepted with probability
1 7r(z) _  P(F,¡f' =  x0) 7t(x0) _  P(F0*  -  x0)
c P N(x0,z)  tt(x0) P n (z, xo) P n (z, x0)
For now, assume we have a P-trajectory (X0 =  x 0 ....... X „  =  x„)  and that
the distribution of Un is the conditional distribution of U given / ( x „ _ i , i / )
=  x„. Then
P (F " =  x0) =  n  ( p( /( -  • •. / ( / ( * ,  UN), Un - ! ) ;  t>,) =  x0)).
xeE
If we produce the trajectory (X 0 =  z , . . . ,  X n =  6 ) by reversing a P-  
trajectory in time, then it has the distribution of a P-trajectory which is 
conditioned to start in z and end in x0. Thus the algorithm accepts the 
sample with probability
H FpN =  x o )
P N(z,X o)
However, although Fill’s algorithm can be defined for chains with non­
monotone transition kernels, it is rather inefficient and in particular is not 
feasible for large state spaces.
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M0 ller and Schladitz [96] extended Fill’s algorithm to deal with the case, 
when P  has a transition rule which is anti-monotone rather than monotone. 
They define a maximal chain i r'nax and a minimal chain F m,n such that if
F ” “  =  F™n =  6
then for all y € E  we have
/(• • • /(/(y> Un), UN- i) ■ ■ •), Ui) =  6.
In [96] the algorithm is developed for continuous state spaces with quasimin- 
imal and quasimaximal elements. We present the algorithm in the simpler 
case of a finite state space and describe it using pseudocode. Suppose the 
algorithm Markov(x) draws from P(x, ■) and that CondRandom(x.y) draws 
from the conditional distribution of U given f ( x , U )  =  y, where /  is an 
anti-monotone transition rule for P.
7.4.2 Fill’s A lgorithm  in the Anti-M onotone Setting
AntiMonotoneFd.il (N) :
xo <— 6
f o r  k  =  1 t o  N
X* <— Markov (x *_ i )  
f o r  k  =  0  t o  N  
%k X N - k
j/j"in« -  6
u <— CondRandom(xo,Xi)
y ? ax i -  / ( o.u) 
f o r  k  =  2 t o  N
w f -  CondRandom(xt_i,x*;)
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yf" «- /(vEM  
y*1“  <- /(y * 1- " .« )  
i f  (»15“  =  6) 
r e tu r n  ( x n )  
e l s e
A n t iM o n o to n e F i l l (2 N )
As /  is anti-monotone, for any y e  E
1(0 ,0 , )  =  V T “  >  f (y,Ux)
A cross-over then ensures that for n >  2
y nmin < / ( ' '  ‘ Un), Un-i )  • • ■), U\) <  Knmax for all y (E E.
Thus the maximal chain and the minimal chain can be used to monitor when 
the dual process X * has reached equilibrium.
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8 Conclusions and Further work
This thesis discussed applications and new developments of simulation meth­
ods in stochastic geometry. Chapter 3 illustrated the use of simulation me­
thods for the analysis of spatial point patterns. Conclusions from the simu­
lation study were drawn in Section 3.6.
In Chapters 5, 6 and 7 we presented a new variant of Markov chain Monte 
Carlo methods: perfect simulation algorithms. These algorithms are a recent 
development, thus many open question still remain.
Two type of perfect simulation methods are available to date: Coupling 
from the Past and Fill’s interruptible algorithm. In Chapter 5 we presented 
with Theorem 5.2 the most general form of Coupling from the Past (CFTP) 
available to date. Theorem 5.2 assumes an underlying process from which we 
derive both the target Markov chain and the bounding process. However, in 
Chapter 6 we defined a minimal and maximal process, and thus a bounding 
process, and then derived a realisation of an ergodic Markov chain from 
a realisation of the minimal and maximal process. Thus the target Markov 
chain was coupled to the bounding process. This shows that we could present 
a Coupling from the Past set-up which is just based on requirements of 
the bounding process without refering to an underlying process as follows. 
Suppose we would like to sample the distribution 7r on the state space E.
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P roposition  8.1 Suppose there exists a bounding process Y  on 'P(E'), the 
subsets of some state space E' D E, which satisfies the following require­
ments: Firstly it needs to possess the funneling property:
y - t - u c  Y lJ  for all -  u < 0  and -  T < - s  <  0.
Secondly, we assume the bounding process has the following coalescence prop­
erties:
if y_“ T is a singleton, then YzJ is a singleton for — s <  —u <  0
and
Tc  =  in f{T  >  0 : Yq~t is a singleton }  < oo almost surely.
Finally, we require that there is an ergodic Markov chain which is coupled to 
Y as follows:
xzT{g(yr?)) = G({r_-fT, - r  < -t < - sy, 9(yz?))
where { g(Y l,¡T), —t >  — T ) is a time-homogeneous process on E. The process 
{XzT(g(U-r) ) ,  —s •> —71} is assumed to behave like an ergodic Markov chain 
with equilibrium distribution n started at time —T in the state g(YJr)- Set
Tc  =  inf{ T : Y0-T is a singleton },
then Y0~Tc has the equilibrium distribution n.
We decided not to present Theorem 5.2 in this more general form as 
the derivation of a CFTP algorithm is often more transparent when there is 
explicit dependence on an underlying process. However, when developing the 
CFTP algorithm in [74], Kendall observed that the above form enables us 
to define more general CFTP algorithms. The above Proposition allows the 
bounding process Y~T~S, where —S <  0, to use additional random variables 
or processes on [—T, 0 ] which are independent of the random variables or 
processes used by Y ~ T. This type of construction may enable us to produce 
Boolean models conditioned to satisfy a connectivity constraint; we plan to 
investigate this further in joint work with Kendall.
The alternative method of perfect simulation, Fill’s interruptible algo­
rithm, has received less attention than CFTP. Fill [37, 38] compares the 
space and time requirements of CFTP with his interruptible algorithm, see 
also Section 7.3.6. It would be useful to have a more detailed comparison of 
CFTP with the interruptible algorithm.
As pointed out in the previous chapter, the interruptible algorithm has 
the advantage over CFTP that it is protected against user impatience bias. 
We also showed that for some Markov chains user impatience bias cannot 
occur, see Section 5.5.4. It would be of interest to identify transition kernels 
for which the protection against user impatience is automatic.
CFTP requires realizable monotonicity whereas the interruptible algo-
rithm only needs stochastic monotonicity, see the remarks in Section 4.2. Fill 
and Machida [39] discuss conditions when stochastic monotonicity is equiv­
alent to realizable monotonicity. The authors identified examples for transi­
tion kernels which are stochastically monotone but not realizable monotone, 
however, none of these examples are of any practical relevance. So far, there 
is no Fill-type algorithm which could not be translated into an analogous 
CFTP algorithm. Further investigation is called for.
The applicability of Fill’s algorithm would be significantly increased if it 
could be combined with the methods which are used for dominated CFTP. 
But, as pointed out in Chapter 7, we have not yet been able to combine the 
interruptibe algorithm with these methods.
Now that perfect simulation algorithms are available, methods need to be 
developed which make efficient use of the samples generated. Murdoch and 
Rosenthal [99] developed first steps in this direction.
The underlying theory of the present perfect simulation methods, CFTP 
and Fill’s algorithm, are not new but were used for some considerable time 
to assess convergence of Markov chains. One major open question is whether 
there are any further methods which could be used to develop perfect simula­
tion algorithms. However, until there is an answer to this question, it seems 
sensible to further explore and expand the current methods.
A  Simulation Code
A .l  Simulations in Chapter 3
Following is part of the S-code for the simulation study in Chapter 3. The 
first module produces a Poisson point pattern.
p o i s s o n . p t s  < -  f u n c t io n ( m ,  k)
{
# Samples P o i s s o n  p o in t  p a t t e r n  w ith  i n t e n s i t y  = m and se e d  = k
s e t . s e e d ( k )  
n < -  r p o i s C l ,  m) 
x < -  r u n i f ( n )  
y < -  r u n i f ( n )
p t s  < -  m atrix (N A, l e n g t h ( x ) ,  2 )  
p t s [ ,  1] < -  x 
p t s [ i 2] < -  y 
p t s
>
The following module estimates the F-, G-  and 7-function o f the sampled 
Poisson patterns for the interval points in breaks. It uses the submod­
ules m in .d istan z .p ts  which computes the minimum distances between in­
cidents, m in .d istan z .ob j which computes the minimum distances from a 
sampling point to an incident and estim ation  which computes the empirical 
distribution functions of the minimum distances.
s t a t i s t i k e n . p o i s  < -  f u n c t i o n ( m ,  1 ,  k)
# S im u la t e s  m P o is s o n  p a t t e r n s  o f  i n t e n s i t y  1 w ith  i n i t a l
# s e e d  k ,  th e n  e s t im a te s  t h e  $G $-,  $F $ -  and $ G $ - f u n c t i o n
G . f  < -  m atrix (N A, m, l e n g t h ( b r e a k s ) )
F . f  < -  m atrix (N A, m, l e n g t h ( b r e a k s ) )
J . f  < -  m atrix (N A, m, l e n g t h ( b r e a k s ) )
f o r ( n  in  l :m )  {
p t s  < -  p o i s s o n . p t s ( l ,  n + k) 
p u n k t e .d i s t  < -  m i n . d i s t a n z . p t s ( p t s )  
o b j e k t e . d i s t  < -  m i n . d i s t a n z . o b j ( p t s )
G .e s t  < -  r e p ( 1 0 0 ,  l e n g t h ( b r e a k s ) )
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F .  e s t  < -  r e p (10 0 ,  l e n g t h ( b r e a k s ) )
J . e s t  < -  r e p (1 0 0 ,  l e n g t h ( b r e a k s ) )
G . f [ n ,  ] < -  e s t im a t io n (b r e a k s ,  p u n k t e .d i s t )
F . f [ n ,  ] < -  e s t im a t i o n ( b r e a k s , o b j e k t e . d i s t )  
J . f  [ n , ]  < -  (1 -  G . f [ n ,  ] ) / ( l  -  F . f  [ n , ) )
>
r e t u r n ( F . f ,  G . f ,  J . f )
>
T he submodule e s t im a t io n :
e s t im a t io n  < -  f u n c t i o n ( b r e a k s , d is ta n z e n )
# Given th e  d i s t a n c e s  computes th e  e m p ir i c a l
# d i s t r i b u t i o n  f u n c t i o n
d i s t  < -  d is ta n z e n
e s t  < -  rep(NA, l e n g t h ( b r e a k s ) )
f o r d  in  1 ¡ l e n g t h ( b r e a k s ) )  {
i f  (max ( d i s t )  > break s  [ i ] )  ■{
d i s t  < -  d i s t [ d i s t  > b r e a k s [ i ] ]
e s t [ i ]  < -  ( l e n g t h ( d i s t a n z e n ) - l e n g t h ( d i s t ) )
/ l e n g t h ( d i s t a n z e n )
>
e l s e  e s t [ i ]  < -  1
}
e s t
>
This module produces samples o f  a Matdrn cluster process: 
matern < - f u n c t i o n ( l ,  mu, R, k)
# Produces Matern c l u s t e r  p a t te r n  w ith  1 = i n t e n s i t y ,
# mu = mean number o f  c h i l d r e n ,  R = i n t e r a c t i o n  r a d i u s ,
# k = seed
s e t . s e e d (k )
N < -  (1 + 2 * R ) "2  * 1 
s < -  trunc(N /m u) + 1 
s < -  r p o i s ( l ,  s )
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v < -  ( s q r t ( N / l )  -  l ) / 2  
x < -  (1 + 2 * v)  * r u n i f ( s )  -  v 
y < -  ( 1 + 2 *  v) * r u n i f ( s )  -  v 
n < -  r p o i s C s ,  mu) 
t  < -  sum(n) 
r  < -  r u n i f ( t )  
r  < -  s q r t ( r  * (R~2))  
w < -  2 * p i  * r u n i f ( t )  
c h i l d r e n . p t s  < -  m atr ix (N A , t ,  2 )  
c h i l d r e n . p t s [ ,  1] < -  r  * c o s (w )  
c h i l d r e n . p t s [ ,  2] < -  r  * s in (w )  
h < -  1
f o r d  in  l : s )  {  
i f ( n [ i ]  > 0) {
f o r ( j  in  h : ( h  -  1 + n [ i ] ) )  {
c h i l d r e n . p t s [ j  , 1] < -  c h i l d r e n . p t s  [ j  , 1] + x [ i ]  
c h i l d r e n . p t s  [ j  , 2] < -  c h i l d r e n . p t s  [ j  , 2] + y [ i ]  
>
>
h < -  h + n [ i ]
}
in d  < -  ( c h i l d r e n . p t s  >= 0 )  & ( c h i l d r e n . p t s  <= 1) 
in d  < -  in d  + 0
p < -  p m in ( in d [ ,  1 ] ,  i n d [ ,  2 ] )
p t s  < -  m atrix (NA, l e n g t h ( p [ p  > 0 ] ) ,  2)
p t s [ ,  1] < -  c h i l d r e n . p t s [ ,  1] [p  > 0 ]
p t s [ ,  2] < -  c h i l d r e n . p t s [ ,  2] [p  > 0]
p t s
}
By exchanging matern for p o isson .p ts  we can use s ta t is t ik e n .p o is  to 
produce empirical F-, G- and ./-functions of Matern cluster patterns. The 
following module produces Thomas cluster samples.
th o m a s . c l u s t e r  < -  fu n c t io n (m u ,  s igm a, s )
# P ro d u ce s  Thomas f i e l d  p a t t e r n  w ith
# mu = mean number o f  c h i l d r e n ,
# s igm a * l o c a t i o n  stan d ard  d e v i a t i o n ,  s = seed
s e t . s e e d ( s )
rho  < -  f l o o r ( 1 0 0 / (mu + 1) ) 
p a re n ts  < -  l i s t (  x = r u n i f ( r h o ) , y = r u n i f ( r h o )  ) 
p a r e n t . in d  < -  f l o o r ( r u n i f ( 1 0 0 - r h o ,  m in = l ,  max = rho  + 1 ) )  
p o s  < -  l i s t (  x=rn orm (100 -rh o ,  mean=0, s d = s ig m a ) , 
y= rn o rm (1 0 0 -rh o ,  mean=0, sd=sigma) ) 
p t t  < -  p a r e n ts
p t t$ x  < -  c ( p t t $ x ,  p os$x  + p a r e n t s $ x [ p a r e n t . i n d ] )  
p t t$ y  < -  c ( p t t $ y ,  p os$y  + p a r e n t s S y [ p a r e n t . i n d ] )
# map t o  t o r u s  
f o r (m  in  1 :1 0 0 )  {
i f  ( p t t$ x [m ]< 0 )  p t t $ x  [m] < -p t t $ x  [m] - f l o o r ( p t t $ x  [m] ) 
i f ( p t t $ x [ m ] > l )  p t t $ x [ m ] < - p t t $ x [ m ] - f l o o r ( p t t $ x [ m ] ) 
i f (  p t t $ y  [m] <0) p t t $ y  [m] < -p t t $ y  [m] - f l o o r ( p t t $ y  [m] ) 
i f ( p t t $ y [ m ] > l )  p t t $ y [ m ] < - p t t $ y [ m ] - f l o o r ( p t t $ y [ m ] )
>
r e t u r n ( p t t )
>
The module hard. core produces hard core patterns. The submodule thin 
performs the neccessary thinning.
h a r d . c o r e  < -  fu n c t io n ( la m b d a ,  h ,  k)
{
# P roduces  a hard  c o r e  p a t te r n  o f  i n t e n s i t y  lambda,
# h = h a rd co re  d i s t a n c e ,  k = seed
# SIMULATION OF UNDERLYING BINOMIAL PROCESS
i f (1 -  p i  * lambda * h*2 > 0) {  
s e t . s e e d (k )
l b  < -  -  l o g ( l  -  p i  * lambda * h ~ 2 ) / ( p i  * h~2)
N < -  (1 + 2 * h )* 2  * l b
s < -  tru n c (N )  + 1
s < -  r p o i s d ,  s)
v < -  ( s q r t ( s / l b )  -  l ) / 2
x < -  (1  + 2 * v )  * r u n i f ( s )  -  v
y < -  (1 + 2 * v )  * r u n i f  ( s )  -  v
# THINNING PROCEDURE
p < -  t h i n ( x ,  y ,  h)
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# DETERMINING POINTS WHICH ARE WITHIN THE SAMPLE WINDOW
in d  < -  (x > = 0 )& (x < = l) f t (y > = 0 ) fc (y < = l)  
in d  < -  in d  + 0 
r  < -  p m in ( in d ,  p)
p t s  < -  m atrix (N A, l e n g t h ( r [ r  > 0 ] ) ,  2) 
p t s [ ,  1] < -  x [ r  > 0] 
p t s [ ,  2 ]  < -  y [ r  > 0] 
p t s
>
e l s e  p r i n t C 'n o t  d e f i n e d " )
>
We used the modules maxi and integ to calculate the Maximum and Integral 
Statistic.
maxi < -  f u n c t i o n ( d a t a )
# D eterm ines a maximum in  a ran ge  o f  v a lu e s
maxwert < -  m a t r i x ( 0 , l e n g t h ( d a t a [ , 1 ] ) , l e n g t h ( d a t a [ i , ] ) )
maxwertC, 1] < -  d a t a [ ,  1]
f o r d  in  2 :  ( l e n g t h ( d a t a [ l , ] ) ) )  {
maxwertC, i ]  < -  p m a x (d a ta [ ,  i ] , maxwertC, i  -  1 ] )
>
maxwert
>
in te g  < -  f u n c t i o n ( f k t )
{ #  Computes i n t e g r a l  o f  th e  s q a r e  o f  th e  g iv e n  f u n c t i o n
i n t e g r a l  < -  m a t r i x ( 0 ,  l e n g t h ( f k t C ,  1 ] ) ,  l e n g t h ( f k t C l , ] ) )
i n t e g r a n t  < -  m atr ix (N A , l e n g t h ( f k t C ,  1 ] ) ,  l e n g t h ( f k t C l , ] ) )  
f o r d  in  1 ¡ l e n g t h ( f k t C ,  1 ] ) )  i  
i n t e g r a n t C i ,  ]  < -  f k t C i ,  ] “ 2
>
in t e g r a l C ,  1) < -  r e p ( 0 ,  l e n g t h ( f k t C ,  1 ] ) )  
f o r d  in  2 ¡ l e n g t h ( f k t C l ,  ] ) )  i  
i n t e g r a lC ,  i ]  < -  i n t e g r a l C . i  -  1] + i n t e g r a n t C , i  -  1]
>
i n t e g r a l
>
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A .2 Perfect Simulation o f a Conditional Boolean model
This is the S-code which as used used to produce the samples of the condi­
tional Boolean model in Chapter 6 .
b o o le a n  < -  f u n c t i o n ( S ,  s ,  c o n d . p t s ,  mu, W, rad )
# S = s t a r t i n g  t im e ,  s = s e e d ,  mu = i n t e n s i t y ,
# rad  = g r a in  r a d iu s ,  c o n d .p t s  = c o n d i t i o n i n g  p o i n t s ,
# W = w indow size ,
K < -  l e n g t h ( p t s ) / 2
c y l  < -  m a k e . c y l in d e r ( p t s ,  mu, S, s ,  W, rad )  
event < -  m a k e .e v e n t s ( c y l ,  K, S, s )  
min.max < -  c o n f i g s ( c y l ,  K, S)
c a t ( " t r a n s i t i o n s  in  t o t a l : " ,  l e n g t h ( e v e n t [ ,  1 ] ) ,  f i l l  = T) 
f o r ( n  in  1 : ( l e n g t h ( e v e n t [ ,  1 ] ) ) )  {  
i f ( e v e n t [ n ,  " t y p e " ]  == 1)
min.max < -  b i r t h ( c y l [ e v e n t [ n , " i n d e x " ] , ] ,  min.max, K)
}
i f ( e v e n t [ n ,  " t y p e " ]  == 2)
i f  ( c y l  [ev en t  [n , " i n d e x " ] ,  " t y p e " ]  == 3)
{
m i n . m a x < - d e a t h ( 3 , e v e n t [ n , " i n d e x " ] , min.max, K, r a d )
>
i f ( c y l [ e v e n t [ n ,  " i n d e x " ] ,  " t y p e " ]  == 1)
m in . max<-death( 1 , e v e n t [ n , " in d e x " ] , m in . max, K, r a d )
>
>
i f  (e v e n t  [n ,  " t y p e " ]  == 3)
i
min.max < -  d e a th ( 2 , e v e n t [ n , " i n d e x " ] , min.max, K, r a d )
>
>
retu rn (m in .m ax ,  c y l )
}
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make. c y l i n d e r  < -  f u n c t i o n ( c o n d . p t s ,  mu, S, s ,  W, r a d )
{
# C r e a t e s  l i s t  o f  c y l i n d e r s ,  whose b i r t h t im e  i s  b e f o r e  0
# and whose d ea th t im e  i s  a f t e r  S (S i s  n e g a t iv e )
# mu = b i r t h r a t e ,  S= s t a r t i n g  t im e ,  s = s e e d ,  W=windowsize
s e t . s e e d ( s )
K < -  l e n g t h ( c o n d . p t s ) / 2
c y l  < -  NULL
c y l . v e c  < -  rep(NA, (8  + K))
n a m e s ( c y l . v e c )  < -  c ( " d e a t h " ,  " l i f e " ,  " x l o c " ,  " y l o c " ,
" r a d i u s " , " t y p e " ,  " i n d e x " ,  r e p C ' c o v e r " ,  K ) , "nummer")
p o i s . p t  < -  r e x p ( l ,  mu) -  1
N < -  0
w h i l e C p o i s . p t  < 0 )  {
c y l . v e c [ " d e a t h " ]  < -  -  l o g ( l  + p o i s . p t )
c y l . v e c [ " l i f e " ]  < -  c y l . v e c [ " d e a t h " ]  + r e x p ( l ,  1)
c y l . v e c [ " x l o c " ]  < -  r u n i f C l ,  0 ,  W)
c y l . v e c [ " y l o c " ]  < -  r u n i f ( l ,  0 ,  W)
c y l . v e c [ " r a d i u s " ]  < -  rad
c y l . v e c  [ " t y p e " ]  < -  1
c y l . v e c [ " i n d e x " ]  < -  N + 1
c y l  < -  r b i n d ( c y l ,  c y l . v e c )
N < -  N + 1
p o i s . p t  < -  p o i s . p t  + r e x p ( l ,  mu)
>
w h i l e C p o i s . p t  + S < 0 )  {
c y l . v e c  [ " d e a t h " ]  < -  -  p o i s . p t
c y l . v e c [ " l i f e " ]  < -  r e x p C l ,  1) 
c y l . v e c [ " x l o c " ]  < -  r u n i f C l ,  0 ,  W) 
c y l . v e c  [ " y l o c " ]  < -  r u n i f C l ,  0 ,  W) 
c y l . v e c  [ " r a d i u s " ]  < -  rad 
c y l . v e c [ " t y p e " ]  < -  1 
c y l . v e c [ " i n d e x " ]  < -  N + 1 
c y l  < -  r b in d C c y l ,  c y l . v e c )
N < -  N + 1
p o i s . p t  < -  p o i s . p t  + r e x p C l ,  mu)
>
c y l  < -  r b in d C c y l ,  v i r t u a l ( c o n d . p t s ,  2 * r a d ,  S ) )
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c y l [ ,  8 :  (7  + K)] < -  l i s t . c o v e r ( c y l ,  c o n d . p t s )  
f o r ( j  in  1 :  l e n g th  ( c y l  [ ,  1 ] ) )
i f ( m a x ( c y l [ j ,  8 : ( 7  + K ) ] )  == 0) {  
c y l [ j ,  " t y p e " ]  < -  3 }  
c y l [ ,  "nummer"] < -  s e q ( l : ( N  + K))
>
c y l
>
v i r t u a l  < -  f u n c t i o n ( c o n d . p t s ,  r a d ,  S)
{
# Creates  v i r t u a l  g r a in s
K < -  l e n g t h ( c o n d . p t s ) / 2
c y l  < -  m atr ix (N A , l e n g t h ( c o n d . p t s [ ,  " x l o c " ] ) ,  (8  + K)) 
d i m n a m e s ( c y l ) < - l i s t ( r e p ( " v i r t u a l " ,
l e n g t h ( c o n d .p t s [ , " x l o c " ] ) ) , c ( " d e a t h " , " l i f e " ,
" x l o c " ,  " y l o c " ,  " r a d i u s " ,
" t y p e " ,  " i n d e x " ,  r e p C ' c o v e r " ,  K ) , "nummer")) 
c y l [ ,  1] < -  r e p ( 0 ,  l e n g t h ( c o n d . p t s [ ,  " x l o c " ] ) )  
c y l [ ,  2] < -  r e p ( a b s ( S )  + 1, l e n g t h ( c o n d . p t s [ ,  " x l o c " ] ) )  
c y l [ ,  3 :4 ]  < -  c o n d .p t s
c y l [ ,  5] < -  r e p ( r a d ,  l e n g t h ( c o n d . p t s [ ,  " x l o c " ] ) )  
c y l [ ,  6] < -  r e p ( 2 ,  l e n g t h ( c o n d . p t s [ ,  " x l o c " ] ) )  
c y l [ ,  7] < -  s e q ( l : l e n g t h ( c o n d . p t s [ ,  " x l o c " ] ) )  
c y l
>
m ake.events < -  f u n c t i o n ( c y l ,  K, S , s )
{
# produces  a l i s t  o f  b i r t h  and d e a th  t im e s  in c l u d i n g  d ea th
# tim es f o r  p e r p e tu a t e d  g r a in s ,
# S = s t a r t in g  t i m e ,  c y l  = m a tr ix  o f  c y l i n d e r s ,
# K = number o f  c o n d i t i o n i n g  p o i n t s ,  s ■= seed
s e t . s e e d ( s  + 1 )
N <- l e n g t h ( c y l [ ,  1 ] )  -  K 
events  < -  m atr ix (N A , 2 * N, 3)
d im nam es(events) < -  l is t (N U L L , c C ' t i m e " ,  " t y p e " ,  " i n d e x " ) )
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e v e n i s t i : N, ]  < -  c ( c y l [ 1 : N ," d e a t h " ]  -  c y l [ 1 :N , " l i f e " ] ,
r e p ( l ,  N ), 1 :N)
e v e n t s [ ( N + l ) : ( 2 * N ) , ]  < -  c ( c y l [ l : N , " d e a t h " ] , r e p ( 2 , N ) , 1 :N) 
p e r p e t . d e a th  < -  0 
w h i l e ( p e r p e t .d e a th  > S) {  
l i f e  < -  r e x p ( l ,  K)
p e r p e t . d e a t h  < -  p e r p e t . d e a t h  -  l i f e
in d e x  < -  a s . i n t e g e r ( K  * r u n i f ( l ) )  + 1
e v e n ts  < -  r b i n d ( e v e n t s ,  c ( p e r p e t . d e a t h ,  3 ,  in d e x ) )
>
e v e n ts  < -  e v e n t s [ s o r t . l i s t ( e v e n t s [ ,  1 ] ) ,  ]
e v e n ts  < -  e v e n t s [ ( e v e n t s [ , " t i m e " ] > S ) f t ( e v e n t s [ , " t i m e " ] < 0 ) , ]
e v en ts
>
c o n f i g s  < -  f u n c t i o n ( c y l ,  K, S)
{
# I n i t a l  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s
MAX < -  c o n f i g . m a x ( c y l ,  K, S)
MIN < -  c o n i ig .min(MAX, K) 
in d ex .m in  < -  index(M IN[ ,  4 : ( 3  + K ) ] )  
index.m ax < -  index(MAX[ ,  4 : ( 3  + K ) ] )  
return(MAX, MIN, in d e x .m in ,  in d ex .m ax )
c o n f ig .m a x  < -  f u n c t i o n ( c y l ,  K, S )
# I n i t i a l  maximum c o n f i g u r a t i o n
p < -  (cy l [ ."d e a th " ]  -  c y l [ , " l i f e " ]  < S) ft ( c y l [ , "death "]>S) 
MAX <- c y l [ p , 5 : ( 8  + K)]
MAX
c o n f i g .m in  < -  fu nct ion (M A X , K)
# I n i t i a l  minimum c o n f i g u r a t i o n
MIN < -  M AX [1 :(length(M A X [ ,  " t y p e " ] )  -  K ) , ]
MIN
in d e x  < -  f u n c t i o n ( c o v e r .m a t )
{
# Marks c o v e r in g  g r a in s
in d e x  < -  rep(NA, l e n g t h ( c o v e r . m a t [ l ,  ] ) )  
f o r ( i  in  l : l e n g t h ( c o v e r . m a t [ l ,  ] ) )  
index  [ i ]  < -  sumCcover.m a t [ ,  i ] )  
in d e x
>
l i s t . c o v e r  < -  f u n c t i o n ( c y l ,  c o n d . p t s )
{
# o u t p u t s  f o r  e a ch  c y l i n d e r  th e  c o n d i t i o n a l  p t s  i t  c o v e r s
N < -  l e n g t h ( c y l [ ,  " x l o c " ] )
K < -  l e n g t h ( c o n d . p t s [ ,  " x l o c " ] )  
c o v e r  < -  m atrix (N A, N, K) 
f o r ( j  in  ( 1 :N ) )  {
c o v e r [ j ,  ]  < -  ( ( c y l [ j ,  " x l o c " ]  -  c o n d . p t s [ ,  " x l o c " ] ) ~ 2
+ ( c y l [ j , " y l o c " ]  -
c o n d . p t s [ ,  " y l o c " ] ) *2 < c y l [ j ,  " r a d i u s " ] ) *2)
>
c o v e r
>
b i r t h  < -  f u n c t i o n ( g r a i n ,  c o n f i g ,  K)
{
configSMAX < -  r b i n d ( g r a i n [ 5 : (8 + K ) ] , config$MAX) 
config$MIN < -  r b i n d ( g r a i n [ 5 : ( 8  + K ) ] , configSM IN) 
c o n f ig $ in d e x .m in  < -  c o n f ig $ in d e x .m in  + g r a i n [ 8 : ( 7  + K )]  
c o n f ig $ in d e x .m a x  < -  c o n f ig $ in d e x .m a x  + g r a i n [ 8 : ( 7  + K )]  
c o n f i g
>
d e a t h  < -  f u n c t i o n ( g r a i n . t y p e , g r a i n . i n d e x ,  c o n f i g ,  K, r a d )
{
D.min < -  100 
D.max < -  100
# c h e c k  whether and where g r a in  in  MIN and MAX
g r a i n . i n d e x . max < -  row (con f ig$ M A X )[ (co n f ig $ M A X [ ,  " t y p e " ]  ==
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g r a i n . t y p e )  ft
(config$M AX[ , " in d e x " ]  == g r a i n . i n d e x ) ,1 ]  
g r a in . in d e x .m in  < -  r o w (c o n f ig $ M I N )[ ( c o n f ig $ M I N [ ,  " t y p e " ]  == 
g r a i n . t y p e )  ft
( c o n f ig $ M I N [ , " in d e x " ]  == g r a i n . i n d e x ) ,1 ]  
i f ( ! ( l e n g t h ( g r a in . i n d e x .m a x )  == 0 ) )  {
cover .m ax  < -  c o n f ig $ M A X [g ra in . in d e x .m a x ,  4 : ( 3  + K)]
# d ea th  i f  g r a in  d o e s  n o t  c o v e r  any cond. p t
i f  ( c o n f  ig$MAX [ g r a in ,  in d e x ,  max, " t y p e " ]  == 3 )  {.
D.min < -  1 
D.max < -  1
>
# d ea th  i f  g r a in  c o v e r s  a t  l e a s t  one cond. p t
i f ( !  (c o n f ig $ M A X [g ra in . in d e x .m a x ,  " t y p e " ]  == 3 ) )  {
# ca se  1: g r a in  in  MAX, but n o t  in  MIN
i f ( l e n g t h ( g r a i n . i n d e x . m i n )  == 0) {
D.min < -  2
ind  < -  c o n f i g $ i n d e x . m i n [ c o v e r . max > 0] 
i f ( m i n ( i n d )  > 0 )  {  D.max < -  1 > 
i f  (min ( in d )  == 0 )  ■( D.max < -  0 >
>
# c a s e  2 :  g r a in  in  MAX and in  MIN
i f ( ! ( l e n g t h ( g r a in . i n d e x .m in )  == 0 ) )  {
# check  MIN
co v e r .m in  < -  c o n f ig $ M I N [g r a in . in d e x .m in ,  4 :  (3  + K)]
ind < -  c o n f ig $ in d e x .m a x [c o v e r .m in  > 0]
c o v e r .m in [ c o v e r .m in  > 0]
i f  (mini in d )  > 0 )  -[ D.min < -  1 >
i f ( m i n ( i n d )  == 0 )  ■( D.min < -  0 >
# check  MAX
in d i  < -  c o n f i g $ i n d e x .m in [ ( ( c o v e r .m a x  > 0 )  ft
( c o v e r .m in  > 0 ) ) ] - c o v e r . m a x [ ( ( c o v e r .m a x > 0 )  
ft ( c o v e r .m in  > 0 ) ) ]
ind2 < -  c o n f i g $ i n d e x .m in [ ( ( c o v e r .m a x  > 0 )  ft 
( c o v e r .m in  == 0 ) ) ]  
i f ( l e n g t h ( i n d 2 )  == 0 )  {
i f ( m i n ( i n d l )  == 0) {  D.max < -  0 > 
i f ( m i n ( in d i )  > 0) i  D.max < -  1 >
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j  < -  1
f l a g  < -  1
w h i le  ( ( f l a g  > 0 )  ft ( j  <= l e n g t h  ( P s . v e c ) ) )  -( 
f l a g  < -  s u m ( p o is .p r o c  == P s . v e c t j ] )
j  <" j  + 1
>
i f ( f l a g  == 0 )  {
c o n f ig $ M A X [g r a in . in d e x .m a x ,  " t y p e " ]  < -  2 
c o n f ig S M A X [g r a in . in d e x .m a x ," in d e x " ]  < -  P s . v e c [ j - 1 ]  
i f ( D .m in  == 0 )  {
c o n f  ig $ M IN [g ra in . i n d e x . m in , " i n d e x " ] < - P s . v e c [ j - 1 ]  
c o n f ig $ M I N [g r a in . i n d e x .m in , " t y p e " ] <-2
>
>
# no p o i s s o n  p r o c e s s  f r e e ,  we j o i n  g r a in s
i f ( f l a g  > 0 )  {
# which  Ps p r o c e s s  i s  f r e e  in  min ?
p o i s .p r o c .min - c o n f ig $ M IN [ (con f igSM IN [ , " t y p e " ] ==2),
" i n d e x " ]
d e l  < -  NULL
i f ( l e n g t h ( p o i s . p r o c . m i n )  > 0 )  {
f o r ( i  in  l : l e n g t h ( P s . v e c ) )  {
in d  < -  ( P s . v e c [ i ]  *== p o i s  . p r o c  .min) 
i f ( s u m ( i n d )  > 0) 
d e l  < -  c ( d e l ,  i )
>
>
i f ( ! i s . n u l l ( d e l ) ) {
P s .v e c  < -  P s . v e c [  -  d e l ]
j o i n . g r a i n  < -  P s .v e c
f o r ( i  i n  1 : ( l e n g t h ( P s . v e c ) ) )  {
j o i n . g r a i n [ i ]  < -  row(config$M AX)
[ ( ( c o n f ig $ M A X [ ,  " t y p e " ]  == 2) ft 
( c o n f ig $ M A X [ ," in d e x " ]  == P s . v e c [ i ] ) ) , 1]
>
f o r ( l  i n  1 : l e n g t h ( j o i n . g r a i n ) )  {
c o n f i g $ M A X [ jo in .g r a i n [ 1 ] ,  4 : ( 3  + K)] < -  
p m in ( r e p ( l ,  K ) ,
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c o n f i g $ M A X [ j o in .g r a i n [1 ]  , 4 :  (3  + K)] 
+ c o n f ig $ M A X [g r a in . in d e x .m a x ,4 : ( 3  + K ) ] )  
c o n f i g $ M A X [ j o i n . g r a i n [ l ] , " r a d i u s " ] < - 2 * r a d
config$MAX < -  con fig$M A X [ -  g r a i n . i n d e x .m a x , ]  
c o n f i g $ i n d e x .m a x < - in d e x ( c o n f i g $ M A X [ ,4 : (3  + K ) ] )
>
>
>
c o n f i g
>
A .3 Perfect Simulation of the Penetrable Spheres M ix­
ture Model
This is the C-code P e r f e c t s im  which prod uced  the penetrable spheres m ix­
ture model samples in Chapter 7.
# in c lu d e  < s t d l i b .h >
» i n c l u d e  < s t d i o .h >
» i n c l u d e  <math.h>
» d e f i n e  D i s t ~ 2 ( a , b , c , d )  ( ( ( a - c ) * ( a - c ) ) + ( ( b - d ) * ( b - d ) ) )
/ *  I n i t i a l i s i n g  th e  v a r i a b l e s  and f u n c t i o n s
d o u b le  e x p (d o u b le  x ) ; 
d ou b le  d r a n d 4 8 ( ) ; 
in t  P o i s s o n ( b )  
d ou b le  b ;
{
d ou b le  u;
d o u b le  g re n ze  *  b ;  
d ou b le  wert = 1 . 0 ;  
in t  n = 0 ;
w h i le  ( wert > g re n ze  ) {  
u = d r a n d 4 8 ( ) ; 
wert *= u ;
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>
n— ;
r e tu r n  n ;
/ *  F u n ct ion  w hich  s im u la t e s  th e  r e j e c t i o n  sampling s t e p
v o i d  B a ck w a r d (b p ts lx ,  b p t s l y ,  b n p t s l ,  
b p t s 2 x ,  b p t s 2 y ,  bn p ts2 ,  
f p t s l x ,  f p t s l y ,  f n p t s l ,  
f p t s 2 x ,  f p t s 2 y ,  f n p t s 2 ,  
r p t s l x ,  r p t s l y ,  r n p t s l ,
S)
d ou b le  b p t s l x [ ] ,  b p t s l y [ ] ;  
in t  b n p t s l ;
d ou b le  b p t s 2 x [ ] ,  b p t s 2 y [ ] ;  
in t  b n p t s 2 ;
d ou b le  f p t s l x [ ] , f p t s l y [ ] ;  
in t  f n p t s l ;
d ou b le  f p t s 2 x [ ] ,  f p t s 2 y [ ] ;  
i n t  f n p t s 2 ;
d ou b le  r p t s l x [ ] , r p t s l y [ ] ;  
in t  r n p t s l ;  
d ou b le  S;
{
i n t  i ,  j ,  m; 
b n p t s l  = 0 ;
i f (  f n p t s l  > 0 ) fo r (m = 0 ;  m < fn p ts l ;  m++) {
3=0; 
w h i l e (
( D i s t “ 2 ( f p t s l x [ m ] , f p t s l y [ m ] , b p t s 2 x [ j ] , b p t s 2 y [ j ] ) > S * S )  
&& ( j  < bn p ts2  ) )  {
j + + ; >
i f (  j  == bn pts2  ) {
b p t s l x t b n p t s l ]  = f p t s l x [ m ] ; 
b p t s l y [ b n p t s l ]  = f p t s l y [ m ] ;
n++;
>
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(bnptsl)++;
>
i f (  r n p t s l  > 0 ) fo r (m = 0 ;  m < rnp ts l ;  m++) {
j=0 ;
w h i l e (
( D i s t " 2 ( r p t s l x [ m ]  , r p t s l y [ m ] , b p t s 2 x [ j ] , b p t s 2 y [ j ] ) > S * S )  
&& ( j  < bnpts2  ) )  ■{
j+ + ;>
i f (  j  == bnpts2  ) {
b p t s l x [ b n p t s l ]  = r p t s l x [ m ] ;  
b p t s l y  [ b n p t s l ]  = r p t s l y [ m ] ;
( b n p t s l ) + + ;
>
>
b n p ts2  = 0 ;
i f (  f n p t s 2  > 0 ) f o r (m = 0 ;  m <fnpts2; m++) {  
j = 0 ;  
w h i l e (
( D i s t '2 ( f p t s 2 x [ m ]  , f p t s 2 y [ m ] . b p t s l x t j ] , b p t s l y [ j ] ) > S * S )  
( j  < b n p t s l  ) )  j + + ;  
i f (  j  == b n p t s l  ) {
b p ts 2 x [b n p t s 2 ]  = f p t s 2 x [ m ] ;  
b p t s 2 y [b n p t s 2 ]  = f p t s 2 y [ m ] ;
(b n p ts2 )+ + ;
>
>
>
/ *  F u n c t io n  which p e r fo r m s  th e  R e j e c t i o n  Sampling a lg o r i th m
d o u b le  Rej Samp( i n t e n s i t y , S , s e e d , T) 
d o u b le  i n t e n s i t y ,  S; 
i n t  s e e d ;  
i n t  T ;
/*  I n i t i a l i s i n g  o f  v a r i a b l e s
>
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d o u b le  b e t a  = e x p ( - i n t e n s i t y ) ; 
i n t  s = s e e d ;  
i n t  i , j , k ,  n l ,  m;
i n t  g r i d s i z e  = ( i n t ) (  ( 1 /S  + 1) * (1 /S  + 1) ) ;  
i n t  maxnumber = g r i d s i z e  + ( i n t ) ( i n t e n s i t y ) ; 
d o u b le  b p ts lx [m a xn u m b er) , bp ts ly [m a xn u m b er] ; 
i n t  b n p t s l ;
d ou b le  bpts2x[m axnum ber) , bpts2y[m axnum ber] ; 
i n t  b n p ts 2 ;
i n t  n o ;
d o u b le  fo lg e lx [T + l ] [m a x n u m b e r ]  , f o lg e ly [T + l ] [m a x n u m b e r ] ; 
in t  f o l g e n l [ T + l ] ;
d o u b le  fo lg e 2 x [T + l ] [m a x n u m b e r ] , f o lg e 2 y [T + l ] [m a x n u m b e r ] ; 
i n t  f o l g e n 2 [ T + l ] ;
d o u b le  f o l g e r x [ T ]  [maxnumber] , f o l g e r y  [T] [maxnumber] ; 
i n t  f o l g e n r [ T ] ;  
d o u b le  a , b , x , y ;  
i n t  a g r e e ;
/ *  I n i t i a l  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s * /  
no = 0 ;
f o r (  a = 0 .0 ;  a<= 1 . 0 ;  a+=S) {  
f o r (  b = 0 .0 ;  b < = 1 .0 ;  b+=S) {  
f o l g e 2 x [ 0 ] [ n o ] = a ;
f o l g e 2 y [ 0 ] [ n o ] = b ;  
b p t s l x [ n o ]  = a ;  
b p t s l y [ n o ]  = b ;  
no++;
>
}
f o l g e n l [0] = 0 ;  f o l g e n 2 [ 0 ]  = n o ;  b n p t s l  = n o ;  bnpts2  = 0; 
ag re e  = 0 ;  
s r a n d 4 8 ( s e e d ) ;
/♦Forward S im u la t io n * /
w h i le  (a g r e e  == 0 )  {
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p r i n t f ( " a g r e e  = */,d \ n " , a g r e e ) ;  
k = 1;
f o r  ( i= 0 ;  i  < T; i++ ) {
/*  Update s e c o n d  component */
n l  = P o i s s o n ( b e t a ) ; 
i f (  n l  > maxnumber ) •( 
p r i n t f ( " a r r a y  o v e r f u l l \ n " ) ; 
e x i t ( l ) ;
>
f o l g e n 2 [ k ]  = 0 ;
i f (  n l  > 0 )  fo r (m = 0 ;  m<nl; m++) {  
x = d r a n d 4 8 ( )  ; 
y = d r a n d 4 8 ( ) ; 
j= 0 ;  
w h i l e (
( D i s t ~ 2 ( x , y , f o l g e l x [ k - l ] [ j ] . f o l g e l y [ k - 1 ] [ j ] ) > S * S )  
&& ( j  < f o l g e n l [ k - l ]  ) )  j+ + ;  
i f ( j  == f o l g e n l [ k - l ]  ) {
f o l g e 2 x [ k ] [ f o l g e n 2 [ k ] ]  = x ;  
f o l g e 2 y [ k ] [ f o l g e n 2 [ k ] ]  = y ;  
f o l g e n 2 [ k ] + + ;
>
}
/ *  Update f i r s t  component * /
n l  = P o i s s o n ( b e t a ) ; 
i f (  n l  > maxnumber ) {  
p r i n t f ( " a r r a y  o v e r f u l l \ n " ) ; 
e x i t ( l ) ;
>
f o l g e n l [ k ]  = 0 ;  
f o l g e n r [ k - l ]  = 0 ;  
i f (  n l  > 0  ) fo r (m = 0 ;  m<nl; m++) {  
x = d r a n d 4 8 ( ) ;
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y = drand48();
j=0;
while(
(Dist‘ 2(x ,y ,folge2x[k] [ j ]  ,folge2y [k] [j] )>S*S) 
&& (j  < folgen2[k] ))  j++;  
i f (  j  < folgen2[k] ) {
fo lg e rx [k -l] [ fo lg e n r[k -l]]  = x; 
folgery[k-1] [folgenr[k-l]]  = y; 
folgenr[k-l]++ ;
>
i f (  j  == folgen2[k] ) {  
fo lgelx [k][fo lgen l[k]]  = x; 
fo lgely[k][fo lgen ltk]]  = y; 
fo lgen l[k ]++;
>
>
k++;
> / *  end of for loop*/
/ *  Backward Simulation * /
for ( i = ( T - l ) ;  i>=0; i — )
{
Backward(bptslx, bptsly, bnptsl, 
bpts2x, bpts2y, bnpts2, 
f o lg e lx [ i ] ,  fo lg e ly t i ] ,  fo lg e n lt i ] ,  
fo lg e 2 x [i ] ,  fo lg e 2 y [i] ,  fo lg e n 2 [ i ] , 
fo lg e r x [ i ] ,  fo lg e r y [ i ] , fo lg e n r[i] ,
S);
>
i f  (bnptsl == 0) agree = 1;
return(folgelx[T], fo lgely [T ], folge2x[T], folge2y[T])
>
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